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“Chemistry without catalysis would have a sword without a handle, a 

light without brilliance, a bell without sound.” 

Alwin Mittasch, 1948. 
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Abstract 

Recently developed FC technology is among many approaches aiming at solving the global 

energy challenges. FCs are electrochemical devices that convert chemical energy from fuel 

molecules into electrical energy via electrochemical reactions. FCs are, however, limited 

by the scarce and expensive platinum (Pt) electrocatalysts. Approach in this Ph.D. thesis 

is, therefore, in reducing Pt content to ultra-low loadings in the electrocatalysts and 

optimizing their electronic structures to efficiently utilize Pt. Syntheses of small Pt 

nanoparticles (NPs) were performed in order to increase the specific area of Pt. Syntheses 

of core-shell Au-Pt (Au@Pt) NPs, with atomically-thin Pt shells on Au NP cores were 

performed. The Au@Pt NPs were further chemically immobilized on a highly conductive 

graphene support to ensure efficient electronic structure of the catalyst. Graphene 

possesses unique properties, such as high charge carrier mobility, high conductivity, 

mechanical strength (130 GPa), and high surface area (2600 m2g-1).[1] Chemical inertness 

of graphene in polymer electrolyte membrane FC (PEMFC) operating conditions resulted 

in enhanced electrocatalyst stability. Chemical anchoring of Pt and Au@Pt NPs was 

achieved via L-cysteine linker molecules that provided pathways for fast electron 

transfers during the electrocatalytic reactions. Electrochemical properties of self-

assembled L-cysteine monolayers immobilized on single-crystal Au(111) surfaces were 

studied in ionic liquids and their structures imaged by scanning tunneling microscopy 

(STM), to investigate the nature of L-cysteine bonds on Au. 

Synthesized electrocatalysts were characterized by spectroscopic, microscopic and 

electrochemical techniques. Electrocatalysis was examined by electrochemical oxidation 

of formic acid, methanol and ethanol, and oxygen reduction reaction experiments, for both 

anode and cathode catalyst applications respectively. Finally, the main goal was to 

investigate the electrocatalytic performance within the PEMFC systems. Direct formic 

acid, methanol and ethanol PEMFC station was established. As-synthesized graphene-

immobilized Au@Pt NPs exhibited high electrocatalytic performance and long stability in 

direct formic acid, methanol and ethanol PEMFCs. 
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Motivation and project objectives 

Motivation 

Depleting non-renewable energy resources, along with rapidly growing human population 

has had detrimental effect on environmental sustainability. High-energy demands of 

modern-day society have been largely based on exploiting fossil fuels. Driving forces of 

chemical reactions in oil processing heavily rely on hazardous chemicals and/or reaction 

conditions. Electrocatalysis, however, provides a reaction-driving force in a sense of 

potential difference between two electrodes. Therefore, electrocatalysts within 

electrochemical energy devices offer a new and environmentally benign solution to the 

snowballing energy crisis. Electrochemical energy conversion and storage devices can be 

divided into four main groups: 

1. capacitors,

2. supercapacitors,

3. batteries,

4. fuel cells.

Depending on the application and energy requirements, combination of, or a specific 

power device can be used. Ragone plot represents these technologies according to their 

respective power and energy densities, Fig. 1.  

Figure 1. Power density versus energy density, a Ragone plot, for energy storage and 

conversion devices.[2] 
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VI

Although the mass-production industry standard of today are battery-powered devices, 

fuel cell (FC) technology is a new and environmentally benign approach offering high 

energy density. Focus here is on polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) 

employing bio-fuels and oxygen to produce electrical energy. Although PEMFCs offer high 

specific energy density (volumetric and gravimetric), the technology is not widely 

available, primarily due to the expensive catalyst employed in their operation. Highly 

active catalysts, like Pt, are required since the mild operating conditions (up to 100 °C) 

do not significantly contribute to elevating the reaction-driving forces. Pt is a growingly 

expensive metal with fluctuating price (201 300.0 DKK/kg in June 2017). Scientific 

research is constantly developing novel electrocatalysts based on less Pt and even Pt-free 

approaches. However, they still cannot compete with the expensive noble metal. 

Furthermore, stability is one of the PEMFC challenges. NP migration and aggregation is 

often due to insufficient immobilization forces to support materials. Carbon-based 

supports are commonly used in PEMFC technology, like carbon black or graphitized 

carbon. These types of supports can be oxidized at acidic/basic operating conditions. 

Graphene is a recently discovered carbon-based material, possessing unique properties 

and high chemical resistance in harsh FC operating conditions. Based on optimized 

bimetallic nanostructures immobilized on graphene support, this Ph.D. thesis offers new 

approaches to PEMFC technology.  

Project objectives 

Our approach to develop PEMFC technology by synthesizing electrocatalysts with 

reduced Pt content and optimized electronic structures. Furthermore, electrocatalysts 

will be studied by spectroscopic, microscopic and electrochemical techniques to 

investigate the morphology and their electrochemical properties. Small and uniform NPs 

or NP structures must be firmly immobilized on support materials to ensure fast electron 

transfer rates during the electrocatalytic reactions. Highly conductive and chemically 

inert supports must be utilized in PEMFCs, due to usually very acidic/basic operating 

conditions. Graphene is, therefore, used as a good support material, due to its distinctive 

properties, specifically high conductivity, mechanical strength and high surface area 

(2600 m2g-1).[1] Furthermore, graphene is chemically inert in PEMFC operating 

conditions. Electrocatalytic performance is examined by electrochemical oxidation and 

oxygen reduction reaction experiments, which emulate conditions at the anode and the 

cathode of a PEMFC, respectively. Finally, the main goal of the project is to examine the 

electrocatalytic performance of the as-synthesized electrocatalysts within the direct 

formic acid, methanol and ethanol PEMFC systems. The PEMFC station is assembled 

and tested with the commercially available catalysts to obtain benchmark values. 
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Electrocatalytic performance and stability of the as-synthesized catalysts are compared 

with the commercially available catalyst, currently used in industry. 
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Outline 

The thesis is structured in six chapters. The general descriptions of each of the chapters 

is presented here. 

 Chapter 1 is a general introduction to fuel cell technology, graphene and platinum 

electrocatalysts. It introduces concepts and theory necessary for the discussion in the 

following chapters. 

 Chapter 2 summarizes methodology and techniques used for characterization of 

electrocatalysts. It describes principles and focus points of employed methods. 

 Chapter 3 focuses on syntheses, characterization and electrocatalysis of graphene-

supported platinum catalysts. It highlights the focus points in syntheses optimization 

of electrocatalysts. The chapter emphasizes the importance of strong nanoparticle 

immobilization on supports by chemical linkers, L-cysteine molecules. The 

electrocatalytic performance of as-synthesized graphene-platinum nanocatalysts was 

compared to commercially available catalyst, platinum nanoparticles immobilized on 

graphitized carbon. 

 Chapter 4 further improves the syntheses of nanocatalysts, conducted in previous 

chapter, by formation of core-shell nanoparticle catalysts. The gold nanoparticle cores 

are strongly attracted and chemically immobilized on graphene by L-cysteine 

molecular anchors, followed by formation of atomically-thin platinum shells. By 

replacing the platinum nanoparticle cores by gold, synergetic effects are achieved 

between the two metals, benefitting the resistance towards catalytic poisoning and 

enhancing electrocatalysis. The performance of graphene-supported core-shell 

nanocatalysts was compared to the commercial catalyst. 

 Chapter 5 describes the fuel cell technology in detail. It shows the entire process of 

fuel cell station assembly, electrode membrane assembly, software design, focus 

points during fuel cell testing, and finally, electrocatalytic performance of graphene-

supported core-shell nanocatalysts in direct formic acid, methanol and ethanol fuel 

cells. The electrocatalysis on graphene-supported core-shell nanocatalysts was 

compared to the commercial catalyst used in industry. 

 Chapter 6 focuses on fundamental study of the nature of L-cysteine molecules on 

Au. The self-assembled L-cysteine monolayers on Au(111) single-crystal electrodes 

were investigated by electrochemical methods and scanning tunneling microscopy.  

 Chapter 7 gives summary conclusion for the entire Ph.D. thesis. 
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Instructional notes 

Acronyms of terms ending in -microscopy, -chemistry, -voltammetry or -spectroscopy, 

refer to -microscope, -chemical, -voltammogram and –spectrum/spectra, as well. 

Abbreviations are used in plural form by adding “s”. Figures are abbreviated to “Fig.” in 

the text. 
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Chapter 1  

Fuel cells, Graphene and Pt-based catalysts 

1.1 Introduction to fuel cell technology 

Due to depleting fossil fuel resources accompanied with drastic climate changes, the need 

to explore new renewable and sustainable energy sources is imminent. Fuel cell (FC) 

technology is among many approaches recently developed aiming at solving the global 

energy challenges. FCs are electrochemical devices that convert chemical energy stored 

in fuel molecules into electric energy via electrochemical reactions.[3] Basic elements in a 

fuel cell are cathode, anode and electrolyte. Commonly used fuels are dihydrogen, 

methanol, ethanol, formic acid, etc.[4] Reactions that provide energy occur at both 

electrodes. As an example, reactions for a formic acid fuel cells [5] are: 

Anode:   HCOOH → CO2 + 2 H+ + 2 e−                                                                (1.1) 

Cathode:  1/2 O2 + 2 H+ + 2 e− → H2O                                            (1.2) 

Net reaction: HCOOH + 1/2 O2 → CO2 + H2O                               (1.3) 

FCs provide clean energy with low pollution. Several different types of fuel cells exist, 

categorized by the fuel and electrolyte. Important technologies include hydrogen FCs such 

as alkaline fuel cells (AFCs), polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs), 

phosphoric acid fuel cells (PAFCs), solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) and molten-carbonate 

fuel cells (MCFCs). FCs use liquid organic fuels are often denoted as direct or indirect 

FCs depending on whether the fuel directly participates in the reaction or is first split 

into H2 which then reacts at the anode. Direct FCs are robust devices that allow usage of 

different fuels. Representative setups are the direct methanol fuel cell (DMFC), the direct 

ethanol fuel cell (DEFC) and the direct formic acid fuel cell (DFAFC).[6][7][8] Different FC 

technologies with potential application are summarized in Figure 1.1. We focus on direct 

FCs, in which liquid hydrocarbons are fuel molecules and a polymer electrolyte membrane 

(PEM, primarily Nafion®) the electrolyte. The PEM simultaneously acts as a separator 

between anode and cathode, as well as the proton conductor. 
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Figure 1.1 Scheme of representative FC systems: AFC, PEMFC, DMFC, PAFC, and 

SOFC. The fuel oxidation occurs at the anode while oxygen is reduced to water at the 

cathode. Ionic species involved in the reactions of different FC technologies is noted 

as the electrolyte. 

Pt-based materials are most commonly used as catalysts with appealing properties such 

as low operating temperatures, high power densities and relatively easy scale-up. On the 

other hand, Pt is both an increasingly expensive material and as a catalyst, easily 

poisoned.[9] Only a few parts per billion of CO2 or CO can leave large parts of the catalytic 

surface inactive for H2 dissociation.[10] It is a challenge to overcome such issues, therefore 

prodigious effort are invested in reducing Pt usage in FCs. 

1.2 Graphene 

Graphene is a two-dimensional single sheet of sp2 carbon in a hexagonal structure 

arrangement, Fig. 1.2.[11] Graphene possesses unique properties, such as high charge 

carrier mobility (up to 105 cm2·V-1·s-1), high conductivity, ambipolar electric field effect, 

quantum Hall effects at room temperature, high mechanical strength (130 GPa) and high 

surface area (2600 m2g-1).[1] Graphene can be chemically synthesized from graphite and 

used as 3D foam or paper. These properties make graphene perfect as electrode support 

for catalysts in electrochemical energy systems.[12]  
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Figure 1.2 Scheme of a single graphene nanosheet. 

3D porous graphene has exhibited remarkable properties for electrochemical power 

systems. Porous materials are classified by their pore size: macroporous (> 50 nm), 

mesoporous (2 – 50 nm) and microporous (< 2 nm).[13] Synthesizing 3D graphene with 

precise control of shape and pore size is required. Metallic nanoparticles (NPs) can 

interact strongly with functional groups on graphene, e.g. hydroxyl, epoxide, carbonyl and 

carboxylate making exact engineering of graphene functionalization vital.[14] However, 

this compromises the high electronic conductivity of graphene. Usually, graphene 

production is divided into “wet” and “dry” approaches.[15][16] The latter is based on building 

graphene sheets from simple carbon molecules, usually methane and ethanol.[17] Wet 

approaches include chemical syntheses of graphene in solutions, from graphite via 

formation of graphene oxide (GO).[15] A summary of GO reducing agents in reported 

procedures and their corresponding properties is shown in Table 1.1. For FC applications 

porous 3D graphene structures can be created.[12] Porous graphene networks are in rapid 

development with the most important ones (1) graphene nanomesh and (2) graphene 

foam. Graphene nanomesh is graphene structure with high-density nanoscale pores 

located on top of conjugated carbon surfaces.[12] Its synthesis includes polymer building 

blocks, photo, electron- and plasma-etching, template methods and chemical etching 

methods.[18] Graphene foam (GF) is a macroscopic 3D graphene made by stacking 

graphene nanosheets into a strongly connected network. GFs are ultralight, mechanically 

strong, compressible materials with multidimensional electron pathways which ensure 

excellent electrochemical performance. However, GF surface area is generally limited to 

below 1000 m2/g so the resulting GFs are denoted as “defective”. They are usually 

prepared by hydrothermal methods, chemical reduction methods, or template directed 

chemical vapor deposition (CVD) methods. In hydrothermal methods, GO is used as a 
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precursor to create cross-linking sites followed by freeze drying to form a 3D framework 

due to the expansion of ice and evaporation of water. 

Table 1.1. A summary of GO reducing agents and reacting conditions in accordance to 

well-supported and proposed mechanisms. 

Reducing agents T (°C) A κ (S·m-1) B C/O ratio Ref 

NaBH4 80 82 4.8 C [19] 

NH4BH4 66 (THF) 20 300 9.8 C [20] 

HI 

100   

29 800 12 C [21] 

Hydrazine 2 420 10.3 D [22] 

Ethanol 1.8·10-4 6 D [23] 

Urea/NH3 

95  

43 4.5 C [24] 

L-Ascorbic acid/NH3 7 700 12.5 C [25] 

NaHSO3 6 500 7.9 D [26] 

Zn-H2SO4 
RT 

3 416 21.2 C [27] 

L-Cysteine 1.2·10-1 
- 

[28] 

Green tea 90  53 [29] 

Leaf extract RT 4 006 7.1 D [30] 

A Reduced in aqueous solution unless stated otherwise. B Conductivity of synthesized 

un-annealed graphene. C XPS. D Elemental analysis. 

These procedures can be modified by introducing different precursors, such as pyrrole, 

amine, thiourea, ammonia boron trifluoride, etc.[31] In order to create in situ polymerized 

polypyrrole-graphene foam, e.g. Qu et al. electrodeposited polypyrrole on hydrothermally 

treated GF.[32] GFs have been combined with transition metal oxides, hydroxides and 

sulfides for applications as energy storage devices.[33] The advantage of chemical methods 

is that not only is GO reduced to graphene, but crosslinking sites are provided, leading to 

a chemically bonded GF framework. Worsley et al. cross-linked GO in aqueous solution 

with resorcinol-formaldehyde by reducing it in a sol-gel procedure using NaCO3 as a 

catalyst, followed by supercritical CO2  drying and pyrolysis (1050 °C) under N2 

atmosphere.[34] The final product obtained showed high specific surface area (1200 m2g-1). 

In template methods, graphene is deposited by chemical vapor deposition on an existing 

template material.  Representative work was done by CH4 deposition at 1000 °C on porous 

Ni foam template.[35] The final product had more wrinkles and ripples as a result of 

different thermal expansion coefficients of graphene and Ni, which increased the specific 

surface area and improved the mechanical interlocking with polymer chains for composite 
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materials. Structures like GF-poly(dimethyl siloxane) could be bent, stretched and 

twisted without breaking. 

Current graphene-based research is focused on enhancing the mechanical strength of 3D 

graphene structures for practical application. The diameter of GF pores has not yet been 

fully optimized and ranges from macroporous structures to pores of a few hundred 

micrometers. Networks of nanometer-sized pores are needed to develop optimized fuel cell 

system. 

1.3 Platinum in fuel cells and electrochemical oxygen reduction 

Pt was discovered as a valuable material in 1780s and is one of the most widely used 

catalysts for chemical reactions.[35] The main drawback is the high price of platinum-

based catalysts. Pt is a scarce element in the Earth’s crust, with a relative abundance of 

approximately 0.01 ppm.[36] Some nickel and copper ores contain Pt and are located mostly 

in South Africa (80% of the world Pt production). Only a few hundred tones are produced 

annually. It is overall used as a catalytic converter (35-40%), jewelry (up to 35%), 

petroleum and glass production (18%).[37] For these reasons, extensive studies have been 

undertaken to synthesize specific Pt nanocrystals to maximize and optimize the catalytic 

surface area, while minimizing material consumption. Research has been undertaken to 

optimize shape, size and facet distribution of the NPs, leading to improved activity and 

selectivity. Syntheses through wet chemical reduction (WCR) enable nanoscale design by 

controlling synthetic parameters to tune shape and size of the NPs.[38] Formation of Pt 

nanoparticles (Pt NPs) in solution includes reduction, nucleation, growth and ligand 

capping, Fig. 1.3.[39] Representative examples of synthesis procedures are given in Table 

1.2. In electrochemical sense, platinum is primarily utilized as a catalyst for oxygen 

reduction reaction (ORR), a limiting step in the performance of a FC system.[39][40] ORR is 

a multi-electron reaction which includes a number of elementary steps with different 

reaction intermediates.[41]  

Wroblowa et al. proposed a reaction scheme elucidating the complexity of O2 reduction at 

metal surfaces (1976), which has been repeatedly supported by various experimental and 

computational studies.[42][43] O2 can be electrochemically reduced directly to H2O (“direct”, 

4e- reduction) or through intermediate formation of adsorbed H2O2 (“series”, 2e– 

reduction). Adsorbed H2O2,ad can be electrochemically reduced into H2O (“series”, 4e– 

pathway), decomposed at the metal surface or desorb into the solution. Marković et al. 

has experimentally established an interpretation of Pt catalyst reaction based on ORR 

through a “series” pathway via H2O2,ad intermediate,[41] concluding that negligible O-O 

bond splitting occurs prior to peroxide formation. H2O2,ad may or may not be reduced to 
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water but in both cases, the addition of the first electron to O2 appears to be the rate 

determining step in the ORR. The rate expression is: 

  
 

2

x ad
O ad

exp rFE
i nFKc 1 exp

RT RT

 


 
    

 
                             (1.4) 

where i is the observed current, n the number of electrons, K the chemical rate constant, 

cO2 the concentration of O2 in the solution, θad the total surface coverage by all adsorbed 

species, x = (1 or 2) depending on the site requirements of the adsorbates, E the applied 

potential, β and γ are symmetry factors (assumed 1/2) and rθad parameter characterizing 

the rate of change of the apparent standard free energy of adsorption with the surface 

coverage by adsorbing species. 

 

Figure 1.3 TEM images of Pt cubes: (A) without time control of NaI addition during 

the synthesis, (B) with time control, (C) prepared in dimethylformamide (DMF)/H2O 

= 3:1 with time control of NaI addition, and (D) with time and pH control. Adapted 

with permission from ref.[44]. Copyright © (2010), American Chemical Society. 

This rate expression, in combination with the reaction pathway mechanism, is used to 

analyze the effects of different factors on the kinetics of the ORR regarding Pt(hkl) 

surfaces. Catalyst development has to rely on fundamental understanding of the 

platinum-electrolyte interfacial reactions, as well as optimization of platinum surfaces, 

Fig. 1.4. Most promising catalyst must include both optimizing the catalyst surface area 

and modifying the intrinsic activity of Pt by introducing bimetallic nanostructures. 

Changing the local bonding environment, the distribution of active sites and intrinsic 
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electronic properties allow for tailor-made catalysts with enhanced electrocatalysis and 

ultra-low Pt loadings. 

 

Figure 1.4 High-resolution transmission electron microscope (HR-TEM) images of Pt 

NPs obtained with molar ratios between NaNO3 and H2PtCl6 of (A, E) 5.5 and (B, F) 

11.0, respectively. The insets show fast Fourier transform (FFT) patterns used to 

determine the crystallographic directions marked in the insets. (C, D, G, H) Models 

showing that the growth of Pt NP was substantially enhanced at ridges and corners 

to form both octapods and tetrapods. (Adapted with permission from ref.[45]. Copyright 

© 2010, American Chemical Society.) 

The relationship between surface area and electrochemical reactivity has been termed 

“structural sensitivity” and establishes a relationship between the kinetics of 

electrochemical reactions and Pt single crystal surface structures.[46] Correlations 

between the kinetics of the ORR and the surface coverage of chemisorbed oxygen-

containing species on both polycrystalline and single-crystal electrodes have been 

reported.[47] Chemisorbed oxygen-containing species are present on the Pt surfaces in a 

reversible form (denoted as OHad) and an irreversible form (denoted as “oxide”). 

Experiments demonstrated that the order of activity of Pt(hkl) in 0.1 M KOH, under 

combined kinetic-diffusion control (potential range of O2 reduction E > 0.75V) is (100) < 

(110) < (111).[48] 
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Table 1.2 Pt nanoparticle green syntheses 

Precurs. Reducing 

agent 

Solv. Stabilizing agent NP 

size 

(nm) 

Ref 

H2PtCl6 

Voltage 

Water 

PEI 20-800 [49] 

H2, citric acid Citrate 40-50 [50] 

Ascorbic acid Block copolymer A ~ 6 [51] 

Glucose 
Starch 

1.7 [52] 

Starch 2-4 [53] 

H2, ethanol Ethanol - < 3 [54] 

NaBH4 THF 2-phenylethanethiol ~ 1 [55] 

Ethylene glycol PVP > 30 [45] 

Pt(acac)2 200 °C B Oleylamine 8 [56] 

A Pluronic F127 block copolymer,  B Synthesis performed in autoclave.  

However, reversible adsorption of hydroxyl ions (OHrv) on Pt(hkl) suppresses the kinetics 

of the ORR, but does not change the pathway of the reaction. As observed by rotating (Pt) 

ring disk electrode (RRDE) experiments, the “oxide” form, irreversibly adsorbed on the 

Pt(hkl) surface, does change the pathway of the reaction, since peroxide is experimentally 

detected on the ring electrode, when there is a significant amount of adsorbed peroxide 

on the electrode surface.[48] Furthermore, trace amounts of chloride can significantly 

change the activity and the reaction pathway of the ORR on Pt catalysts. In PEM fuel 

cells, chloride impurities can be present at the ppm level arising from the membrane 

electrode assembly (MEA) preparation process or from contamination of humidified feed 

streams. Even a 4 ppm chloride impurity can result in a voltage loss of 50 mV and equally 

affect the open circuit cell voltage.[41] MEA preparation and humidified feed streams 

therefore require highly clean conditions. In addition, extensive H2O2 production can 

damage the perfluorinated membranes and ionomers in the catalyst layer.[57]  

1.4 Graphene-Pt catalysts 

Hybrid graphene-platinum (G-Pt) materials can be traced back to 1999 and have 

developed fast during the past decade.[58] G-Pt syntheses can be broadly divided into three 

strategies: (1) “One-pot synthesis” where both precursors, GO and Pt salt, are reduced 

simultaneously,[59] (2) “Stepwise syntheses” involving already reduced GO (graphene) 

interacting with Pt salt which is subsequently reduced to Pt NPs, or (3) “Separate 
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reduction” where reduced GO (graphene) is mixed with already prepared Pt NPs which 

are then incorporated in the graphene network.[60] G-Pt with specific structural features 

including nanotubes [61], nano-spheres [62], nanofibers [63], and nanocages [64] have been 

synthesized using different reduction methods, such as chemical reduction, 

electrochemical reduction, thermally assisted methods, microwave assisted methods and  

combined reduction methods. Honma et al. synthesized graphene nanosheets decorated 

by Pt clusters with a range of sizes (from subnano Pt clusters of 0.5 to 1.5 nm).[65] The Pt 

NPs obtained exhibited a greatly enhanced specific surface area in comparison with Pt on 

graphite support material (Vulcan XC-72R) and improved activity for the methanol 

oxidation reaction (MOR).  

A general approach to the preparation of graphene-metal NPs in water-ethylene-glycol 

systems using GO as a precursor and metal NPs (Au, Pt and Pd) as building blocks has 

been proposed.[66] In this method, metal NPs were adsorbed on the GO surface, which was 

not only beneficial for the subsequent reduction of GO by ethylene glycol, but also 

prevented restacking of reduced graphene sheets and resulted in formation of stable G-

NP composites. Kou et al. synthesized a G-Pt hybrid material with strong Pt NP bonding, 

average size of 2 nm, and greatly enhanced durability.[67] The properties of both G-Pt and 

commercial catalyst were investigated with cyclic voltammetry (CV) during 5000 cycles 

in N2-saturated 0.5 M H2SO4. The initial electrochemical surface area (ECSA) of G-Pt and 

commercial catalyst (E-TEK) were 108 m2g-1 and 75 m2g-1, respectively. The retained 

ECSA after the 5000 cycle degradation for both G-Pt and E-TEK had decreased to 62.4%  

(67.6 m2g-1) and 40%, respectively. ORR activities decreased similarly to 49.8% for the G-

Pt, while the commercial catalyst kept only 33.6% of its original activity. Li et al. prepared 

G-Pt via chemical reduction of GO and H2PtCl6 by NaBH4.[68] The peak current density of 

Pt at the potential of 0.652 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) showed that the composite had superior 

catalytic performance towards methanol oxidation, almost twice higher than the 

commercial Pt-Vulcan catalyst (199.6 mA/mg Pt and 101.2 mA/mg Pt, respectively). The 

Pt NPs in this setup were in the size range of 5 to 6 nm. The catalytic stabilities of the G-

Pt and Pt-Vulcan in 0.5 M CH3OH and 0.5 M H2SO4 solution at a fixed potential of 0.60 

V were examined by chronoamperometry. Initially catalysts showed rapid current decay 

due to the formation of intermediate species, such as COads and CHOads, during methanol 

oxidation. Gradually, the current stabilized and a pseudo-steady state was achieved. It 

appeared that the current density of the G-Pt was higher than that of Pt-Vulcan catalyst 

electrodes during the whole testing duration which indicated superior electrocatalytic 

stability of the G-Pt catalyst. Pt loadings up to 80 wt.% were achieved on surface-

functionalized graphene nanosheets, with particle diameters less than 3 nm, resulting in 

current densities of methanol electrooxidation at least twice than the conventional Pt on 

carbon support.[69] Furthermore, these catalysts maintained high activities without 

noticeable NP aggregation even at increased catalyst loadings ranging from 0.2 to 2.0 
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mgPt/cm2. Highly controllable deposition of uniform Pt NPs assembled on graphene and 

functionalized with poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride) via a NaHB4 reduction 

process has also been established.[70] Loadings ranging from 18 to 78 wt.% of 

approximately 4.6 nm Pt NPs with predominantly Pt(111) facets was achieved. An 

overview of representative electrocatalysts employed in PEMFC systems and relevant 

properties is given in Table 5.1, Chapter 5. 

Bimetallic NPs enhance the catalytic properties and resistance to catalyst poisoning 

compared to monometallic NPs.[71][72][73] G-Pt/Ru catalyst exerted higher electrocatalytic 

activity for both methanol and ethanol oxidation than monometallic G-Pt catalyst.[74] 

Similar works report the achievement of graphene supported Pt, Pt3Co, Pt3Cr and G-

Pt/Pd alloy NPs.[75][76] These alloyed electrocatalysts generally show enhanced properties 

towards ORR or fuel oxidation reactions (e.g. methanol oxidation reaction, MOR), high 

electrocatalytic activities and low overpotentials, due to the properties of the individual 

nanoparticle and synergetic effects. However, they still consist of expensive, noble metals 

and exert limited stability to intermediate species and anode fuel crossover. Reports on 

bi- and trimetallic Pt-based catalysts are summarized in Table 5.2, Chapter 5. 

Defective GF as a support for Pt NPs provides a large specific surface area and small pore 

sizes.[77] Loading of Pt NPs increased from 20 wt.% (for more pristine GF, carbon black, 

commercially available graphene) to 33 wt.% on defective GF. Relative durability was also 

tested by recording the retention of ECSA over 60 000 cycles via accelerated start/stop 

tests. GF-Pt lost all of the activity after only 30 000 cycles, which was attributed to facile 

oxidation of GF support (high content of oxygen groups). In membrane assemblies, GF 

showed better performance than carbon black, but significantly poorer performance in the 

mass diffusion region. Ajayan et al. recently presented promising data for methanol 

oxidation catalysis using Pt on functionalized graphene 3D structures, Fig. 1.5.[78] Pt-

decorated 3D architectures were synthesized from graphitic carbon and nitride 

nanosheets by means of a facile, cost-effective co-assembly approach. Interconnecting 3D 

structures with much higher nitrogen content in the graphene sample than previously 

reported (29.4 at% compared to less than 10 at.%) enhanced the Pt NP adhesion, 

effectively avoiding aggregation. The NPs were uniformly dispersed, closely packed, 3.4 

nm in size and had Pt(111) faceting. Moreover, a strong metal-support link (induced by 

N) resulted in reduced accumulation of COads on Pt, increasing the catalyst poison 

tolerance. Stability of the catalyst was investigated by chronoamperometry at 0.5 V for 

2000 seconds. The prepared catalyst showed the lowest current decay and retained the 

highest oxidation current over time, which was also confirmed by cyclic voltammetry. 

After 100 cycles initial forward peak current density decreased by 38.9%, compared to 

71.2% for Pt-C catalyst. 
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Figure 1.5 Morphological and structural analysis of 3D G-Pt architectures (A-C). FE-

SEM image (A) and TEM images (B-C) of 3D G-Pt reveal well-dispersed Pt NPs on a 

3D porous interconnected 3D framework. Insets in (C) is HR-TEM image and Pt NP 

size distribution. Elemental mapping images for detection of (D) platinum, (E) carbon, 

and (F) nitrogen. 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and tunneling electron microscopy (TEM) images 

were recorded after the durability measurements, showing clearly integrated, well-

preserved and highly dispersed Pt NP assembly on the surface of the functionalized 

graphene structure. 

New methods are continuously introduced to prepare graphene with higher specific 

surface area, more stable, inert and good anchor sites for Pt NPs. Bimetallic and 

trimetallic crystals, alloys and different nano-structures are being pursued in order to 

increase activity, decrease catalyst poisoning, improve adhesion to the support and 

overall stability. Still, there are challenges to be overcome, such as combining the two 

materials through a scalable synthesis process, which should also be environmentally 

friendly. Research is extensively turning to DMFC, DEFC and DFAFC setups as 

environmentally most benign with high throughput at low-cost.[8][79][80] Pt as a catalytic 

material should be recyclable in these systems, since its price is still one of the major 

challenges for commercialization.  
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1.5 Electrocatalysis  

Electrocatalysis is the change of rate and selectivity of catalyzed electrochemical reactions 

on the electrode surface [81] and is studied using electrochemical techniques including 

cyclic voltammetry (CV), electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS), 

chronoamperometry (CA), chronopotentiometry (CP), rotating disk electrode (RDE) and 

rotating ring disc electrode (RRDE) methods.[82][83] These methods provide information on 

the thermodynamics of redox processes, adsorption processes, kinetics of electron transfer 

reactions, reaction mechanisms, dielectric properties of a medium over a range of 

frequencies, capacitive properties of the material and quantitative determination of 

electroactive species adsorbed on the electrode. The RRDE provides information about 

specific products formed during catalytic reactions at the disk electrode based on the 

current measured at the surrounding ring electrode. Electrochemical dioxygen reduction 

is one of the key reactions for the conversion of chemical energy into electrical energy.[84] 

Voltammetry under RRDE hydrodynamic conditions are basis for evaluation of the 

selectivity of the ORR on a target catalyst and for understanding electron transfer 

pathways and formation of intermediates. Although valuable information can be obtained 

employing these methods, they were developed for flat surfaces and do not ideally fit to 

porous electrodes.[85] In these types of electrodes, the ORR products do not travel 

perpendicularly to the films due to the rotation, but stay in pores and channels inside the 

catalyst. Prolongation of the time that products spend in contact with the catalyst layer 

may lead to secondary reactions and the number of transferred electrons can be strongly 

affected. Research in FC catalytic material development is, however still primarily 

focused on RDE and RRDE methods for catalyst characterization, even when working 

with porous structures. In order to characterize catalytic material more efficiently, in situ 

methods i.e., electrochemical methods combined with other techniques, are employed. 

Scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM) is a microscopy based electrochemical 

approach providing laterally resolved characterization of electrode surfaces.[86] The SECM 

tip is positioned in close proximity to the sample surface acting as a local sensor for 

detection of reaction products generated at the surface of the catalyst. Spatial distribution 

of selective domains of electrocatalyst surfaces can be obtained with submicrometer 

resolution.[87] 

Selectivity of electrocatalysis can be identified using a combination of electrochemical and 

chromatographic techniques, such as gas chromatography, ion chromatography, and 

high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC).[88][89][90] Santasalo-Aarnio et al. 

investigated the selectivity of Pt and Pd during oxidation of methanol and ethanol, 

respectively, in alkaline solutions.[91] It was demonstrated that the electrochemical 

oxidation of methanol on Pt leads to the formation of two side products, formaldehyde and 

formate. In the case of Pd, only formate was obtained. Electrochemical ethanol oxidation 
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produced acetaldehyde and acetate on Pt, while it was more selectively oxidized to acetate 

on Pd. 

Differential electrochemical mass spectroscopy (DEMS) technique can be applied to 

investigate the selectivity of Pt-based catalysts during methanol, ethanol and formic acid 

electrooxidation.[92] Electrochemical measurements are here combined with mass 

spectroscopy (MS) in order to detect reaction products. 

Scanning differential electrochemical mass spectroscopy (SDEMS) was employed to 

efficiently evaluate the “integral” selectivity of electrocatalysts and spatially map the 

catalyst selectivity.[93] An array of electrodeposited Pt and Pt-Ru catalysts was tested for 

their selectivity in methanol electrooxidation. Pure Pt exhibited extremely high 

conversion efficiency of methanol to CO2, reaching up to 90%. The addition of Ru of 6 at.% 

led to the highest current densities in case of both bimetallic Pt-Ru and pure Pt catalysts. 

Increased Ru content led to a decrease in the amount of formic acid produced during 

methanol electrooxidation. At Ru contents above 50 wt.%, formic acid was not detectable 

and formaldehyde was the only side product. DEMS is suitable for volatile reaction 

products capable of passing through the separating membrane between the 

electrochemical cell and the MS detector. 

Detection of products of electrocatalytic reactions can be achieved by electrospray 

ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS).[94] Limited fragmentation occurs during 

ionization which minimizes interference among different mass fragments. ESI-MS was 

used to simultaneously detect volatile and non-volatile side products of methanol 

electrooxidation on Pt-based catalysts.[95] 

A number of spectroscopic techniques have been combined with electrochemical 

techniques. Infrared absorption/reflection spectroscopy (IRS) [96], surface-enhanced 

infrared absorption spectroscopy (ATR-SEIRAS) [97], electron plasmon resonance (EPR) 

[98], fast Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIRS) [99], attenuated total reflection 

– Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIRS) [100] and Raman spectroscopy [101] 

are spectroscopic techniques used for in situ probing of electrochemical systems. FTIRS 

and Raman spectroscopy are techniques mostly combined with electrochemical methods 

to determine the selectivity of electrocatalysts. In-situ FTIRS elucidates mechanistic and 

kinetic behavior in respect to organic fuels used in FCs (methanol, ethanol, formic acid). 

Using ATR-SEIRAS method, the triple path mechanism in electrooxidation of formic acid 

on Pt catalyst in acidic media was discovered.[102] The adsorption–desorption equilibrium 

of adsorbed formate is quickly established and a part of the adsorbed formate is 

decomposed to CO2 and H+ ions. Adsorbed formate is an important intermediate in the 

electro-oxidation of methanol. 

Testing of catalysts towards activity, durability and stability in FC systems is 

fundamental. Durability of an electrocatalyst must be tested at its development stage to 

evaluate the long-term performance. Potentiostatic and galvanostatic polarization 
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techniques are the most commonly used electrochemical techniques to estimate catalyst 

stability.[103] Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is used to monitor 

electrocatalyst degradation on the electrode-electrolyte interface.[104][105] CV provides 

simple means to obtain information about degradation at certain potential values. 

Electrochemical quartz crystal microbalance (EQCM) technique monitors degradation of 

metallic catalyst by mass measurements.[106][107] Inductively coupled mass spectrometer 

(ICP-MS) equipped with an electrochemical scanning flow cell offers in-depth 

investigation for studying degradation of electrocatalysts.[108] ICP-MS enables on-line 

downstream elemental surveillance of electrocatalyst product degradation at different 

electrode potentials. 

Ex-situ methods include microscopic and spectroscopic techniques. Morphology, spatial 

distribution and size of the particles are imaged prior and after the durability tests. TEM, 

HR-TEM, identical location TEM (IL-TEM) [109], identical location scanning electron 

microscopy (IL-SEM) [110], atomic force microscopy (AFM) and electron energy loss 

spectroscopy (EELS) are advanced techniques that monitor ex-situ degradation of 

catalyst particles. An overview of techniques used to characterize PEMFC components is 

given in Table 1.3. Surface-sensitive spectroscopic techniques provide information on the 

degradation phenomena based on crystallographic structures, elemental states and 

distribution. Techniques primarily used include X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 

to analyze the spectrum of elements and binding energies, powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) 

to examine durability of particles, size and faceting [111], X-ray adsorption spectroscopy 

(XAS) to investigate atomic local structure and electronic states, Raman spectroscopy 

which identifies molecules by their vibrational and rotational frequencies, and IR 

spectroscopy which can determine functional groups in molecules. Applied techniques 

depend on the type of the required information.
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Table 1.3 Techniques used to characterize different components of FC systems. 

Technique Subject of 

investigation 

Advantages Disadvantages Ref 

Electrochemical 

(CV, RDE, RRDE) 

Kinetic 

characterization  

Significant kinetic 

insight  

Sensitive to 

artefacts and 

roughness 

[112] 

In-situ FTIR Products and 

adsorbed species  

Detection of 

volatiles, 

identification of 

adsorbates 

Sensitive to 

roughness and 

reflectivity in liquid 

electrolytes; IR-drop  

[113] 

On-line FTIR Volatiles formed 

in FCs 

Detection of volatiles No commercial 

setup available 
[114] 

FTIR Diffuse 

Reflection 

Volatiles and FC 

adsorbates 

In-situ FC studies No detection of non-

volatiles 
[115] 

DEMS Volatiles at 

technical 

electrodes 

Detection of volatiles 

by galvanostatic and 

potentiostatic 

methods 

Only liquid 

electrolytes, No 

detection for non-

volatile products 

[116] 

X-ray methods  

(XRD, XPS, XAS) 

Particle size, 

facets, and bond 

strength 

Qualitative/ 

quantitative analysis 

of catalyst and 

support surface 

composition,  

bonding state of 

elements determined 

Quantitative 

analysis needs 

careful calibration 
[117] 

Microscopy  

(SEM, TEM, AFM, 

EELS) 

Morphology 

characterization  

Determination of 

particle size and 

shape 

Sensitive to el.-stat. 

charge, not for all 

types of carbon 

[118] 

EIS Characterization 

of FC electrodes 

Structure and 

kinetic studies  

Equilibrium 

required, artefacts 
[119] 

Multi-Purpose 

Electrochemical 

Mass Spectrometry 

(MPEMS) 

Volatiles at FC 

electrodes  

In-situ FC studies Mass signals 

overlapping [120] 

NMR-spectroscopy Polymer 

electrolytes 

Reactions in polymer 

matrix, thermal 

stability studies 

Sample preparation 

critical, expensive 

instrumentation 

[121] 

Thermogravimetric 

Analysis (TGA, DTA) 

Polymer 

electrolytes 

Thermal stability 

studies 

Long term stability 

predictions 
[122] 

1.6 Future perspectives: Pt-free catalysts 

Recently, Pt-free catalysts have been developed. These are, e.g. non-precious metals (Fe, 

Co, Mn), metal oxides (Fe2O3, Fe3O4, Co3O4), doped graphene, and biomaterials (bacteria 

and enzymes).[123][124][125][126][127][128] Metal and metal-oxide catalysts often suffer from 

dissolution, sintering and aggregation in working conditions of a FC system. This results 

in catalyst degradation and strongly diminished electrical conductivity. Electron transfer 
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is then hampered during the ORR process. Based primarily on high electrochemical 

surface area (ECSA) and possibility of heteroatom-doping (N, B and S), graphene 

nanomaterials were found to give good electrochemical response and reactivity. 

Therefore, graphene-based materials are regarded as promising candidates in replacing 

noble elements as electrocatalysts towards ORR.[14] Nitrogen-doped graphene (N-G) 

exhibited high electrocatalytic activity with long durability as well as CO tolerance 

compared to conventional Pt catalysts. Biofuel cells operate using biological molecular 

systems as catalysts in order to achieve redox reactions. Biological systems are either 

enzymes or whole organisms, such as bacteria. Biofuel cells (BFC) are promising green 

energy sources able to harvest electricity from various organic materials. Key advantages 

of BFCs, over conventional energy sources, are abundancy of catalysts and environmental 

sustainability. Most critical issues are short lifetime and low power density. These 

limitations are related to enzyme/bacteria stability, low electron transfer rates and 

catalyst loadings.[129][130] Microbial catalysts are whole living organisms that catalyze 

reactions in FCs. Generally, these are robust systems able to operate on a variety of fuels, 

and are usually capable of oxidizing the substrate completely to CO2 and water. An 

example is direct electrochemical communication of Shewanella putrefaciens bacteria 

with an anode by membrane cytochromes, Fig. 1.6: [129] 

 

In order to increase the catalyst loading, graphene was employed as electrode material in 

BFCs.[131] Reports on highly porous 3D interfaces made from crumpled, strutted and 

graphene foam 3D structures are considered for future BFC fabrications. It has been 

reported that bacteria provide higher anodic biocatalytic current densities once graphene 

is part of the electrode interface.[132] Bahartan et al. prepared recombinant Saccharomyces 

cerevisiae, wrapped by GO sheets. After the microbes reduced GO to graphene, glucose 

oxidase was immobilized on the surface of graphene-wrapped Saccharomyces 

cerevisiae.[133] Longer stability and direct electron transfer occurred only in the setup with 

graphene sheets, in contrast to a reference experiment without graphene present. 

Lactate Waste + Cyt–Shewanella 

putrefaciens 

Cyt– Cyt + e–
Anode
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Figure 1.6 Schematic principle of a microbial fuel cell (MbFC). A microorganism 

serves as a catalyst. 

Complex optimization addressing the influence of the electrolyte, electrode arrangement, 

compartment volumes, etc. has been scarcely covered in graphene-based microbial FCs 

(MbFCs), although these parameters were key features for remarkable BFC power 

outputs in the past.[134] This indicates that graphene properties are still not fully utilized. 

The most intriguing achievement so far has been fabrication of bioanodes and biocathodes 

by self-assembling bacteria with graphene, in a single-step process.[135] However, this 

effective and sustainable approach needs optimization of operational and constructional 

features in order to develop cutting edge, high performance BFCs.
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Chapter 2  

Methodology 

This chapter is the overview of methods and techniques used for characterization of 

synthesized electrocatalysts. Fundamental principles and focus points of employed 

methods are described in order to support the discussions in following chapters. 

Methodology is, therefore, divided into three main segments: (1) spectroscopic, (2) 

microscopic, and (3) electrochemical techniques. The exceptions are 

thermogravimetric analysis and differential thermal analysis, which are described 

separately. 

2.1 Thermogravimetric analysis  

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) is a method to weigh the material as a function of 

increasing temperature or time.[136] TGA gives information about physical properties of 

the material such as phase transitions, vaporization, absorption, desorption and 

sublimation. Chemical information such as chemisorption, desolvation, oxidative 

degradation and solid-gas reaction can also be obtained from TGA measurements.[136] 

TGA can be used for reaction kinetics and degradation mechanism studies, materials 

characterization by analysis of specific decomposition profiles, determination of 

organic/inorganic content in a sample (useful for verifying predicted material 

compositions), and in polymer material science as a versatile characterization tool. TGA 

measurements are defined by high-precision instruments required to monitor mass 

change during temperature change. The basic instrumental requisites for TGA are a high 

accuracy balance with a crucible holder for the sample, and a programmable furnace 

(either constant heating rate, or for heating to achieve constant mass loss by time). The 

operating principle is generally the same: a precise amount of the sample is placed in a 

small crucible and inserted in an electrically heated furnace. In order to accurately 

conduct the measurements, the furnace is equipped with a thermocouple.[136] The voltage 

output of the thermocouple is compared to the voltage vs. temperature table stored in the 

computer’s memory. The sample chamber can be purged with an inert gas to prevent 

oxidation or side-reactions.  
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In the Ph.D. project, the TGA measurements were employed to investigate the NP loading 

in the graphene-supported catalysts.  

2.1.1 Differential thermal analysis  

Differential thermal analysis (DTA) is a thermoanalytic technique, similar to TGA, where 

the material under study and an inert reference material experience identical thermal 

cycles, while the temperature difference between them is recorded.[137] The differential 

temperature (sample to reference) is plotted against time or temperature and expressed 

as a DTA curve, or thermogram. The DTA curve exhibits data on the experienced 

transformations in the sample, such as: glass transitions, fusion, crystallization, melting 

and sublimation.[137] The DTA setup contains sample holders, thermocouple joints 

between the sample and reference containers, a programmable furnace for regulating the 

temperature, and a recording system. The two thermocouple units are connected to a 

voltmeter where the first thermocouple is placed in an inert material (usually Al2O3), the 

second one in the analyzed sample. A deflection of the voltmeter is recorded with the 

increase of the temperature. The input of heat increases the temperature of the reference 

material, but is incorporated as latent heat in the sample. In this way, sample phase 

transitions can be obtained.[138] 

2.2 Spectroscopic  techniques 

2.2.1 Ultraviolet–visible spectroscopy  

Ultraviolet–visible spectroscopy or ultraviolet-visible spectrophotometry (UV-Vis) is a 

spectroscopy technique in which light absorption is measured in the visible and adjacent 

(near-UV and near-infrared) electromagnetic spectrum.[139] A spectrophotometer is used 

for measuring transmitted light signal through solutions, transparent solids and even 

gaseous samples. Depending on the the monochromator, the sample can be scanned at a 

fixed wavelength (λ) or the entire spectrum of visible light. The UV-Vis spectrophotometer 

compares the light intensity before (I0) and after (I) has passed through the sample, 

usually expressed as a percentage (%). Transmittance is the ratio between the two signals 

(I/I0) and absorbance is related to transmittance through the Beer-Lambert’s law[140]: 

   A = – log (
I

I0
)  = ε ∙ l ∙ c                                               (2.1) 

where ε is the molar absorptivity [M-1 cm-1], l is the light path length (dimension of a 

cuvette containing the sample) in cm and c  is the analyte concentration in mol/L (Fig. 

2.1).[140] When the analyte is excited by a light source, specific wavelengths are absorbed 

while the rest are transmitted and recorded by the detector. Transmittance is then 
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converted to absorbance through equation 2.1 and often presented as a diagram of 

absorbance vs. wavelength. The UV-vis diagram exhibits sets of peaks, specific to the 

analyzed species, distinguishing different chemicals according to the absorbed 

wavelengths of the emitted light. Assuming the chemical composition of the sample and 

the light path length are well defined (ε and l), and the absorbance (A) experimentally 

obtained, the analyte concentration can be determined from the linearity of equation 2.1. 

However, the linear relation of the Beer-Lambert’s law has its limitations: (1) at high 

concentrations, deviation of molar absorptivity coefficient causes nonlinearity due to 

electrostatic interactions of molecules in close proximity; (2) the refractive index change 

or shift in the chemical equilibrium can occur at high concentrations; (3) sample pollution 

might induce light scattering; (4) non-monochromatic radiation and stray light produce 

serious measurement errors.[141] To avoid these limitations, measurements require clean 

environment, proper sample dilution, optimized equipment, and calibration.  

 

Figure 2.1 Scheme of UV-Vis absorption measurement principle. 

Nature of light has a wave-particle duality and is described as a segment of 

electromagnetic radiation spectrum with synchronized oscillations of electric and 

magnetic fields, propagating at the speed of light.[142] As a particle, light is a stream of 

photons, while as a wave it possesses velocity, wavelength and frequency. Every photon 

has an energy associated to wave frequency according to Planck’s equation[142]: 

E = hν                                                             (2.2) 

where E is photon energy [eV], Planck’s constant h = 6.626∙10-34 J s and ν is  wave 

frequency in hertz = 1/s [Hz]. If photon frequency matches the natural frequency of free 

electrons at the nanoparticle surface, the atom is excited and electron energy levels 

elevated inducing resonant oscillation. This event is described as surface plasmon 

resonance (SPR).[143]  Exciting a thin, continuous metal film, resonance spreads along its 

surface and is defined as a propagating surface plasmon resonance (PSPR). Since metallic 

NPs have defined size and shape, resonant oscillation is limited to the NP surface and 

defined as localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR).[143] Due to this phenomenon, 
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optical surface-dependent nanoparticle properties like size, shape and composition can be 

measured by the UV-Vis method.[144] LSPR is characteristic to noble metals, especially 

gold, and it significantly enhances light absorbance. 

The spherical gold nanoparticles (d = 7.9 ± 0.7 nm) show single LSPR peak at 520 nm in 

the absorption spectrum, while e.g. gold nanorods (width = 10 ± 2 nm, length = 50 ± 6 

nm) exhibit a set of peaks at 520 nm for transverse orientation and shifting peak from 

650 to 1050 nm for the longitudinal orientation.[145][146] 

Platinum precursor (H2PtCl6 ∙ xH2O) generates Pt(IV) in the reaction solution which 

exhibits a peak at 258 nm, while formed Pt NPs in the size range from 0.8 to 7.7 nm show 

no distinguishable peak in the absorption spectrum.[147] Pt nanospheres larger than 70 

nm in diameter absorb light around 390 nm with a red shift peak progression as the NP 

size increases.[148] Since Pt NPs synthesized in this work are 1.2 ± 0.8 nm in diameter, no 

observable absorption peaks within the visible light range is observed. The 

distinguishable features of the precursor and Pt NPs formed, observed by UV-vis, are 

useful in monitoring Pt nanoparticle formation progress during the synthesis.  

Gold-platinum core-shell NP (Au@Pt) synthesis is performed as a two-step reaction: (1) 

Au core synthesis followed by (2) Pt shell formation in the saccharide-based approach to 

metal nanostructure synthesis (SAMENS).[149] The ratio between the two metals in 

Au@Pt NPs was 5:2 which corresponded to atomically thin Pt shells on Au core for 8 ± 2 

nm nanoparticles.[150] Formation of Pt shell structure on Au core can be monitored from 

the changes of the Au LSPR peak in the absorption spectrum. The extinction of both 

prominent peaks, Au at 520 nm and Pt(IV) at 258 nm, is an indication of a drastic change 

in the Au nanoparticle surface structure and complete reduction of Pt(IV) to Pt0, i.e. 

successful Au surface coverage by Pt atoms. [150][151][152] 

Graphene was used as a support material for synthesized nanoparticles. Its precursor, 

graphene oxide (GO) shows two distinguishable absorption peaks, the main at 230 nm, 

originating from -* bonds in sp2 hybrid regions, and a peak at 303 nm due to σ-* bonds 

from sp3 hybridized orbitals.[153] Upon GO reduction, graphene exhibits observable 

changes in the absorption spectrum with a red-shifted, single peak at 270 nm.[154] 

The graphene-nanoparticle hybrid materials keep most of their inherent properties, with 

slight peak shifts due to chemical interactions.[155] Graphene-Au material shows two 

distinct peaks at 270 nm from graphene, and a 530 nm red-shifted Au peak due to the 

coupling effect.[156][157] Graphene-Pt exhibits a single peak at 270 nm, originating from the 

graphene support. Graphene-Au@Pt catalyst holds the same peak positions as graphene-

Au with a clear Au LSPR peak extinction, indicating core-shell structure. 

UV-Vis spectroscopy is a suitable technique for characterization of compounds in solution. 

Absorption spectra of Au, Pt, Au@Pt, GO, graphene and graphene-NPs materials were 

recorded in this Ph.D. project. 
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2.2.2 Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy  

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) is a technique in which infrared (IR) 

radiation is passed through a solid, liquid or gas sample and an absorption or emission 

IR spectrum is recorded.[158] A mathematical process (Fourier transform algorithm) 

converts the raw data into the spectrum. Fourier transform spectroscopy shines a beam 

containing a spectrum of light frequencies, measuring how much of the beam is absorbed 

in the sample. This is followed by modification of the beam with combinations of 

frequencies. It is performed through a defined configuration of mirrors in the Michelson 

interferometer.[158] As one of the mirror moves, each wavelength of light in the beam is 

intermittently blocked and transmitted by the interferometer (Fig. 2.2). The signal of 

different wavelengths is recorded at different rates obtaining a broad spectral range. The 

process is repeated multiple times. Finally, a computer calculates all the accumulated 

data of the light absorption for each mirror position for a specific wavelength.[158] The raw 

data is called an "interferogram", whereas obtained spectrum is presented as 

transmittance vs. wavenumber. 

 

Figure 2.2 Scheme of FTIR spectrometer measurement principle. 

  GO FTIR spectrum discloses various configurations of oxygen groups and their 

vibrational modes, Table 2.1. Depending on the nature of group vibrational frequencies, 

the mid-infrared FTIR spectrum (400 – 4000 cm-1) can be divided into four regions: (1) 

the fingerprint region (600 – 1500 cm-1), (2) the double-bond region (1500 – 2000 cm-1), 

(3) the triple-bond region (2000 – 2500 cm-1) and the X–H stretching region (2500 – 4000 

cm-1).[159]  
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Table 2.1 Infrared (IR) absorptions table for GO functional groups 

Functional group Absorption (cm-1) Ref 

Epoxide C-O-C 1230 – 1320 

[160] 

sp2 hybridized C C=C 1500 – 1650 

Carboxyl group COOH 1650 – 1750 

Carboxylic C–OH C–OH 1080, 3530 

Hydroxyl group (phenol) C–OH 3050 – 3800  

Ketone group C=O 1600 – 1650, 1750 – 1850  

Functionalization of GO can be precisely characterized since nitrogen- and sulfur-

containing compounds have specific stretching band values and can be differentiated from 

the groups mentioned.[161][162][163][164] Complementary to UV-Vis, FTIR is an effective tool 

in detecting the shape and size of optically active nanoparticles. It is extensively used for 

NP surface absorbents studies as well as NP shell characterization.[165]  The advantage of 

FTIR is that a variety of spectra can be obtained in a short time not only from a solution, 

but also solid samples such as graphene paper with immobilized NPs. FTIR is a valuable 

characterization technique for graphene and functionalized graphene-based materials. 

2.2.3 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is a quantitative, surface-sensitive spectroscopic 

technique in which elemental compositions, empirical formula, and electronic states of 

the elements can be measured.[166] XPS records surface composition at depth of 0 to 10 

nm. XPS spectra are acquired in high vacuum conditions by exciting the sample with an 

X-ray beam while measuring the kinetic energy and number of electrons that escape the 

material being analyzed. Generally, XPS is able to detect all elements with the detection 

limits in the range of parts per thousand (ppt). Parts per million (ppm) detection limits 

are possible with requirements to concentration of the analyte at top surface or long 

exposure time. XPS is often used to analyze elements, metal alloys, inorganic compounds, 

semiconductors, polymers, glasses, ceramics, inks, teeth, bones, medical implants, bio-

materials, ion-modified materials and many other samples.[167][168][169] A representative 

XPS spectrum is a plot of the number of electrons versus the corresponding binding 

energy.[169] Each of the elements produces a fingerprint XPS signal where individual 

binding energy values identify the specific element in the sample. These spectral peaks 

correspond to the electron configurations each of the atoms. The number of detected 

electrons correlates with the amount of a certain element in the XPS sampling volume.[169] 

The raw XPS signal is corrected by dividing its signal intensity with a relative sensitivity 
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factor (RSF), and normalized over all of the elements detected.[169] These atomic 

percentages exclude hydrogen. 

In the Ph.D. study, XPS is employed to corroborate elemental composition and 

functionalization of catalytic material since valuable information about binding energies 

can be obtained. 

2.2.4 Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 

Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS, EDX, or XEDS) is an analytical technique 

for elemental and chemical characterization of a sample.[170] EDS is routinely used for 

chemical analysis of small volumes down to micro, nano and even atomic levels. EDX 

microanalysis can identify the characteristic X-rays produced by each element after 

bombarding the sample with high-energy electrons within an electron microscope. 

Generated X-rays from the sample are detected with an energy-dispersive spectrometer 

which distinguishes element-specific X-ray energies. Generally, the EDX detector is 

assembled of a semiconductor in a field-effect transistor (FET) preamplifier, a main 

amplifier, and a digital pulse processor.[170] When the sample emits X-rays, a charge pulse 

is generated on the detector, which converts it into a voltage pulse with an amplitude 

correlated to the detected X-ray energy. The voltage pulse is then converted into a digital 

signal, producing a typical X-ray spectrum. EDX is particularly useful in elemental 

concentration determination. The amount of X-rays emitted by each element in the 

sample depends on the concentration of the element as a mass or atomic fraction.[170] This 

is the basis of concentration assessment of different chemicals within the sample from a 

final X-ray spectrum. Finally, the information about the local elemental composition can 

be obtained through a process of X-ray mapping,[171] which is a combination of computer-

assisted imaging and X-ray spectroscopy, resulting in a full qualitative and quantitative 

analysis of a studied sample. In the Ph.D. study, EDX technique was used within a TEM 

in order to identify and quantify elemental composition of the samples. However, the 

complexity of X-ray interactions with a sample may result in undesired events that 

require caution when analyzing the EDX spectrum. Elemental peak overlap, background 

signal noise and impurity contributions (mainly from the TEM sample grid) demand 

experimental and procedural exclusion in order to improve the data quality. Large 

contributions of Cu within the EDX spectrum of analyzed samples come, for example, 

from the TEM grid. 
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2.3 Microscopic techniques 

2.3.1 Scanning electron microscope 

A scanning electron microscope (SEM) is an electron microscope that scans the sample 

with a focused electron beam and generates images. The electrons interacting with 

sample atoms emit signals with information about the topography and composition. 

Depending on the instrument, the resolution of SEM can range between 1 nm and 20 nm. 

A wide range of magnifications is possible, from about 10 times (about equivalent to that 

of a powerful hand-lens) to more than 500,000 times, about 250 times the magnification 

limit of the best light microscopes. Samples for SEM can be solid, bulk specimens of any 

size that will fit within the specimen chamber. For conventional imaging in the SEM, 

specimens must be electrically conductive, at least at the surface, and electrically 

grounded to prevent the accumulation of electrostatic charge. Nonconductive specimens 

tend to charge when scanned by the electron beam, and especially in secondary electron 

imaging mode, this causes scanning faults and other image artifacts. Non-conducting 

materials are usually coated with an ultrathin coating of electrically conducting material, 

deposited on the sample either by low-vacuum sputter coating or by high-vacuum 

evaporation. Samples can be observed in high vacuum, or wet conditions (environmental 

SEM) and at a wide range of temperatures. 

The detection of secondary electrons emitted by sample atoms when excited by the 

electron beam is the most common SEM mode. The number of detected electrons is closely 

related to the sample topography. By scanning the sample and collecting the electron 

signal, the topography image of the surface is, therefore, created. The signals result from 

interactions of the electron beam with atoms at various depths within the sample. In the 

most common or standard detection mode, the secondary electrons are emitted from the 

specimen surface. Consequently, SEM can produce very highly resolved images of a 

sample surface, disclosing details less than 1 nm in size. Back scattered electron images 

can provide information about the distribution of different elements in the sample. 

Characteristic X-rays are emitted when the electron beam removes an inner shell 

electron from the sample, causing a higher-energy electron to fill the shell and release 

energy. These characteristic X-rays are used to identify the composition and measure the 

abundance of elements in the sample. 

Due to the very narrow electron beam, SEM micrographs have a large depth of 

field yielding a characteristic three-dimensional appearance useful for understanding the 

surface structure of a sample. In a typical SEM, an electron beam 

is thermionically emitted from an electron gun fitted with a tungsten filament cathode. 

Tungsten is normally used in thermionic electron guns because it has the highest melting 

point and lowest vapor pressure of all metals, thereby allowing it to be electrically heated 
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for electron emission, and because of its low cost. Other types of electron emitters 

include lanthanum hexaboride (LaB6) cathodes or zirconium oxide emitters. 

 

Figure 2.3 Schematic representation of SEM. 

The electron beam, with energy ranging from 0.2 keV to 40 keV, is focused by one or two 

condenser lenses to a spot about 0.4 nm to 5 nm in diameter. The beam passes through 

pairs of scanning coils or pairs of deflector plates in the electron column, typically in the 

final lens, which deflect the beam in the x and y directions so that it scans in 

a raster fashion over a rectangular area of the sample surface. When the primary electron 

beam interacts with the sample, the electrons lose energy by repeated random scattering 

and absorption within a drop-shaped volume of the specimen known as the interaction 

volume, which extends from less than 100 nm to approximately 5 µm into the surface. 

Unlike optical and transmission electron microscopes, image magnification in an SEM is 

not a function of the power of the objective lens. SEMs may have condenser and objective 

lenses, but their function is to focus the beam to a spot, and not to image the specimen. 

Magnification is therefore controlled by the current supplied to the x, y scanning coils, or 

the voltage supplied to the x, y deflector plates, and not by objective lens power. 

Depending on the instrument, the resolution can be between less than 1 nm and 20 nm. 

As of 2009, The world's highest resolution conventional (<30 kV) SEM can reach a point 

resolution of 0.4 nm using a secondary electron detector.[172]  
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2.3.2 Transmission electron microscope 

After the development of electron lenses, Ruska and Knoll built a first transmission 

electron microscope (TEM) in the 1930s (Fig. 2.5A) for which Ruska was awarded the 

Nobel Prize in physics (1986). In TEM, a high energy electron beam (E0 = 500 eV to 1 

MeV) is transmitted through a thin sample (up to 100 nm), transmitted electrons are 

magnified and focused using electromagnetic and electrostatic lenses. The electrons are 

then imaged with a digital camera obtaining atomic resolution (~50 pm in latest 

setups).[173] Highly accelerated electrons pose wavelengths smaller than that of light (200 

kV electrons have 0.025Å wavelength). This theoretically high resolution of an electron 

microscope is limited by aberrations in electromagnetic lenses. The implementation of 

aberration correction system can lead to an electron probe smaller than 1 Å.  

Basic components of TEM include an electron beam generator (W, LaB6 or field-emission 

gun), vacuum system, a series of electromagnetic lenses, electrostatic plates, sample stage 

and digital cameras used to image transmitted electrons. The usual electron source is W 

in the form of a hairpin-style or a spike-shaped filament. By connecting this gun to a high 

voltage source (~100 to 300 kV) it emits electrons to the vacuum by thermionic or field 

electron emission. The interaction of electrons with a magnetic field is utilized in 

manipulating the electron beam, Fig. 2.5B. Created magnetic field allows for the 

formation of a magnetic lens with adjustable focusing power. Deflection of electrons 

through a constant angle is further achieved with electrostatic fields. The electron beam 

is then focused in the objective configuration of a TEM. The vacuum system in TEM 

consists of several levels. A diaphragm pump achieves a sufficiently low pressure to allow 

the operation of a diffusion pump, providing the high vacuum level necessary for 

operations. Ultra-high vacuum (10−7 to 10−9 Pa) is required for high-voltage operation. 

This prevents generation of an electrical arc, especially important for the TEM cathode. 

Poor vacuum causes several major issues - a deposition of gas to the sample, or in more 

severe cases damage to the cathode caused by electrical discharge.[175] Sample 

sublimation issues are limited by the cold trap which adsorbs sublimated gases in the 

vicinity of the specimen. TEM sample stage is designed with airlocks, allowing the 

insertion of the sample holder into the vacuum with minimal increase of pressure in other 

microscope compartments. 
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Figure 2.5 (A) The first commercially available TEM (produced by Siemens).[174] (B) 

Cross-sectional scheme of a TEM.  

The sample holders support standard size of a TEM grid (3.05 mm diameter ring, few 100 

µm thickness). Modern stages provide the ability for two orthogonal rotation angles of 

movement in double-tilt sample holders. The design criteria of TEM stages are complex 

and have many unique implementations depending on the experimental design and 

requirements.  

2.3.3 State-of-the-art TEM 

One of the fundamental limits of the resolution is determined by the quality of the 

objective lens and the wavelength (λ) of the electrons which form the image. This limit is 

called the point resolution limit and can be described by the equation[176]: 

 dmin = 0.43 · Cs
1/4λ3/4                                                   (2.3) 

Cs is the coefficient of spherical aberration and is the main factor that determines the lens 

quality. Rays passing a spherically aberrated lens at a high angle to the optical axis are 

focused closer to the lens than the rays passing along or at a small angle to the optical 

axis, Fig. 2.6A-B.  
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Figure 2.6 A) Standard electron lens with spherical aberration: rays at different 

angles to the optic axis are brought to a focus at different points. (B) Correction of the 

spherical aberration focusing all the rays in the same point. The small blue area on 

the right of the lens represents the aberration disc. (C) Cs corrector scheme with “N” 

and ”S” representing magnetic polarity. (D) Actual Cs corrector.[177] 

These incorrectly focused, high-angle rays produce a smearing of the image. Rays 

scattered at high angle carry information about the small spacings in the object. If they 

are blocked by inserting a suitable aperture in the back focal plane of the lens, the image 

is formed only by the small angle rays. In this image, spacings of the object are seen down 

to the point resolution. The major objective over the past decades has been the 

development of aberration correctors to compensate the spherical aberration, improving 

the resolution. Correction of electron optical lens aberrations is achievable through 

application of corrector hardware (Fig. 2.6C-D) for either imaging (TEM) or probe forming 

(STEM) lenses.[178].  

 

Figure 2.7 Image of an uncorrected (A) and corrected (B) Si crystal. Model of the 

structure presented in blue color. Dumbbells are separated at 1.3 Å in silicon 

[110].[174] 

Modern TEMs allow in-situ imaging, making possible studying e.g. metallic nanoparticles 

in solutions, disclosing reaction mechanisms and even 3D imaging with atomic 
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resolution.[179] TEM image enhanced by a Cs corrector is shown in Fig. 2.7. Having such 

an advanced aberration correction system, the intensity of the electron beam can be 

dramatically lowered, allowing non-destructive and detailed imaging of sensitive 

samples. Chromatic aberration effects are reduced by passing the electrons through a 

monochromator which lowers the energy spread of the electrons before they hit the 

sample. Accelerating voltage of 80 keV has been used to study 2D structure of graphene 

without damaging the sample, since the damage threshold for C is 86 keV.[180]  

Defects and dislocations in the 2D structure were imaged to have a deeper understanding 

of material properties under a load or applied strain, Fig. 2.8. This technology allowed for 

sub-ångstrom resolution and the ability to pinpoint single carbon atom position within 

the graphene lattice. Defects and dislocations in the 2D structure were imaged to have a 

deeper understanding of material properties under a load or applied strain, Fig. 2.8. This 

technology allowed for sub-ångstrom resolution and the ability to pinpoint single carbon 

atom position within the graphene lattice. Edge dislocations and carbon-carbon bond 

elongation/compression were imaged for the first time with true atomic resolution. In 

atomic characterization of the sample besides TEM, STEM mode imaging is getting 

recognition for having many advantages. 

 

Figure 2.8 Trajectory of a dislocation in graphene at 700 °C. 63 frames over 14.5 min. 
[180] The scale bar in panel (a) is 1 nm. 

This refers to the use of a particular detector geometry in STEM.[181] A large annular 

detector is placed in the optical far field beyond the specimen. The total intensity detected 

over the detector is recorded and displayed as a function of the position of the illuminating 

probe. The detector only receives a signal when the sample is present (the vacuum 
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appears dark in the image) and the heavier the atom, the higher the intensity of the 

scattering, leading to atomic number (Z) contrast in the image.[174] This mode provides 

great resolution improvement, allowing elemental studies at sub-50 Å resolution.[182] 

 

Figure 2.9 HR-TEM images of Au NPs recorded by aberration corrected Titan 80-

300ST. 

Au NPs have been imaged in HR-TEM Titan 80-300ST. Particles were deposited at a 

standard TEM carbon grid, positioned in single-tilt holder. The high resolution allowed 

for facile recognition of individual atomic rows. Crystal faceting could be determined from 

clear images due to the implemented aberration correction system. Fig. 2.9 shows the HR-

TEM images of Au NPs with typical five-fold symmetry for nano-sized noble materials 

such as Au, Ag and Pt. This structure is known as decahedron and consists of five 

tetrahedron parts with fcc structure. Such arrangement of atoms is under strain because 

of mismatch between angles of crystallographic planes. In fcc structure the angle between 

adjacent (111) facets is 70.53 °, but for decahedron this angle should be 72 °. The 1.47 ° 

angle deficiency causes intrinsic strain and lattice distortion.[183] 

2.3.4 Atomic-force microscopy 

Atomic-force microscopy (AFM) is a high-resolution type of scanning probe microscopy 

(SPM). The information is gathered by "feeling" or "touching" the surface with a 

mechanical probe. Piezoelectric elements that facilitate tiny but accurate and precise 
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movements on (electronic) command enable very precise scanning. AFM has three major 

abilities: force measurement, imaging, and manipulation. 

In force measurement, AFMs can be used to measure the forces between the probe and 

the sample as a function of their mutual separation distance, i.e. force spectroscopy. For 

imaging, the force of the probe to the sample can be used to form an image of the three-

dimensional shape (topography) of a sample surface at high resolution. Scanning over the 

sample with the tip and recording the height of the tip profile corresponds to a constant 

probe-sample interaction. The surface topography is commonly displayed based on the 

height (z) of each point of the surface (x, y), meaning that each point contains information 

about position in three dimensions (x, y, z).  

 

Figure 2.10 Schematic representation of AFM. 

In manipulation, the forces between tip and sample can also be used to change the 

properties of the sample in a controlled way, e.g. atomic manipulation, scanning probe 

lithography and local stimulation of single living cells under physiological conditions.  

Simultaneously with the acquisition of topographical images, other properties of the 

sample can be measured locally and displayed as an image, often with similar high 

resolution, e.g. mechanical properties like stiffness, adhesion strength, and electrical as 

conductivity or surface potential. Fig. 2.10 is a scheme showing a typical AFM setup. The 

small spring-like cantilever (1) is carried by the support (2). A piezoelectric element (3) 

oscillates the cantilever (1). The sharp tip (4) is fixed to the free end of the cantilever (1). 

The detector (5) records the deflection and motion of the cantilever (1). The sample (6) is 
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mounted on the sample stage (8). An xyz drive (7) permits displacing the sample (6) and 

the sample stage (8) in x, y, and z directions with respect to the tip apex (4).  

2.4 Electrochemical techniques  

2.4.1 Cyclic voltammetry 

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) is a potentiodynamic electrochemical measurement in which the 

working electrode (WE) potential is ramped forward and backwards, linearly versus time. 

The resulting plot exhibits the current at the working electrode response versus the 

applied voltage.  

 

Figure 2.11 (A) Typically applied waveform potential signal in cyclic voltammetry. 

(B) Typical reversible cyclic voltammogram where ipA and ipC show the peak anodic 

and cathodic currents respectively with corresponding EpA and EpC peak potentials. 

CV is often used to study the kinetics and reversibility/irreversibility of electrochemical 

reactions, as well as the electrochemical properties of an analyte in solution. Different 

electrochemical setups can be used for conducting CV measurements, such as two-, three- 

or four-electrode electrochemical cells. The electrodes are immersed in an electrolyte 

solution (often in mM range), with an ionic conductor, and often degassed by an inert gas 
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(Ar, N2) to avoid contribution from dissolved electroactive gases, such as O2. The 

electrolyte ensures good conductivity and minimizes iR drop so the recorded potentials 

correspond to actual potentials. For aqueous solutions, many electrolytes are available - 

typically alkali metal salts of perchlorate and nitrate. In non-aqueous solvents, the 

electrolyte range is more limited. Three-electrode electrochemical cells are mostly 

applied, with a working electrode (WE), a reference electrode (RE) with a stable potential 

value, and a counter electrode (CE) to which current is being drained. The potential is 

applied between the WE and the RE, while the current is measured between the WE and 

the CE. These data are plotted as current (I) versus applied potential (E). The positive 

current is ascribed to oxidation processes and is called anodic current, while negative 

current corresponds to reduction processes in the system is denoted as cathodic current. 

CV can, therefore, give information about redox potentials and electrochemical reaction 

rates, diffusion limitations, surface adsorbents, etc. The electrodes are positioned in an 

unstirred solution during CV. This stationary environment gives rise to characteristic 

diffusion-controlled peaks. Provided electron transfer at the working electrode is fast and 

the current limited by diffusion of analyte species to the WE electrode surface, the peak 

current will be proportional to the square root of the scan rate. This is expressed in 

Randles-Sevcik equation:[184]   

ip = 0.4463nFAC(
nFAνD 

RT
)
1/2

                                                (2.4) 

where n is the number of exchanged electrons, F a Faraday’s constant (96 485 C/mol), A 

the geometrical area of the electrode (cm2), C is concentration of analyte (mol/cm3), 𝜈 the 

scan rate (V/s), D is diffusion coefficient for species in cm2/s, R the gas constant (J/Kmol), 

and T the temperature (K). Materials usually used for the WE include glassy carbon 

electrodes (GCEs), edge- and basal-plane pyrolytic graphite electrodes (EPG and BPG), 

platinum and gold. These electrodes are fitted in a insulator (commonly Teflon) with an 

electrode disk exposed at one end. A regular WE has a radius in the mm range. A 

controlled and well-defined shape surface area is essential for interpreting CV results. 

The CE can be any conducting material inert towards the system-driving reaction. 

Reactions that may occur at the CE are often oxidizing or reducing the solvent or bulk 

electrolyte in order to maintain the observed current constant. The reactions are 

irrelevant as long as CE conducts current well.  

2.4.2 Chronoamperometry 

Chronoamperometry (CA) is an electrochemical technique in which the potential of the 

WE is ramped and the faradaic current monitored as a function of time. The information 

about the identity of the electrolyzed species is rather limited, but as with all pulse 

techniques, CA generates high charging currents which decay exponentially with time – 
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this can give us the information about the kinetic factor of the reaction. The Faradaic 

current is due to electron transfer event and it decays as described in the Cottrell 

equation:[185]  

i = 

nFA cj
0 √Dj 

√πt
                                                    (2.5) 

where cj
0 is initial concentration of the reducible analyte j (mol/cm3), Dj the diffusion 

coefficient for species j (cm2/s), and t the time (s).  

Since the current is integrated over long time intervals, CA provides a better signal-to-

noise ratio in comparison to other amperometric techniques.  

 

Figure 2.12 (A) Typically applied waveform potential signal in chronoamperometry. 

(B) Typical chronoamperometric response where current responds to the applied 

potential signal. 

Chronoamperometry can be used to investigate the stability of electrocatalysts. By 

applying a potential at which reaction occurs at the catalyst deposited on WE, current is 

evolved and starts decaying after a period of time. By investigating the current decay over 

time, the stability of electrocatalysts within the electrochemical environment can be 

determined. 
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2.4.3 Rotating disk electrode experiments 

A rotating disk electrode (RDE) is a hydrodynamic WE used in a three-electrode system. 

The electrode rotates along its vertical axes with a controlled angular velocity, usually 

given in rotations per minute (rpm). These WEs are often used in electrochemical studies 

when investigating reaction mechanisms related to redox chemistry, such as dioxygen 

reduction reaction (ORR), Fig. 2.13. 

 

Figure 2.13 Proposed mechanism elucidating the complex mechanism of O2 

reduction on metallic surfaces.[42] 

A more complex RDE system can be used in a rotating ring-disk electrode (RRDE). The 

RDE includes a conductive disk embedded in an inert casing and is attached to an electric 

motor with fine control of the rotation rate. The disk is made of a generally used electrode 

materials. During an experiment, the rotation induces a controlled convection flux of 

analyte to the electrode. Solution flows up perpendicularly to the RDE resulting in a 

laminar flow of solution towards and across the electrode, Fig. 2.14. The rate of the 

electrolyte flow can be controlled by the RDE's angular velocity and precisely modeled 

mathematically. In this setup, the electrolyte flow can achieve conditions in which the 

steady-state current is controlled by the solution convective flow rather than diffusion, in 

contrast to the steady-state CV where current is limited by the diffusion of species in 

solution. By variation of rotational velocity and running linear sweep voltammetry (LSV: 

CV in either positive or negative potential sweeping direction), different electrochemical 

phenomena can be examined, such as multi-electron transfer, the kinetics of a slow 

interfacial electron transfer, adsorption/desorption processes and reaction mechanisms. 

The peak current in a CV for a RDE is a plateau-like region, governed by the Levich 

equation: 

IL = (0.620) ∙ nFAD2/3 ω1/2 v-1/6 C                                            (2.6) 

where IL is the Levich current (A), n the number of electrons transferred in the half 

reaction, ω the angular rotation rate of the electrode (rad/s), v is the kinematic viscosity 

(cm2/s), and C the analyte concentration (mol/cm3). The limiting current is usually higher 

than the peak current of a stationary electrode. The reason for this is in the mass 

transport of reactants which is actively supplied to the WE by the rotational motion of 

the RDE, eliminating diffusion. 
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Figure 2.14 The laminar flow profile showing supply of fresh reactants to the 

electrode surfaces. The flow is developed for a circular object rotated in solution and 

can be modeled mathematically. 

Rotation of RDE successfully removes any reaction products away from the surface by the 

electrolyte flow. In cases the products are the species of interest for the investigation, the 

RRDE can be used. It has a ring-shaped electrode closely surrounding the disc electrode. 

If certain product is expected from a reaction (H2O2 in ORR) occurring at the disc, it can 

be quantified at the ring electrode. A CV experiment is first required to determine the 

onset potential for the product undergoing a reaction. By applying that constant potential 

at the ring electrode, the evolved product is quantitatively transported to the ring by 

electrolyte flow, where it reacts on the ring electrode surface producing a current. This 

current can, for example, elucidate the extent of intermediate H2O2 in a 4 e– reaction that 

is ORR. Based on the ratio of the ring current to disk current, the average electron 

transfer number (n) can be determined.  

2.4.4 Polarization plots in fuel cells 

FC performance can be assessed by (1) polarization plots, which are essentially current 

vs. voltage (i vs. E) curves showing the voltage output of a FC for a given current load, 

and (2) power plots (i vs. P) which describe the generation of power density at given 

current density values, Fig. 2.15. The polarization curve of a single PEMFC can be 

described by the expression: 

Ecell = EOCV − ηact − ηohm − ηconc                                       (2.7)  

GCE Pt

O2 saturated 

electrolyte
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where Ecell is the voltage of a FC, EOCV is the open circuit voltage (OCV), ηact the activation 

overpotential in the two electrodes, ηohm the ohmic overpotential (ionic and electronic) and 

ηconc the concentration overpotential difference in the two electrodes.  

The ideal FC performance is, therefore, governed by reaction thermodynamics. The real 

FC performance is always less than ideal one due to different types of losses: 

1. Activation loss (due to electrochemical reaction), 

2. Ohmic loss (due to ionic and electronic conduction), 

3. Concentration loss (due to mass transport limitations). 

Since the power is a product of current and potential, the power density depends directly 

on both produced current density and OCV of the cell:[186] 

    P = 
EQ
t
 = E· I                                                     (2.8) 

where E is electric potential or voltage (V), Q the electric charge (C), I the electric current 

(A). FC power density increases with increasing current density, reaches a maximum, and 

then starts decreasing during further increase of current density.  

 

Figure 2.15 Polarization (i vs. E, black) and power (i vs. P, red) plots scheme with 

highlighted activation (purple), ohmic (blue) and  mass transport (green) regions. 
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The main reason for this is in the ohmic resistance of a FC, which results in voltage loss 

with continuous production of current.[187] Being a product of the two (equation 2.8), power 

decreases at high current density values. At current densities above the power density 

maximum, therefore, both voltage efficiency and power density decrease. At current 

densities below the power density maximum, voltage efficiency improves but power 

density decreases. General practice in FC operation is at the running conditions of higher 

efficiency, preferably below the power density maximum.[186] 

PEMFC operation at peak power density conditions induces stress to the FC due to high 

current densities forced to be produced at lower power and voltage efficiency. 

Furthermore, catalytic poisons accumulate rapidly at the catalyst surface as a result of 

the accelerated propagation of reactions. However, this unwanted effect can be exploited 

for FC stability measurements by chronoamperometry. If FC is conditioned at the 

potential value that corresponds to peak power density, over a longer period of time, the 

current density decay provides information about FC catalyst stability.
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Chapter 3 

Preparation, characterization and electrocatalysis 

of graphene-Pt catalyst  

3.1 Introduction: materials design and application 

Pt-based catalysts have been extensively used for polymer electrolyte fuel cells (PEMFCs) 

due to their high activity towards fuel oxidation and oxygen reduction reactions at 

temperatures lower than 100 °C. Due to environmental and economic reasons, directed 

by Pt scarcity, high demand and thus high price, have stimulated optimization of Pt-based 

catalysts. Among key factors governing the catalysis rate of Pt NPs, the most important 

ones are NP size and surface crystallinity. The active catalyst surface is related to the 

mass of the catalyst by the term “specific surface”. It describes the relation between 

catalyst mass and its active surface directly exposed to the electrochemical environment, 

available for reactions. The increase of specific surface is a continued goal. Advances in 

nanotechnology have yielded a plethora of reliable and reproducible syntheses methods 

for < 5 nm Pt NPs. The decrease in catalyst NP size induces increase of the specific 

surface, with improvement often in orders of magnitude. On the other hand, constituted 

from up to 100 Pt atoms, simple Pt NPs cannot efficiently form extended and stable 

crystalline facets, resulting in plummeting catalytic activity. The “structural sensitivity” 

therefore sets a limit of maximum mass-to-surface specific activity to Pt NPs sized at ~ 

2.2 nm, Fig. 3.1.[188][189][190] 
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Figure 3.1 Activity trend versus Pt NP size. Exchange current is normalized against 

the NP mass and surface area for i0 and j0, respectively. Reprinted with permission 

from ref. [190]. Copyright © (2015) American Chemical Society. 

In this chapter, designs of PEMFC catalysts are discussed, focusing on their benefits as 

well as drawbacks. Aiming at diminishing the general issues of electrocatalysts, 

graphene-supported Pt NP catalysts have been synthesized. SAMENS synthesis[149] 

yielded homogeneous size distribution of 1.2 nm Pt NPs which were covalently 

immobilized on cysteine-functionalized graphene support (G-Cys-Pt). The as-synthesized 

catalyst was electrochemically tested towards ORR and electrochemical oxidation 

reactions of fuel molecules. The electrocatalytic performance was compared to the 

commercially available catalyst currently used in the industry, Pt NPs (< 5 nm) on 

graphitized carbon support (C-Pt). The catalytic performance of both kinds of Pt NP 

materials on carbon-based support are qualitatively very similar. Therefore, the focus 

here is on examining the alterations of electrocatalytic activities by enhancing the 

morphology and chemistry of the as-synthesized graphene-based Pt NP catalysts. Insight 

in G-Cys-Pt electrocatalysts served as a reference point for further improved SAMENS 

synthesis of graphene-supported Au-Pt core-shell NPs electrocatalysts, described in 

Chapter 4. 

3.2 Nanoparticle immobilization on graphene support 

The cost and degradation of electrocatalysts are two major obstacles to the 

commercialization of PEMFCs. Along with the activity and poisoning inhibition, catalyst 

stability is one of the main focuses of research in the field of electrocatalysis. Investigating 
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and controlling degradation mechanisms of nanocatalysts during electrochemical aging 

in FC systems has been the driving force towards the improvement of catalyst stability. 

The stability of a catalyst practically relates to NP surface migration, aggregation, and 

detachment from the catalyst support material. Generally, coalescence effects such as 

aggregation and Ostwald ripening, are affected by NP migration at the support material 

surface due to insufficient immobilization forces.[191] Recent research shed light on the 

mechanism of catalyst sintering by dividing the process into three phases.[192] The first 

phase exhibits a rapid decay of surface area dominated by Ostwald ripening. The 

disappearance of the smallest NPs results in promoted surface area loss, Fig. 3.2. This 

was observed via in-situ TEM and Monte Carlo simulations.[192] In a later phase, particle 

coalescence resulted in further particle growth. Furthermore, prominent aggregation was 

noticed at elevated temperatures and when NPs were in close proximity. Sintering slowed 

down with increased (1) particle size and (2) interparticle separation.  

 

Figure 3.2 Sequentially obtained TEM images of cycled MEA cathode catalyst with 

corresponding Pt NPs size histograms measured from the cross-sectional cycled MEA. 

All four histograms were obtained from 100 particle assembly. Adapted with 

permission from ref. [193] © Springer Science+Business Media, LLC 2007. 

A prepared approach to control the sintering effect was based on immobilization of metal 

NPs within a porous support, resulting in enhanced electrocatalytic performance 

compared to the same metal NPs deposited on conventional supports.[194] The mechanism 
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behind the improved stability is hindered NP surface migration. The reduced overall rate 

of sintering was a result of physical NP separation and increased metal-to-support contact 

within the porous structure. Covalent NP immobilization via amidation reactions proved 

to be an effective method in further prevention of migration and sintering of Au NP at GO 

nanosheets.[195] Typically weak interactions between NPs and GO surface were replaced 

by strong thiol-based covalent bonds, leading to improved properties of the prepared 

hybrid material. Another proposed approach is the addition of a second component such 

as another metallic or oxide phase applied as an “overcoat”.[196] Alumina shells on Pd lead 

to improved catalytic performance, attributed to blocked edge and corner sites from where 

atoms would normally be emitted during the ripening process. All the improvements 

mentioned are related to changes in the composition of NPs or support surface structure, 

morphology and chemistry, resulting in altered rates of atom emission and transport on 

the support.  

A suitable support material with strong interactions with the target NPs is needed to 

fully exploit the catalyst function. The major targets for supports are low price, stability, 

high conductivity and large surface area. Chemical inertness in applied conditions and 

conductivity of the catalysts are essential. Carbon black or graphitized carbon black are 

commercially used as support materials for Pt NPs in PEMFC application.[197] However, 

these carbon materials can be oxidized at potentials above 0.8 V vs. standard hydrogen 

electrode (SHE). Resulting conductivity degradation leads to loss of FC performance.[198] 

Such issues can be effectively avoided by the use of graphene as a supporting material, 

due to the large surface area (2600 m2 g-1), chemical inertness under PEMFC operating 

conditions and high electrical conductivity.[199] Graphene has been used as a support for 

metal NPs such as Pt[200], Pt-Fe[201], Pt-Co[201], Pt-Au alloy[202], and Fe/Co-N[203].  

In this Ph.D. work, graphene was functionalized by L-cysteine (Cys) molecules, the 

synthesized material denoted as G-Cys. A simple amino acid Cys was utilized as covalent 

NP anchors due to its ability to easily attach to graphene and NPs via surface reactions. 

Both constituents, graphene and Cys, allowed for a synthesis of a low price and stable 

support material that offers highly uniform distribution of molecular anchors for the Pt 

NPs. The G-Cys-Pt nanocatalyst was prepared by a green, two-step synthesis route 

consisting of (1) GO functionalization with Cys followed by (2) formation of Pt NPs. The 

Cys linker was introduced to the GO via surface reactions, based on the 1-Ethyl-3-(3-

dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide (EDC) and N-Hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) coupling 

method.[204] The synthesis was performed in aqueous environment, followed by 

hydrothermal GO reduction, resulting in G-Cys. The amine group of Cys was covalently 

anchored on graphene and the thiol group utilized to attract Pt atoms for immobilization 

of Pt NPs. 
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3.3 Syntheses and sample preparations 

3.3.1 Chemicals 

Table 3.1 Chemicals used for syntheses of GO, G-Cys and G-Cys-Pt 

Chemical 

name, formula 

Pur. 

(%) 

CAS Mw 

(g/mol) 

Co. name 

City, Country 

2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic 

acid, MES hydrate, C6H13NO4S·xH2O 
≥ 99.5 4432-31-9 195.24 

S-A 

St. Louis, USA 
Chloroplatinic acid hydrate, 

H2PtCl6 · xH2O 
≥ 99.9 26023-84-7 409.81 

D-(+)-glucose, C6H12O6 ≥ 99.5 50-99-7 180.16 

Ethanol, CH3CH2OH ≥ 99.9 64-17-5 46.07 
Uvasol 

Darmstadt, DE 

Formic acid, HCOOH  98-100 64-18-6 46.03 S-A, Steinheim, DE 

Graphite powder 99.99 7782-42-5 12.01 S-A, Buchs SG., CH 

Graphene oxide, 

GO, Linear Formula: CxOyHz 
A Homemade Kgs. Lyngby, DK 

Hydrogen peroxide, H2O2 30(aq.) 7722-84-1 34.01 
S-A, Steinheim, DE 

Hydrochloric acid, HCl 37 7647-01-0 36.46 

N-(3-Dimethylaminopropyl)-N’-

ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride, 

(EDC), C8H17N3 · HCl 

≥ 98.0 25952-53-8 191.7 
S-A 

Tokyo, JP 

N-Hydroxysuccinimide, 

(NHS), C4H5NO3 
97 6066-82-6 115.09 S-A 

Steinheim, DE 
Nitric acid, HNO3 ≥ 65 7697-37-2 63.01 

Phosphorus pentoxide, P2O5 98% 1314-56-3 141.94 S-A, Bengaluru, IN 

Platinum on graphitized carbon 20 B 
product nu: 

38549-1G 

Pt: 

195.08 
S-A 

St. Louis, USA Potassium hydroxide, pellets, KOH  99.99 C 1310-58-3 56.11 

Potassium permanganate, KMnO4 97 7722-64-7 158.03 

Potassium persulfate, K2S2O8 > 99.0 7727-21-1 270.32 
Fluka 

St. Louis, USA 
(R)-2-amino-3-mercaptopropionic 

acid, L-cysteine, C3H7NO2S 
≥ 99.5 52-90-4 121.16 

Sulfuric acid, H2SO4, TraceSELECT® ≥ 95C 7664-93-9 98.08 Fluka, Lyon, FR 

A Dialysis purification, B wt.% of Pt NPs, C (10 - 15% H2O), Sigma-Aldrich (S-A), 

United States of America (USA), Germany (DE), Switzerland (CH), Denmark (DK), 

Japan (JP), India (IN), France (FR). 
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3.3.2 Graphene oxide synthesis 

Graphene oxide (GO) was prepared by a modified Hummer’s method following two 

steps.[205] Firstly, pre-oxidized graphite was prepared. 5.0 g of graphite powder, 2.5 g of 

P2O5 and 2.5 g of K2S2O8 was slowly added to 21.0 mL concentrated H2SO4 which was 

kept in a water bath at 80 °C under strong stirring for 3 h. The dark-green mixture was 

cooled to the room temperature and diluted with Millipore water. The mixture was then 

filtered and washed several times with Millipore water until pH of the waste solution had 

reached neutral. Pre-oxidized graphite powder was collected and dried at 50 °C overnight, 

Fig. 3.3.  

 

Figure 3.3 Synthesis scheme of pre-oxidized graphite powder. 

Secondly, 1.0 g of pre-oxidized graphite powder was slowly added to 23.0 mL of 

concentrated H2SO4, within a round-bottomed flask placed in an ice-water bath (0 °C). 

KMnO4 (3.0 g) was then added to the mixture under slow stirring, keeping the 

temperature below 20 °C. After removing the ice-water bath, 46 mL Millipore water was 

added and the mixture was reacted at 35 °C for 2 h with stirring. After a few minutes, 

Millipore water (140 ml) and 2.5 ml 30% H2O2 solution were further added to the mixture, 

leading to the solution color rapidly changing to dark-yellow, Fig. 3.4.  

 

Figure 3.4 Synthesis scheme of raw GO solution. 

The mixture was then washed with 1:10 HCl solution (v/v, 250 ml) and filtered to remove 

residual metal ions. The raw GO suspended in Millipore water was centrifuged at a high 

rotation speed (12 krpm). The supernatant containing highly dispersed and stable GO 

nanosheets was collected. To remove residual salts and acids, the supernatant was 
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further dialyzed using a dialysis tube (with a cut-off molecular mass of 12 to 14 kDa) for 

at least one week by changing water bath regularly (2 to 3 times per day), Fig. 3.5.  

 

Figure 3.5 Scheme of raw GO solution purification. 

AFM images of GO deposited onto mica sheets (Fig. 3.13A) indicate successful exfoliation 

of single layer GO sheets, with thickness averaging at 0.9 nm.  

3.3.3 Graphene-Cys synthesis 

Graphene functionalized by L-cysteine (G-Cys) support material synthesis started by 

dissolving 38.0 mg of EDC in 0.50 mL Millipore water and adding the solution to 98.0 mL 

0.20 mg/mL GO solution which was then stirred at room temperature for 10 and sonicated 

for 45 minutes. 23.0 mg of NHS was dissolved in 0.50 mL Millipore water and added to 

the solution, followed by repeated stirring and sonicating at the same conditions. 24.0 mg 

of Cys was dissolved in 1.0 mL Millipore water, added to the solution and heated at 80 °C 

for 8 hours in a round bottomed flask, with a condenser setup. During the reaction, the 

solution changed color from brown to black. The solution was then sonicated for 1 hour 

and purified by three centrifugation cycles to remove excess chemicals and impurities. 

Each centrifugation cycle was performed at 12 krpm for 10 min, discarding the 

supernatant and re-dispersing the residue. Purified G-Cys was finally re-dispersed in 50.0 

mL Millipore water resulting in c (G-Cys) = 0.40 mg/mL, Fig. 3.6. 

 

Figure 3.6 Synthesis scheme of G-Cys. 
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3.3.4 G-Cys-Pt synthesis 

The synthesis was performed at 95 °C in a round-bottomed flask equipped with a magnet. 

8.75 mL of 0.40 mg/mL G-Cys solution was added to the vial followed by 2.5 mL 0.10 M 

glucose and 2.5 mL 0.10 M (pH = 7.0) MES buffer. The solution was diluted by 85.25 mL 

Millipore water. After 10 minutes of pre-heating, 1.0 mL 20.0 mM H2PtCl6 was added to 

the reaction flask. During the synthesis, the solution color changed from dark-yellow to 

black, Fig. 3.7.  

 

Figure 3.7 Synthesis scheme of G-Cys-Pt with corresponding photographs. 

The excess Pt NPs was removed from G-Cys-Pt by vacuum filtration. The vacuum 

filtration setup was equipped with filter paper from Pall Corporation (0.2 µm pore size, ϕ 

= 47 mm, HPLC certified). The filter was rinsed with ethanol in order to activate it, 

followed by Millipore water washing. The catalyst was washed with a copious amount of 

Millipore water, until clear filtrate started coming out through the filtration funnel. The 

wet catalyst on the filter paper was immersed in a centrifuge tube containing Millipore 

water. G-Cys-Pt was then re-dispersed in water by 10 minutes sonication. The filter paper 

was then removed from the centrifuge tube. Diluted G-Cys-Pt dispersion was 

concentrated by centrifugation. Three cycles at 12 krpm for 10 minutes were performed 

where the supernatant was discarded and the residue collected and re-dispersed in a fixed 

volume of Millipore water. The supernatants of the second and third centrifugation cycles 

were completely transparent indicating that free Pt NPs were absent in the solution. The 

final volume of G-Cys-Pt was 10.0 mL with c (G-Cys) = 0.35 mg/mL, Fig. 3.8. 
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Figure 3.8 Filtration and concentration of G-Cys-Pt electrocatalyst. 

3.3.5 Electrode preparation for electrochemical experiments 

Electrode polishing and cleaning 

The glassy carbon electrodes (GCE, ϕ = 4 mm, A = 0.1256 cm2) and the rotating ring (Pt) 

disk (GCE) electrode RRDE (ϕ = 5.61 mm, Adisc = 0.2472 cm2, Aring = 0.1859 cm2, ring 

collection efficiency = 37 %) were wet-polished by sand paper (grit roughness 2000, 

followed by 4000) for 10 min by hand. For alumina slurry (particle sizes of 1.0, 0.3 and 

0.05 µm in diameter), a polishing machine was used, using the largest particle size first 

(rough polishing) and finishing with the finest particle size (mirror-like electrode surface 

finish). The rotation speed of the polishing machine was 300 rpm, for 5 min at each 

polishing cycle. Afterwards, all the electrodes were sonicated for 30 min in total with 

intermittent water exchange (1. time after 5 min, 2. time after 10 min and 3. time after 

15 min). Clean electrodes were dried in the fume hood at room temperature for 5 min. 

prior to drop-casting.  

All electrochemical measurements were performed at room temperature (20 ± 2° C) using 

an Autolab System (Eco Chemie, Netherlands) controlled by the GPES/NOVA 1.11 

software and a Faradaic cage. Unless stated otherwise, all the measurements were 

performed in 0.1 M H2SO4 under acidic condition (pH ≈ 1.0) using a three-electrode system 

consisting of the glassy carbon electrode (GCE) as working electrode (WE), a reversible 
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hydrogen electrode (RHE) as reference electrode (RE), and  a platinum coiled wire with a 

large surface area as counter electrode (CE), Fig. 3.9. The CE was cleaned in a hydrogen 

flame followed by washing at least three times with Millipore water. A fresh RHE was 

prepared prior to each experiment using the same supporting electrolyte as for the 

measurements. After the measurements, the RHE potential was checked against a 

saturated calomel electrode (SCE). All results are reported against the SCE, unless stated 

otherwise All glassware including electrochemical cells was boiled in 15 % HNO3 for 20 

minutes, copiously washed with Millipore water, and sonicated for 30 minutes in two 

intervals, prior to each experiment. 

 

Figure 3.9 (A) Three-electrode compartment electrochemical (EC) cell containing (B) 

WE (red dashed line), Pt wire (orange) CE  and RHE (green) in RE compartment 

separated from WE by Luggin capillary (purple). (C) Gas supply to the cell can be set 

for bubbling through or above the electrolyte. (D) Dissembled components of EC cell. 

Drop-casting catalysts 

Electrochemical performance of G-Cys-Pt catalyst was compared to commercial catalyst 

from Sigma-Aldrich, 20 wt.% of Pt (NP size ~ 5 nm) on graphitized carbon (C-Pt). In case 

of ORR experiments (setup in Fig. 3.11A), the Pt loading on the RRDE for G-Cys-Pt was 
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4.7 µg (19.0 µgPt/cm2), and for C-Pt 5.0 µg (20.2 µgPt/cm2), Fig. 3.11B-E. For the 

electrochemical oxidation of fuel molecules the Pt loading of G-Cys-Pt was 6.3 µg (50.2 

µgPt/cm2), and C-Pt 3 µg of Pt on GCEs (23.9 µgPt/cm2). The catalyst layer was protected 

by 5 µL of 0.05 % Nafion® (dissolved in ethanol).  

In order to compare the two catalyst per Pt loading, TGA measurements were performed 

for G-Cys as a reference material for the G-Cys-Pt catalyst, Fig. 3.10. The G-Cys-Pt shows 

catalyzed oxidation of support by small Pt NPs, compared to G-Cys. This is especially 

observable from DTA plots showing 230 °C temperature difference between the two 

samples for the largest energy release points. After 660 °C the curves are approach a 

plateau at 1.72 wt.% for G-Cys and 32.58 wt.% for G-Cys-Pt. The actual metal loading in 

G-Cys-Pt was determined to be ~ 31 wt.% by subtracting the residual relative mass of the 

reference material, G-Cys.  

 

Figure 3.10 TGA measurements for G-Cys (black) and G-Cys-Pt (red) in solid lines. The 

Pt NP loading in G-Cys-Pt is 31 wt.% (green shaded area). DTA measurements are 

represented by dashed lines. 

 

The Pt loading calculations for G-Cys-Pt and C-Pt catalysts are as follows: 

G-Cys-Pt 

Pt(wt.%) = 31 %  (TGA) 

c(G-Cys) = 350 µg/mL 

Vdrop-casted(G-Cys-Pt) = 30 µL 

The total mass of G-Cys-Pt deposited on electrodes is equal to sum of the support and Pt 

NPs masses, equation 3.1. 
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m(G-Cys-Pt) = m(G-Cys) + m(Pt NPs)                                     (3.1) 

Since all the Pt NPs are immobilized on G-Cys, the volume of G-Cys-Pt equals to the 

volume of pure support, G-Cys. The mass of G-Cys can therefore be expressed as a product 

of c(G-Cys) and drop-casted volume V(G-Cys-Pt), equation 3.2. 

                                m(G-Cys-Pt) = c(G-Cys) ∙ V(G-Cys) + m(Pt NPs)                     (3.2) 

The mass of the Pt NPs is the product of Pt metal loading percentage, obtained from TGA, 

and total G-Cys-Pt mass deposited on GCE, equation 3.3. 

  m(G-Cys-Pt) = c(G-Cys) ∙ V(G-Cys) + m(G-Cys-Pt)· Pt(wt.%)           (3.3) 

By rearranging equation 3.3, the mass of the deposited G-Cys-Pt can be obtained, 

equation 3.4. 

                 m(G-Cys-Pt) - m(G-Cys-Pt)· Ptloading = c(G-Cys) ∙ V(G-Cys)   

  m(G-Cys-Pt) ∙ (1 – Ptloading) = c(G-Cys) ∙ V(G-Cys)  

                              m(G-Cys-Pt) =
c(G-Cys) ∙ V(G-Cys)

(1 – Pt(wt.%))
                                     (3.4) 

                                                       =
350 µg/mL ∙ 0.03 mL

(1 – 0.31)
   

                                                       =
10.5 µg

0.69
   

                                                       = 15.2 µg 

The mass of the Pt NPs is equal to the total catalyst mass deposited on the electrode 

multiplied by the percentage of the total metal loading, equation 3.5. 

m(Pt NPs) = m(G-Cys-Pt) ∙ Pt(wt.%)                                                 (3.5) 

                                                    = 15.2 µg ∙ 0.31 = 4.7 g 

The Pt NP mass deposited on GCEs and RRDE was 4.7 µg. According to the respective 

areas of electrodes, the mass/area loading was 19.0 µgPt/cm2 at GCE and 50.2 µgPt/cm2 at 

RRDE.  

C-Pt 

The catalytic ink was prepared by dispersing 1.3 mg of C-Pt catalyst powder in 0.5 mL of 

Millipore water, 0.45 mL of ethanol and 50 µL of 5 wt.% Nafion® solution (dissolved in 

ethanol). The ink was sonicated for 30 minutes prior to each drop-casting procedure.  

Ptloading = 20 wt. %   

c(C-Pt) = 1.3 mg/mL 
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3 µg of Pt on GCE equals the total catalyst mass multiplied by the pure Pt loading: 

m(Pt on GCE) = c(C-Pt) ∙ V(C-Pt) ∙ Pt loading                               (3.6) 

The drop-casting volume can be expressed from eq. 3.7. 

V(C-Pt) =
m(Pt on GCE)

c(C-Pt)· Pt loading
                                             (3.7) 

                                                            =
3 µg

1300 µg/mL · 0.2
= 11.5 µL 

 

Figure 3.11 (A) Rotating electrode electrochemical setup. RRDEs with deposited (B) 

20.2  µgPt/cm2 C-Pt and (C) 19.0 µgPt/cm2 G-Cys-Pt. GCEs with deposited (D) 23.9 

µgPt/cm2 C-Pt and (E) 50.2 µgPt/cm2 G-Cys-Pt.  

11.5 µL of C-Pt is a volume equivalent to 3 µg of Pt NP mass deposited on GCEs and 

RRDE. According to the respective areas of electrodes, the mass/area loading was 20.2  

µgPt/cm2 for the RRDE and 23.9 µgPt/cm2 for the GCE. 

A

B C ED
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3.4 Structure and compositional characterization of G-Cys-Pt 

The syntheses of G-Cys-Pt catalysts are briefly described in Fig. 3.12. The G-Cys-Pt 

nanocatalyst was prepared by a green, two-step synthesis route consisting of (1) GO 

functionalization with Cys followed by formation and deposition of (2) Pt NPs. 

 

Figure 3.12 Two-step synthesis route of G-Cys-Pt: 1) GO functionalization with Cys 

via EDC/NHS coupling and thermal reduction to graphene, G-Cys, (2) Pt NP growth 

on the Cys anchors by reduction of PtCl6
2-, G-Cys-Pt. 

As noted (section 3.3.2), GO was prepared by a modified Hummer’s method,[205] where 

single-layered sheets of thickness 0.9 nm (Fig. 3.13B) and lateral dimensions ranging 

from several hundred nanometers to 5 µm were obtained. Upon the successful GO 

reduction, graphene exhibits decreased amounts of O-H, C=O and C-O functional groups, 

as seen from FTIR spectra in Fig. 3.13C. Retention of the C-H and C=C bonds indicates 

that the original graphene electronic conjugations are restored. The UV-Vis spectra of 

different GO solution concentrations are presented in Fig. 3.13D. The two GO-

characteristic absorption peaks are observed (1) at 232 nm originating from →* 

transitions of aromatic C–C and C=C bonds, and (2) at 301 nm peak from n →* 

transitions of C=O bonds.[153] 

The Cys linker was introduced to the GO in the presence of EDC and NHS coupling 

reactions in aqueous environment followed by hydrothermal reduction, resulting in G-

Cys, in which the amine group of Cys was covalently anchored on the graphene surface, 

as checked by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), Fig. 3.14. 
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Figure 3.13 (A) Atomic force microscopy (AFM) image of graphene oxide (GO) with a 

(B) cross section topography profile of a line in (A). (C) FTIR spectra of GO (black) 

and graphene (red). (D) UV-Vis spectra of GO solutions with different concentrations. 

The Cys thiol group attracts platinum atoms for immobilization of Pt NP cores on the 

graphene (G-Cys-Pt). During the synthesis, the color of the colloidal suspension changed 

from black of G-Cys to dark-brown of G-Cys-Pt. The synthesized G-Cys-Pt nanocatalyst 

was purified and concentrated by repeated centrifugation in Millipore water. 

XPS was performed on G-Cys obtaining sulfur (S), nitrogen (N) and carbon (C) spectra, 

disclosing the chemical states of these elements, Fig. 3.14. 100 µL of 0.40 mg/mL G-Cys 

was drop-casted onto a clean Si wafer (0.5 x 0.5 cm) and dried at 60 °C. XPS was carried 

out using an ESCALABMKII X-ray photoelectron spectrometer (Thermo ScientificTM, 

USA). The S spectrum exhibits only the presence of free thiol groups (163.8 and 165.0 eV) 

and oxidized S in the form of SO4
2– (167.8 and 169.1 eV). The nature of chemical bonds of 

thiol to Pt is similar to thiol–Au bonds,[206] which were studied by XPS in the Chapter 4, 

Fig. 4.10. Furthermore, Cys self-assembled monolayers on Au(111) single-crystal 

electrodes were investigated by electrochemical techniques and STM in the Chapter 6. 
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The N spectrum shows no 398.2 eV peaks for metal-nitride bonds indicating the absence 

of amine group binding to the Pt NPs.  

 

Figure 3.14 G-Cys elemental X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis of: (A) 

sulfur, (B) nitrogen and (C) carbon spectra. 

Peaks at 399.6 eV and 401.9 correspond to amide/pyrrolic and quaternary N, respectively, 

indicating graphene functionalization by Cys molecules. The C spectrum shows peaks at 

284.5, 286.0, 287.1 and 288.8 eV, assigned to C–C, C–O, C=O and COO–, respectively. The 

small peaks at 286.0 eV and 287.1 eV have been found in N-doped graphene for N–C(sp2) 

and N–C(sp3) bonds as well.[207] 

The G-Cys-Pt catalyst was imaged by TEM, Fig. 3.15. The morphological characterization 

of the catalyst showed uniform Pt NP dispersion and size distribution of 1.2 ± 0.8 nm, Fig. 

3.15C inset. The “wet” synthesis of Cys functionalized graphene nanosheets allowed for 

homogeneous distribution of molecular anchors, creating a uniform Pt NP dispersion 

during the second synthesis step. The disadvantage of aqueous graphene dispersions is 

the graphene tendency towards sheet re-stacking, due to its hydrophobicity.[208] The more 

graphene is reduced to its pristine structure, the more hydrophobic it becomes, thus the 

easier the re-stacking process occurs. 
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Figure 3.15  TEM images of G-Cys-Pt at different magnifications, inset in (C) is Pt 

NPs size distribution histogram. 

This can be overcome by (1) functionalization of graphene, (2) immobilization of 

nanostructures or (3) introduction of physisorbed “spacers”. Since G-Cys-Pt was stored in 

a concentrated form, the probability of G-Cys re-stacking was increased. However, TEM 

images prove mainly single-layered G-Cys nanosheets. The nanosheet stability was 

achieved by Cys functionalization as well as immobilization of densely-packed Pt NPs, 

both of which affected the inherent residual charge of reduced GO. By introduction of 

positively- and negatively-charged sites, originating from metallic NPs and molecular 

surface decorations (Cys), the typically neutrally charged graphene nanosheets were 

successfully dispersed in a polar solvent (water). The hydrolyzed G-Cys-Pt nanosheets 

allowed a concentrated aqueous dispersion to be stable for three months without 

noticeable sedimentation. 

G-Cys-Pt will be utilized as a reference catalyst to graphene-supported core-shell Au-Pt 

catalysts, synthesized via SAMENS procedure and described in Chapter 4. Both pure Pt 
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NPs and bimetallic Au-Pt core-shell electrocatalysts are immobilized on the same type of 

support materials, G-Cys. Besides the compositional difference, the only morphological 

distinction between the two types of NPs synthesized by the SAMENS recipe is the NP 

size. The obvious morphological difference of 1.2 nm Pt NPs in G-Cys-Pt, compared to 9.5 

nm for Au-Pt core-shell NPs, resulted in facile identification of the respective NPs. 

3.5 Electrochemical properties and electrocatalysis on G-Cys-Pt 

3.5.1 Voltammetry of G-Cys-Pt and C-Pt 

G-Cys-Pt was electrochemically characterized to determine whether the modified catalyst 

morphology would show improvement compared to commercial C-Pt catalysts. 

Theoretically, the size of as-synthesized Pt NPs (1.2 nm compared to 5 nm in C-Pt) should 

show high mass-to-surface specific activity, but the risk of aggregation also increases.[46] 

Furthermore, linking Pt NPs to graphene via Cys molecular anchors presents a more 

robust and electrically efficient system than simple NP adsorption, as is the case for C-

Pt. To investigate this assumption, electrocatalytic experiments were performed, testing 

G-Cys-Pt and C-Pt catalysts towards the dioxygen reduction reaction (ORR) and 

electrochemical oxidation of 0.1 M formic acid (FA), methanol (MeOH) and ethanol 

(EtOH). The main constituents of these two catalysts are qualitatively the same - support 

is a carbon material and the electrocatalyst is pure Pt. The main purpose of the 

comparison is therefore to examine the electrocatalytic activity of G-Cys-Pt, the influenc 

of NPs size decrease, and their chemical immobilization. If catalytic performances are 

compared to the same Pt mass loading, larger Pt surface area would be obtained for G-

Cys-Pt due to four times smaller linear scale of the NPs than in C-Pt. Since the catalytic 

activity is heavily governed by the active surface area, both electrocatalysts were 

compared according to their respective electrochemically active surface areas of Pt 

(ECSAPt), effectively excluding the function of catalyst mass loading, Fig. 3.16. 

ECSAPt were obtained from cyclic voltammograms for both materials at 50 mV/s in Ar-

saturated 0.10 M H2SO4. The ECSAPt can be quantitatively determined by integrating 

the hydrogen underpotential deposition region (H-UPD) of Pt surfaces under the cathodic 

peaks from – 0.3 to 0.0 V. Using equation 3.8, ECSAPt is obtained in cm-2.[209][210] 

ECSAPt = 
AH-UPD [AV]

 [V s-1] ∙ 210 [µC cm-2]
                                         (3.8) 

where AH-UPH is integrated hydrogen underpotential deposition region obtained from 

cyclic voltammograms (A· V), 𝜈 is the scan rate (V/s) and 210 µC cm-2 the experimentally 

well-established specific charge of hydrogen deposition at solid, planar polycrystalline 

platinum electrodes.[209][210] G-Cys-Pt exhibited a typical cyclic voltammogram observed 
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for carbon-supported Pt NP in Ar-saturated 0.10 M H2SO4, Fig. 3.16A. The hydrogen 

region shows prominent peaks in the anodic and cathodic potential ranges from – 0.3 to 

0.0 V. The Pt oxide (Ptox) formation starts at 0.55 V, exhibiting a steady current increase 

as the Ptox layer grows thicker and contributes to the interfacial capacitance. The Ptox 

layer is being removed in the cathodic scan, reaching the maximum currents at 0.33 V 

where pristine metallic Pt surface is obtained. As expected, G-Cys-Pt catalyst showed no 

significant difference in Ar-saturated 0.10 M H2SO4 when compared to C-Pt per ECSAPt. 

 

Figure 3.16  Voltammogram of G-Cys-Pt at 50 mV/s in Ar-saturated 0.1 M H2SO4 

showing the integrated charge of hydrogen underpotential deposition region on the 

Pt NPs surface.  

The only observable difference is a 24 mV negative shift of Ptox reduction peak on the G-

Cys-Pt catalyst, Fig. 3.16B. This is attributed to graphene diffusion limitations rather 

than Pt modification by Cys molecules, which is evident from the peak potential (Ep) 

separations in the voltammograms at different scan rates, Fig. 3.17A. Large graphene 

nanosheets extend molecular pathways, resulting in augmented diffusion effect compared 

to planar or microporous electrodes. The diffusion-limited signature behavior is especially 

noticeable at the fastest scan rate used (100 mV/s), where the anodic peak currents tend 

to have positive while cathodic currents have negative potential offset values. From the 

close overlaps of the hydrogen regions in the voltammograms in Fig. 3.16B, it is obvious 
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ECSAPt = 

AH−UPD

 ∙ 210 [µC cm−1]
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that the AH-UPH integration and ECSAPt estimation were successfully performed. 

Comparing the same Pt active surface areas of both catalysts thus provides the 

information of qualitatively the same catalyst profiles in the electrochemical environment 

without fuels. 

 

Figure 3.17 Cyclic voltammograms of (A) G-Cys-Pt at different scan rates and (B) G-

Cys-Pt (red) and C-Pt (black) at 50 mV/s. All the measurements were performed in 

Ar-saturated 0.1 M H2SO4. Fitted anodic (black) and cathodic (blue) peak currents 

versus (C) scan rate for diffusion-less and (D) square root of scan rate for diffusion-

limited system. Catalyst loading was 50.2 µgPt/cm2 for G-Cys-Pt and 23.9 µgPt/cm2 for 

C-Pt. 

Since the TGA measurements performed (Fig. 3.10) showed 31 wt.% Pt metal loading in 

G-Cys-Pt, the catalysts were further electrochemically characterized with the respect of 

Pt mass loading, Fig. 3.17. Again, G-Cys-Pt exhibited peak potential shift due to 

mentioned diffusion limitations. The peak currents were plotted versus scan rates and 

square root of scan rates to further confirm the diffusion-limited or diffusion-less 

dominated behavior, respectively (Fig. 3.17C-D).  Although the plots show close to linear 

relation in both cases, the diffusion-less dominated system fits better with the 

experimental data.  
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The diagnostic criteria for a reversible reaction (not influenced by diffusion processes) in 

CV are:  

1. Ep = const.                                   peak potential is unchanged by the change of scan rate,  

2. Ip                                                      peak current is proportional to the scan rate, 

3. Ip
a / Ip

c = 1             ratio of peak currents absolute values equals 1, 

4. ΔEp = EpC – EpA  =
56.5 mV

n
       peak separation potential follows a simple relation for 

                                                         an n-electron process. For a reversible reaction of 

                                                         adsorbed species ΔEp = 0. 

Since the Ep is not constant, the peak current ratio is 1.5 and ΔEp 127 mV, the system 

can be classified as quasi-reversible. To understand the origin of the diffusion limitations 

present in graphene structures, we have to consider the assembly of graphene nanosheets 

at the electrode surface.  

3.5.2 Structure of graphene deposited on electrodes 

Arbitrarily orientated graphene sheets, during catalyst deposition and drying, act as a 

barrier extending the molecular pathway through the boundary.[211] During graphene 

paper assembly nanosheets also align arbitrarily, therefore graphene paper was used as 

a model to investigate graphene surface morphology when deposited on electrodes. 

Graphene papers have been studied since the discovery of graphene and are usually 

applied as gas membranes.[212] Syntheses of graphene papers were performed in a vacuum 

filtration setup equipped with a filter paper from Pall Corporation. 20 mL 0.19 mg/mL 

GO solution is vacuum filtered over a period of two days. Dried GO paper was then 

detached from the filter paper and put in an autoclave reactor containing 5.0 µL of 99.9 

% hydrazine at 95 °C for 1 hour. The as-synthesized graphene paper was imaged in SEM 

with topographical and cross-sectional images shown in Fig. 3.18A and B,C respectively.  

    

Figure 3.18 Graphene paper synthesized by the hydrazine reduction method. (A) 

Topographical view, (B) and (C) cross-sectional views. 

A

60 µm

B C

10 µm100 µm
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During GO reduction by hydrazine, nitrogen gas and water are released.[213] The gas 

evolution helps delaminating the graphene oxide structure, but topography images show 

no pores able to release the accumulated N2 (g). The “bubble-like” surface indicates the 

confinement of N2, which in fact is released through the lateral pores at the paper edges, 

as seen from the delaminated structure in the cross-sectional view, Fig. 3.18 B-C. A 

similar drying mechanism is achieved during graphene deposition at the electrodes. 

Gravitational forces deposit graphene nanosheets at the electrode while the solvent 

(ethanol and water, usually in ratio 1:2) is evaporated at 60 °C. Lower concentration and 

volumes were used for electrode depositions so the “membrane effect” is not as prominent 

as in graphene paper. Nevertheless, nanosheet re-stacking cannot be excluded since it 

interferes with molecular mass transport, resulting in diffusion effects.[208] Such issues 

can be avoided by e.g. catalyst deposition in small volumes from diluted dispersions or 

spin-coating procedures. To eliminate diffusion effects during electrocatalytic 

characterization of G-Cys-Pt, the ORR was conducted in the rotating electrode setup, 

which successfully distinguishes kinetic from mass transport features of electrocatalysts. 

3.5.3 The electrochemical dioxygen reduction reaction (ORR) at RDE and RRDE 

The rotating disk electrode (RDE) ORR experiments for G-Cys-Pt and C-Pt were run 

under the same conditions and rotation speeds, Fig. 3.19. The limiting currents (from 0.0 

to ~ 0.7 V) originate from dioxygen diffusion to the catalytic sites on the electrode surface, 

and are limited only by the electrode rotation speeds. The kinetic part of the plot (from ~ 

0.8 to ~ 1.0 V) shows the positive half-wave potential (EHW) shift for the G-Cys-Pt catalyst 

compared to C-Pt, representing the overpotential reduction towards the ORR at the G-

Cys-Pt electrocatalyst. The slight distortion of the S-shaped G-Cys-Pt plot indicates the 

presence of slight O2 mass transport inhibition, even with a forced O2 supply by electrode 

rotation. This diffusion effect is negligible for C-Pt due to porous and larger particles of 

graphitized carbon (< 20 µm).  
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Figure 3.19 Dioxygen reduction reaction (ORR) for (A) G-Cys-Pt and (B) C-Pt.  Linear 

sweep voltammograms in dioxygen saturated 0.10 M HClO4 are recorded at 20 mV/s. 

Insets are Koutecky-Levich plots. The catalyst loading was 19.0 µgPt/cm2 for G-Cys-

Pt and 20.2  µgPt/cm2 for C-Pt. 

The insets in Fig. 3.19 are Koutecky-Levich plots, which describe the linear relation 

between limiting currents and the square root of the angular speeds of the electrode. The 

kinetic parameters of ORR can be analyzed on the basis of the Koutecky-Levich 

equation:[214] 
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where i (mA/cm2) is the measured current density, ik (mA/cm2) kinetic current density, ω 

the angular velocity of the rotating electrode (ω = (2π· f)/60 in rad/s, f is the linear rotating 

speed in rpm), n the overall number of electrons transferred during ORR, F (C/mol) the 

Faraday constant, C0 the bulk concentration of oxygen in saturated 0.10 M H2ClO4 (1.2· 

10−6 mol/mL), D0 the diffusion coefficient of O2 (1.9· 10−5 cm2/s), and 𝜈 is the kinematic 

viscosity of the electrolyte (0.01 cm2/s in 0.10 M HClO4 solution). If limiting currents and 

square root of angular speeds are plotted versus each other, a linear plot is obtained with 

a slope equal to: 

Slope =
1

0.62nFAC0(D0)
2/3

ν-1/6ω-1/2 
                             (3.10) 

From equation 3.10 the average electron number n in ORR can be estimated. From the 

plot slopes, obtained from Koutecky-Levich diagrams in Fig. 3.19A-B, the average number 

of electrons for G-Cys-Pt was found to be 4.0 and for C-Pt 3.7. However, the method is not 

completely reliable due to approximations in the equation[215], so in this Ph.D. work, n 

was obtained from experimentally measured currents during rotating ring disk electrode 

(RRDE) ORR experiments, Fig. 3.20.  

The RRDE cathodic linear sweep voltammograms of G-Cys-Pt (red) and C-Pt (black) were 

performed at 1600 rpm. Solid and dashed lines represent currents from dioxygen 

reduction (disk electrode) and the corresponding H2O2 oxidation (ring electrode), 

respectively. The C-Pt catalyst exhibits an onset potential at 950 mV, and a EHW of 870 

mV vs. RHE. The onset potential and EHW are shifted to 990 mV and 890 mV vs. RHE, 

respectively, for the G-Cys-Pt catalyst. The 20 mV overpotential reduction towards ORR 

on the G-Cys-Pt results in a catalytic activity of 121 A/gPt (measured at 0.900 V) 

outperforming C-Pt (89 A/gPt, measured at 0.900 V) by 36 %. 
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Figure 3.20 Voltammetry of RRDE on the ring electrode (upper) and disk electrode 

(bottom) for G-Cys-Pt (red) and C-Pt (black). Disk currents represent catalyst 

performance towards ORR (solid lines) and ring currents simultaneous oxidation of 

H2O2 formed during ORR (dashed lines). Linear sweep voltammetry at 20 mV/s and 

1600 rpm in oxygen saturated 0.10 M HClO4. The Pt ring potential was kept at 1.100 

V vs. RHE. The catalyst loading was 19.0 µgPt/cm2 for G-Cys-Pt and 20.2  µgPt/cm2 for 

C-Pt. 

As discussed in Chapter 1, dioxygen reduction proceeds either via a direct 4-electron 

pathway or via an unfavorable 2-electron formation of peroxide. The electron transfer 

number n was estimated from the ratio of the experimentally obtained currents at the 

disk and the ring electrodes since recent studies have pointed out the unreliability of the 

Koutecky-Levich analysis, due to relative errors of kinetic current density, standard rate 

constant and calculation errors originating in neglecting certain kinetic.[215] On the disk, 

both 2-electron (O2 reduction to H2O via intermediate H2O2) and 4-electron (O2 reduction 

to H2O) ORR occurs. H2O2 is oxidized to H2O on the ring electrode. The 2-electron 

reduction current (I2e-) is expressed as:[216] 

I2e-=
IR

N
                                                            (3.2) 
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where I2e-  is the 2-electron ORR current on the disk electrode, N is the collection 

efficiency of the ring (37 %) and IR the ring current.[216] The ORR current on the disk 

electrode (ID) can be expressed as:[216] 

ID = I2e
-
 
+  I4e

-                                                     (3.3) 

where I4e-  is the 4-electron ORR current. The average electron number n involved in ORR 

can be obtained by the following equation:[216] 

ID

n
= 

I4e
-

4
+ 

I2e
-

2
                                                      (3.4) 

By rearranging equation 3.4 and using expressions for I2e-  from equation 3.2 and ID   from 

equation 3.3, the following relation is obtained:[216] 

n = 
4ID

ID + (
IR
N
)
                                                         (3.5)  

The inset in Fig. 3.20 shows that both G-Cys-Pt and C-Pt reduce dioxygen to water almost 

exclusively through the direct 4-electron pathway, O2 + 4H+ + 4e– → 2H2O. The average 

n for G-Cys-Pt at 0.2 V vs. RHE is 3.98 and for C-Pt 3.87. The improved interaction 

between small Pt NPs and G-Cys kinetically enhances the electrocatalytic performance 

for ORR, evidenced by more positive half-wave and onset potentials, as well as higher 

electron transfer number than for C-Pt.  

3.5.4 Oxidation of fuel cell target molecules 

The catalytic performance of G-Cys-Pt was further studied by electrochemical oxidation 

of 0.10 M FA, MeOH and EtOH in 0.10 M H2SO4 supporting electrolyte, Fig. 3.21 and Fig. 

3.22. The FA oxidation reaction (FAOR) voltammetry displays four peaks, three in the 

anodic and the highest peak in the cathodic scan, Fig. 3.21A. Peak (1) at ca. 0.3 V, 

shoulder on the anodic scan, originates from oxidation of adsorbed formate to CO2 (the 

direct pathway) which is then suppressed by the subsequent adsorption of CO.[217] The 

0.6 – 0.7 V sharp anodic peak represents the oxidation of COads to CO2 (the indirect path), 

while the 1.2 V broad anodic peak is caused by the reaction of intermediates (e.g. adsorbed 

formate [218]) and FA at the oxidized Pt surface.[217] A strong and sharp peak at ~ 0.3 V 

during the cathodic scan originates from the direct oxidation of HCOOH to CO2 at the 

metallic Pt surface after the reduction of Ptox.[219] 
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Figure 3.21 Electrochemical oxidation on G-Cys-Pt at different scan rates in (A) 0.10 

M FA, (B) 0.10 M MeOH and (C) 0.10 M EtOH. All the measurements were performed 

in Ar-saturated 0.10 M H2SO4 supporting electrolyte. The catalyst loading was 50.2 

µgPt/cm2. 

Fig. 3.22A shows 55 % higher currents at G-Cys-Pt (512 mA/mgPt) at 0.6 V, than that for 

C-Pt. Fig. 3.21B shows MeOH oxidation reactions (MOR) at G-Cys-Pt, producing four 

peaks which originate from direct/indirect MeOH oxidation with less peak separation at 

0.5 V.[217] G-Cys-Pt shows 248 mA/mgPt for the anodic peak at 0.6 V, 17 % higher currents 

than the corresponding C-Pt peak, Fig. 3.22B. EtOH oxidation reaction (EOR) 

voltammograms of G-Cys-Pt are presented in Fig. 3.21C. The anodic peak at 0.7 V 

A

B

C
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represents COads oxidation where G-Cys-Pt shows 193 mA/mgPt, 78 % higher currents 

than those obtained at C-Pt, Fig. 3.22C.  

 

Figure 3.22 Electrochemical oxidation on G-Cys-Pt (red) and C-Pt at 50 mV/s in (A) 

0.10 M FA, (B) 0.10 M MeOH and (C) 0.10 M EtOH. All the measurements were 

performed in Ar-saturated 0.10 M H2SO4 supporting electrolyte. The catalyst loading 

was 50.2 µgPt/cm2 for G-Cys-Pt and 23.9 µgPt/cm2 for C-Pt. 

From electrochemical oxidation experiments, it is evident that G-Cys-Pt gives enhanced 

catalytic behavior compared to qualitatively very similar C-Pt catalysts. Since the 

catalysis was reported to the same Pt mass loading, the observed increase in 

electrocatalytic activity at G-Cys-Pt does originate from the synthesis optimization, i.e. 

reduced Pt NPs size increased ECSAPt while efficient immobilization secured high 

conductivity through the catalyst. Covalent Cys linkers provide stronger molecular 

A

B

C
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interactions between G-Cys and Pt NPs than adsorbed Pt NP in C-Pt. As a result, faster 

electron pathways are created within the G-Cys-Pt electrocatalyst. This was primarily 

observed in RRDE ORR experiments where G-Cys-Pt goes favorably via 4-electron 

pathway with significant reduction in H2O2 production.  

The optimization of morphology and composition in G-Cys-Pt will be applied in syntheses 

of graphene-supported core-shell electrocatalysts, which will focus on further electronic 

enhancement (1) of metallic NPs surface, (2) by replacing the Pt NP bulk material that is 

unavailable for electrochemical reactions and (3) by increasing crystalline faceting. These 

new catalysts will be described in Chapters 4 and 5. 

3.6 Conclusions 

The synthesized graphene was successfully functionalized by Cys molecules. Pt NPs were 

chemically immobilized on graphene sheets by Cys molecules to improve the electron 

transfer rates through the catalyst. G-Cys-Pt catalysts exhibited uniform NP dispersion 

and size distribution of 1.2 ± 0.8 nm. Electrochemical characterization confirmed the 

presence of Pt NPs on graphene, with increased electrocatalytic properties than for the 

commercial C-Pt. The G-Cys-Pt activity was tested towards ORR and electrochemical 

oxidation reactions of FA, MeOH and EtOH to examine the effect of covalent NP 

immobilization and size reduction. As the cathode catalyst, G-Cys-Pt exhibited current 

increase at 0.9 V vs. RHE by 32 A/gPt with average electron transfer number of 3.98, as 

well as 20 mV overpotential reduction for ORR compared to C-Pt. Modified Pt activity of 

G-Cys-Pt resulted in 55, 17 and 78 % higher FAO, MOR and EOR current densities at ~ 

0.6 V, compared to C-Pt.  

Although qualitatively the same catalysts, Pt NPs supported on a carbon material, G-

Cys-Pt showed superior electrocatalysis to C-Pt. These slight but significant 

improvements for G-Cys-Pt indicated enhancement of its electronic features. Higher 

ECSAPt, more efficient immobilization via chemical bonding, and highly-conductive 

graphene support contributed to faster rates of electrochemical reactions. The 

morphological and compositional modifications of G-Cys-Pt offer a basis of further 

catalyst design optimization. 
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Chapter 4 

Graphene-Au@Pt catalysts 

4.1 Introduction: goals and application 

Catalyst plays a crucial role in the performance of a FC system. As the most efficient 

catalyst for FCs, platinum (Pt) has been widely used for both anodes and cathodes in 

PEMFCs.  However, the high price of Pt, poisoning by CO-like intermediates and 

challenges regarding stability drive us to develop catalyst systems ultra-low in Pt or even 

Pt-free. Since bulk Pt (sheet or foil form) is neither economical or provides high catalysis 

due to decreased electrochemical surface area (ECSA) per mass of the material, Pt-based 

nanocatalyst are developed. Increasing the electrochemically active surface area (ECSA) 

of Pt-based catalysts by nanostructure formation offers an approach to optimize their 

catalytic activity. Reducing the nanoparticle (NP) size decreases the relative amount of 

Pt needed and boosts the specific ECSA, resulting in better catalytic performance. 

However, a size limitation occurs around 2.2 nm, below which the activity declines due to 

the loss of low-index crystal faceting and aggregation during the catalysis.[188] 

Nanostructured material properties significantly depend on chemical composition, size, 

crystallinity and morphology. Preservation of high catalytic activity by joining both merits 

of small particle size and favorable low-index faceting is achieved through 

“nanostructuring” approach, targeted at resolving catalytic limitations originating in NP 

morphology. Bimetallic core-shell NPs reduce the amount of inactive bulk atoms, at the 

same time preserving the crystalline surface faceting of the target Pt shell. Synergetic 

effects between core and shell can even reduce catalytic poisoning.[220] Replacement of 

inactive Pt bulk by gold (Au) produces stable NPs with more efficient Pt utilization.[221] 

Au nanostructures have been widely studied and their application as CO oxidation 

catalysts are well established.[222] Moreover, having an atomic diameter size close to Pt 

and being a stabilizing agent for reactions in PEMFC application,[221][223] Au is an ideal 

candidate for core material in core-Ptshell NP architectures. Au@Pt NPs can be prepared 

by three main syntheses routes: (1) underpotential deposition (UPD) of copper (Cu) on Au 

followed by galvanic displacement of Cu with Pt precursors [224], (2) precursor co-reduction 

followed by thermal treatment [225], and (3) by reduction via seed-mediated growth [226]. 
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Large-scale production is not economically viable through UPD methods, despite the 

possibility of creating atomically thin shells. High thermal treatment syntheses, require 

harsh operating conditions and often non-aqueous solvents.[225] Seed-mediated syntheses 

often result in poor yield and morphology control of the product.[227] 

This chapter describes developments of Au-Pt core-shell NPs (Au@Pt NPs) seed-mediated 

syntheses, using a glucose recipe.[150] The Au@Pt NPs show catalytic function towards 

electrochemical oxidation of sustainable fuels such as formic acid (FA), methanol (MeOH) 

and ethanol (EtOH), as well as selective hydrogenation of benzene derivatives.[150] The 

presence of Au can easily oxidize catalytic poisons generated from small organic 

molecules.[228] Further development of electrocatalysts is, therefore, based on Au@Pt NPs 

for FC systems. The new Au@Pt NPs may hold a perspective for large-scale production of 

catalysts that requires uniform products prepared under mild conditions with low cost.  

A suitable support material with strong interactions with the target NPs is, however, 

needed to fully exploit the catalyst function. Stability and conductivity of the catalysts 

are essential, e.g. fast electron transfer from the active site at the catalyst surface through 

the support material to the external circuit. Carbon black or graphitized carbon black are 

commercially used as support materials for Pt NPs in PEMFC application.[197] However, 

these carbon materials can be oxidized at potentials above 0.8 V vs. standard hydrogen 

electrode (SHE). Resulting conductivity degradation leads to loss of FC performance.[198] 

Such issues can be effectively avoided by the use of graphene as a supporting material, 

due to the large surface area (2600 m2g-1), chemical inertness under PEMFC operating 

conditions and high electrical conductivity of this material.[199] Graphene has been used 

as a support for metal NPs such as Pt[200], Pt-Fe[201], Pt-Co[201], Pt-Au alloy[202], and Fe/Co-

N[203]. In this chapter, a three-step method for the preparation of electrocatalysts 

equipped with 9.5 ± 2 nm Au@Pt NPs covalently anchored on graphene (G-Cys-Au@Pt) is 

demonstrated. The Au@Pt NPs with atomically thin Pt shells are synthesized using 2-(N-

morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid (MES) and glucose as environmentally harmless reducing 

and shape-directing agents. High loading of uniformly distributed Au@Pt NPs on 

graphene was achieved through covalent bonding via L-Cysteine (Cys) molecules. 

Graphene precursor, graphene oxide (GO), was functionalized by Cys via 1-Ethyl-3-(3-

dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide (EDC) and N-Hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) surface-

based coupling reactions, while Au@Pt NPs were immobilized on Cys anchors by covalent 

thiol-Au bonds. Cys linked G-Cys-Au@Pt electrocatalyst exhibited high activity for FA, 

MeOH and EtOH electrochemical oxidation, as well as for dioxygen reduction reaction 

(ORR). The G-Cys-Au@Pt catalyst was further applied in direct formic acid fuel cell 

(DFAFC), direct methanol fuel cell (DMFC) and direct ethanol fuel cell (DEFC) for 

functional tests. Pt-based commercial catalyst was utilized as a reference in power density 

and stability analysis. The superior performance was found for G-Cys-Au@Pt catalysts. 
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Systematic structure and compositional mapping suggested that the enhanced 

performance originated in (1) the tailored electron transfer pathway through the Cys 

linker of G-Cys-Au@Pt, (2) improved Pt utilization and activity from the synergy between 

atomic Pt shells and Au cores, (3) covalent and stable anchoring of catalyst NPs, and (4) 

the highly conductive and robust graphene support. 
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4.2 Synthesis and sample preparation 

4.2.1 Chemicals 

Table 3.1 Chemicals used for syntheses of GO, G-Cys and G-Cys-Au@Pt 

Chemical 

name, formula 

Pur. 

(%) 

CAS Mw 

(g/mol) 

Co. 

City, Country 

2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic 

acid, MES hydrate, C6H13NO4S·xH2O 
≥ 99.5 4432-31-9 195.24 

S-A 

St. Louis, USA 
Chloroplatinic acid hydrate, 

H2PtCl6 · xH2O 
≥ 99.9 26023-84-7 409.81 

D-(+)-glucose, C6H12O6 ≥ 99.5 50-99-7 180.16 

Ethanol, C2H6O ≥ 99.9 64-17-5 46.07 
Uvasol 

Darmstadt, DE 

Formic acid, HCOOH  98-100 64-18-6 46.03 S-A, Steinheim, DE 

Gold (III) chloride trihydrate, 

HAuCl4 · 3H2O 
≥ 99.9 16961-25-4 393.83 

S-A 

St. Louis, USA 

Graphite powder 99.99 7782-42-5 12.01 S-A, Buchs SG., CH 

Graphene oxide, CxOyHz, GO,  A Homemade Kgs. Lyngby, DK 

Hydrogen peroxide, H2O2 30(aq.) 7722-84-1 34.01 

S-A, Steinheim, DE Hydrochloric acid, HCl 37 7647-01-0 36.46 

Methanol, CH3OH, MeOH ≥ 99.9 67-56-1 32.04 

N-(3-Dimethylaminopropyl)-N’-

ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride, 

EDC, C8H17N3 · HCl 

≥ 98.0 25952-53-8 191.7 
S-A 

Tokyo, JP 

N-Hydroxysuccinimide, 

NHS, C4H5NO3 
97 6066-82-6 115.09 S-A 

Steinheim, DE 
Nitric acid, HNO3 ≥ 65 7697-37-2 63.01 

Phosphorus pentoxide, P2O5 98% 1314-56-3 141.94 S-A, Bengaluru, IN 

Platinum on graphitized carbon 20 B 
product nu: 

38549-1G 

Pt: 

195.08 
S-A 

St. Louis, USA Potassium hydroxide, pellets, KOH  99.99 C 1310-58-3 56.11 

Potassium permanganate, KMnO4 97 7722-64-7 158.03 

Potassium persulfate, K2S2O8 > 99.0 7727-21-1 270.32 
Fluka 

St. Louis, USA 
(R)-2-amino-3-mercaptopropionic 

acid, L-cysteine, C3H7NO2S 
≥ 99.5 52-90-4 121.16 

Sulfuric acid, H2SO4, TraceSELECT® ≥ 95C 7664-93-9 98.08 Fluka, Lyon, FR 

A Dialysis purification, B Pt wt.%, C (10 - 15% H2O), Sigma-Aldrich (S-A), United States 

of America (USA), Germany (DE), Switzerland (CH), Denmark (DK), Japan (JP), 

India (IN), France (FR). 
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4.2.2 G-Cys-Au@Pt synthesis 

Synthesis of G-Cys-Au@Pt synthesis route consisting of (1) GO functionalization with Cys 

followed by formation of (2) Au NPs as cores and (3) Au core-Pt shell NP preparation. The 

G-Cys was synthesized first, as described in section 3.3.3, Chapter 3. 

For G-Cys-Au@Pt synthesis, a solution containing 2.50 mL 0.10 M MES (pH = 7.03), 2.50 

mL 0.10 M glucose, 8.75 mL 0.40 mg/mL G-Cys and 8.75 mL Millipore water was heated 

at 95 °C for 10 minutes in a water bath, Fig. 4.1A. Addition of 2.50 mL of 20.3 mM HAuCl4 

for 1 hour at 95 °C resulted in Au NP formation. G-Cys-Au solution had a dark red color, 

Fig. 4.1B. After the Au NP seed formation, 74.0 mL of water was added to the flask 

followed by 1.0 mL of 20.0 mM H2PtCl6 and continued heating at 70 °C for 2 hours to 

obtain an atomically thin Pt layer on Au NP seeds. The final G-Cys-Au@Pt solution was 

dark brown, Fig. 4.1D.  

 

Figure 4.1 The scheme of G-Cys-Au@Pt synthesis. 

Afterwards, the solution was sonicated for 1 hour and purified by 4 centrifugation cycles 

to remove excess NPs and impurities, Fig 4.2. Centrifugation cycles were performed at 12 

krpm for 10 min, discarding the supernatant and re-dispersing the residue. Final cycle 

was performed at 8 krpm for 5 min, to make sure all the impurities have been disposed of 

as supernatant. Purified G-Cys-Au@Pt residue was finally re-dispersed in 50 mL 

Millipore water resulting in cfinal(G-Cys) = 0.35 mg/mL. 

1. G-Cys

2. MES

3. Glucose

4. H2O

5. HAuCl4

95  C, 10 min.

oil bath

95  C, 1 h

oil bath

6. H2PtCl4

CBA

70  C, 2 h

oil bath

D G-Cys-Au@PtG-Cys G-Cys-Au G-Cys-Au

+ H2PtCl4
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Figure 4.2 (A) As-synthesized G-Cys-Au@Pt before centrifugation purification. G-

Cys-Au@Pt (B) after 1st cycle of centrifugation, and (C) after 4th centrifugation cycle, 

supernatant is completely transparent. (D) G-Cys-Au@Pt re-dispersed and purified 

after 4th cycle of centrifugation. 

4.2.3 Electrode preparation for electrochemical experiments 

Electrode polishing and cleaning 

All glassware was cleaned by boiling in 15% HNO3 solution followed by washing in 

Millipore water. The glassy carbon electrode (GCE, ϕ = 4.0 mm, A = 0.1256 cm2) and 

rotating ring (Pt) disk (GCE) electrode (RRDE, ϕdisk = 5.61 mm, Adisk = 0.2472 cm2, ϕring 

(inner) = 6.25 mm, ϕring (outer) = 7.92 mm, Aring = 0.1859 cm2, ring collection efficiency = 

37 %) was first wet-polished by sand paper (grit roughness 2000, followed by 4000) for 10 

min by hand. They were further polished by Al2O3 slurry (particle diameter sizes of 1.0, 

0.3 and 0.05 µm), using the largest particle size first (rough polishing) and finishing with 

the finest particle size (mirror-like electrode surface finish). The electrodes were sonicated 

in Millipore water for 30 min in total with intermittent water exchange (1st time after 5, 

2nd time after 10, and 3rd time after 15 minutes). Freshly cleaned electrodes were dried in 

the fume hood at room temperature for 5 min. prior to drop-casting. The RRDE was 

purchased from Pine Research Instrumentation, Inc. (USA). 

Drop-casting catalysts 

Electrochemical performance of G-Cys-Au@Pt catalyst has been compared to commercial 

catalyst from Sigma-Aldrich, 20 wt. % of Pt (NP size ~ 5 nm) on graphitized carbon (C-

Pt). Au core in G-Cys-Au@Pt is not catalytically active towards oxidation of used biofuels 

or ORR, however, the Pt shell catalyzes these reactions. Pt was, therefore, maintained in 

the same amount for all the electrodes as a catalytic material. In case of ORR 

experiments, the Pt loading on RRDE was 5 µg (20.2 µgPt/cm2), while the loading for the 

CBA D

After 1st cycleRaw solution After 4th cycle Re-dispersed

after 4th cycle
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rest of the electrochemical experiments was 3 µg of Pt on GCEs (23.9 µgPt/cm2). Catalyst 

layer was protected by 5 µL of 0.05 % Nafion® (dissolved in ethanol). Prior to the 

calculation procedure, TGA experiments determined the metal loading in the catalyst, 

Fig. 4.4. EDX measurements were performed for G-Cys-Au@Pt to obtain the metal 

composition of the bimetallic structure, Fig. 4.8. From these two data sets, it is possible 

to calculate Pt loading for G-Cys-Au@Pt catalyst. The calculation for drop-casting 

procedure for both G-Cys-Au@Pt and C-Pt, containing 3 µg of Pt on GCE, is as follows: 

 

G-Cys-Au@Pt 

Au@Pt(wt.%) = 42 %  (TGA, Fig. 4.4) 

Au : Pt metal ratio = 2.95 : 1  (EDX, Fig. 4.8) 

cfinal(G-Cys-Au@Pt) = 0.35 mg/mL 

Relative Pt loading (Ptrelative) is first calculated using equation 4.1:  

 Ptrelative = 
Pt

Au+Pt
 ∙ 100                                                   (4.1) 

                                                     
1

3.95 
∙ 100 = 25.32 %      

The actual Pt loading in G-Cys-Au@Pt can be calculated as a mass percentage using 

equation 4.2:  
Pt(wt.%) = Au@Pt(wt.%) ∙ Ptrelative                                       (4.2) 

                                                    42.0% ∙ 0.2532 = 10.63%   

3 µg of Pt on GCE equals to the total catalyst mass multiplied by the pure Pt loading, 

Pt(wt.%): 

m(Pt on GCE) = m(G-Cys-Au@Pt) ∙ Pt(wt.%)                   (4.3) 

                                          3 µg = m(G-Cys-Au@Pt) ∙ 0.1063  

                                                   m(G-Cys-Au@Pt) = 28.2 µg 

3 µg of pure Pt on GCE corresponds to 28.2 µg of G-Cys-Au@Pt. Such small volume cannot 

be weighed on a scale, therefore, volumetric amount containing 28.2 µg of G-Cys-Au@Pt 

is calculated. According to equation 4.4, mass of G-Cys-Au@Pt is equal to the sum of the 

support material (G-Cys) and Au@Pt NP masses: 

m(G-Cys-Au@Pt) = m(G-Cys) + m(Au@Pt)                               (4.4) 

The mass of Au@Pt NPs is a product of the total catalyst mass and the total metal loading 

percentage. Equation 4.5 substitutes the mass of Au@Pt NPs by such an expression: 

  m(G-Cys-Au@Pt) = m(G-Cys) + m(G-Cys-Au@Pt) ∙ Au@Pt(wt.%)          (4.5) 

                            m(G-Cys) = m(G-Cys-Au@Pt) ∙ (1 – Au@Pt(wt.%))    

                                                28.2 µg ∙ (1 – 0.42)           
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                                                28.2 µg ∙ 0.58 

                                                16.4 µg 

Calculated mass of G-Cys corresponds to 3 µg of Pt via the m(G-Cys-Au@Pt) calculated 

by equation 4.3. Mass of G-Cys equivalent to the desired Pt loading is used for final drop-

casting volume calculation. The Au@Pt NPs are immobilized on G-Cys, meaning that the 

volume of G-Cys is equal to the catalyst volume V(G-Cys-Au@Pt): 

m(G-Cys) = c(G-Cys) + V(G-Cys)                                          (4.6) 

                                            V(G-Cys-Au@Pt) = 
m(G-Cys)
c(G-Cys) 

 

                                                                             
16.4 µg

350 µg/mL
 = 47.0 µL   

C-Pt 

The catalytic ink was prepared by dispersing 1.3 mg of C-Pt catalyst powder in 0.50 mL 

of Millipore water, 0.45 mL of ethanol and 50 µL of 5.0 wt.% Nafion® solution (dissolved 

in ethanol). The ink is sonicated for 30 min prior to each drop-casting.  

Pt(wt.%) = 20 %   

c(C-Pt) = 1.3 mg/mL 

3 µg of Pt on GCE equals to the total catalyst mass multiplied by the pure Pt loading: 

m(Pt on GCE) = c(C-Pt) ∙ V(C-Pt) ∙ Pt(wt.%)                        (4.7) 

The drop-casting volume can, therefore, be calculated from equation 4.9: 

V(C-Pt) = 
m(Pt on GCE)
c(C-Pt)· Pt(wt.%)

                                                   (4.8) 

                        
3 µg

1300 µg/mL · 0.2
 = 11.5 µL 
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Figure 4.3 (A) 3 GCEs with G-Cys-Au@Pt (3 µg of Pt on GCE) in the upper row and 

3 GCEs with C-Pt (3.0 µg of Pt on GCE) lower row. Magnified: (B) G-Cys-Au@Pt and 

(C) C-Pt on RRDE (5.0 µg of Pt), (D) C-Pt and (E) G-Cys-Au@Pt on GCE and (3.0 µg 

of Pt). 

According to the respective areas of electrodes, the mass/area loading was 20.2  µgPt/cm2 for 

the RRDE and 23.9 µgPt/cm2 for the GCE, for both G-Cys-Au@Pt and C-Pt electrocatalysts. 
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Figure 4.4 TGA measurements for G-Cys (black) and G-Cys-Au@Pt (red) in solid 

lines. The Pt NP loading in G-Cys-Pt is ≈ 42 wt.% (green shaded area). DTA 

measurements are presented in dashed lines. 

The TGA measurements were performed for G-Cys as a reference material and G-Cys-

Au@Pt catalyst. The G-Cys and G-Cys-Au@Pt show the same trend in both TGA and DTA 

data sets. After 660 °C the curves are plateauing at 1.72 wt.% for G-Cys and 43.2 wt.% 

for G-Cys-Au@Pt. The actual metal loading in G-Cys-Au@Pt was determined to be ≈ 42 

wt.% by subtracting the residual relative mass of the reference material, G-Cys. It is 

noticeable that the burning of the graphene was catalyzed by the metallic NPs. The 

highest energy release representing the burning of the graphene support occurred at 475 

°C for G-Cys-Au@Pt, which is 80 °C lower than for G-Cys, as seen in DTA plots.  

4.3 Structure, compositions and optical properties   

GO has been prepared by a modified Hummer’s method, as described in the experimental 

part. AFM images of GO deposited onto mica sheets (Fig. 3.13) indicate successful 

exfoliation of single layered GO sheets, with thicknesses averaging at 0.8 nm and lateral 

size distribution ranging from several hundred nanometers to 5 µm. The G-Cys-Au@Pt 

nanocatalyst was successfully prepared by a green, three-step synthesis route consisting 

of (1) GO functionalization with Cys followed by formation of (2) Au NP cores and (3) Au 

core-Pt shell NP preparation, illustrated in Fig.4.5.  The Cys linker was introduced to the 

GO in the presence of EDC and NHS coupling reactions in aqueous environment followed 

by hydrothermal reduction, resulting in G-Cys, in which the amine group of Cys was 

covalently anchored on graphene. The prepared material was purified and utilized as a 

Au NP support in the following step. The thiol group was utilized to attract gold atoms 
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for immobilization of Au NP cores on the graphene (G-Cys-Au). Pt precursor was 

subsequently slowly added and reduced by glucose, forming atomically thin Pt shells 

around the anchored Au NP cores (G-Cys-Au@Pt). Accompanied color change from G-Cys 

black to strong, dark-red indicated successful G-Au formation. Consecutively, Pt 

precursor was slowly reduced by glucose, forming atomically thin Pt shells on Au NP 

cores. The significant modification of Au NP surface was suggested from a color change 

to dark-brown for G-Cys-Au@Pt. The synthesized G-Cys-Au@Pt nanocatalyst was purified 

and concentrated by repeated centrifugation in Millipore water.  

 

Figure 4.5 Three-step synthesis route of G-Cys-Au@Pt: 1) GO functionalization with 

Cys via EDC/NHS coupling and thermal reduction to graphene, G-Cys, 2) Au NPs 

synthesis and anchoring through Au-S bonding, G-Au, 3) Pt shell growth on the Au 

NPs by reduction of [PtCl6]2–, G-Cys-Au@Pt. 

4.3.1 Microscopic characterization of G-Cys-Au@Pt 

As a reference, Pt NPs were synthesized through the same route and immobilized on G-

Cys. These are noted as G-Cys-Pt (Chapter 3). G-Cys-Pt showed a morphological 

difference from G-Cys-Au@Pt with a narrow and homogeneous Pt NPs size distribution 

of 1.2 ± 0.8 nm. The G-Cys-Au@Pt catalyst showed no presence of 1.2 ± 0.8 nm NPs 
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indicating the absence of separately synthesized Pt NPs. The controllable loading of 

Au@Pt NPs on graphene was achieved by tuning the density of Cys on GO. The regulating 

parameter crucial for quantitative coupling of Cys to graphene was altering the 

concentrations of EDC (from 0.5 to 5.0 mM) and NHS (from 1.0 to 5.0 mM) used in the G-

Cys synthesis route. It allowed for high or low surface coverage of graphene adsorption 

sites available for Cys to attach, depending on higher or lower EDC and NHS 

concentrations used, respectively, Fig. 4.6. 

 

Figure 4.6 TEM images of G-Cys-Au@Pt with various Au@Pt NP loadings tuned by 

varying EDC and NHS concentrations, (A) EDC 0.5, NHS 1.0 mM, (B) both 2.0 mM, 

(C) EDC 4.0, NHS 2.0 mM and (D) both 5.0 mM.  
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Figure 4.7 TEM images of (A) G-Cys, (B) G-Cys-Au and (C) G-Cys-Au@Pt. The size 

distributions of Au NPs and Au@Pt NPs are shown as inset in (B) and (C), 

respectively. (D) HR-TEM image of G-Cys-Au@Pt. 

The morphology, size and elemental composition of the synthesized materials were 

mapped by transmission electron microscopy (TEM), high-resolution TEM (HR-TEM), 

Fig. 4.7 and by energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX), Fig. 4.8. G-Cys is composed 

of large, Cys-modified graphene sheets in ranges of hundreds of nanometers up to 5 µm, 

confirmed by TEM, Fig. 4.7A and XPS, Fig. 4.10. Au NP synthesis conducted in the 

presence of G-Cys resulted in uniform NPs of 9.5 ± 1.8 nm, immobilized on the graphene 

(G-Cys-Au), Fig. 4.7B. Subsequent chemical deposition of Pt shells on the Au-cores 

generated G-Cys-Au@Pt, Fig. 4.7C-D. EDX measurements confirm that the G-Cys-Au@Pt 

particles contain 75 ± 1% Au and 25 ± 1% Pt. From the formal statistical analysis, the size 

of the Au@Pt NPs from TEM was found to be 9.5 ± 2 nm (Fig. 4.7C), was in fact almost 

identical to the size of the Au NP in G-Cys-Au. The atomically thin Pt shells (3-4 Å) on 

G-Cys G-Cys-Au

G-Cys-Au@Pt G-Cys-Au@Pt
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Au NPs were hardly detectable directly from TEM (Fig. 4.7D) and instead evaluated on 

the basis of the metal ratio and NP size obtained from TEM and EDX (Fig. 4.8), as 

established previously.[150] In SAMENS, a successful formation of 1-atom thin Pt shells 

was achieved with starch as a strong NP size directing and stabilizing agent. A slight Pt 

shell thickness increase in G-Cys-Au@Pt is justifiably attributed to the absence of starch 

in the synthesis route. The lack of starch, however, results in more efficient Au@Pt NP 

immobilization through stronger Au NP interactions with thiol anchoring centers. NP 

aggregation is prevented by the rapid adsorption on graphene support, eliminating any 

need for additional stabilizing agents. 

 

Figure 4.8 The energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) measurements of G-Cys-

Au@Pt: (A) diagram and (B) elemental analysis table. Au (atomic %) and Pt (atomic 

%) represent atomic percentages of Au and Pt obtained directly from EDX 

measurements. The analysis was performed by INCA software. (C) A model showing 

r(Au@Pt NP) the Au@Pt nanoparticle radius, r(Au NP) the Au nanoparticle radius 

and l the thickness of the Pt shell.  
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4.3.2 Detailed calculation for the Pt shell thickness in Au@Pt 

The thickness of Pt shells around Au NP cores in G-Cys-Au@Pt is achieved on the basis 

of EDX data and TEM Au@Pt NP size measurements.  

r (Au@Pt NPs) ≅ 4.80  

d (Pt atom) = 2.78 Å 

Au (atomic %) = 8.31 

Pt (atomic %) = 2.82 

From the EDX measurements (Fig. 4.8B) the metal ratio Au : Pt can be obtained: 

Au (atomic %) : Pt (atomic %) = 2.95 : 1                                (4.9) 

Multiplying the molar masses (Mw) of Au and Pt by their respective atomic ratios, mass 

percentages are obtained: 

  Au (mass %) = Au (atomic %) ∙ Mw (Au)                             (4.10) 

                                           2.95 ∙ 196.97 = 581.06 

Pt (mass %) = Pt (atomic %) ∙ Mw (Pt)                                (4.11) 

                                           1 ∙ 195.08 = 195.08 

The volume percentages of the metals are obtained by dividing the mass percentages by 

the respective crystal densities of Au and Pt: 

Au (vol. %) = Au (mass %) :  ρ (Au) = 581.06 : 19.32 = 30.08             (4.12) 

Pt (vol. %) = Pt (mass %) :  ρ (Pt) = 195.08 : 21.45 = 9.09                  (4.13) 

Relative volume percentages of Au and Pt in the Au@Pt NPs can be calculated from 

volume percentages of metals obtained in equations 4.12 and 4.13: 

Au (relative vol. %) = 
Au (vol. %)

Au(vol.  %) + Pt(vol.  %)
                                      (4.14) 

                                                               
30.08
39.17

= 0.7679 = 76.79 %    

Pt (relative vol.%) = 100 % – 76.79 % = 23.21 %                               (4.15) 

Since the Au@Pt NPs are approximately spherical, as observed in TEM images, the 

volume of Au@Pt NPs was calculated from equation 4.16. The radius of Au@Pt NPs was 

obtained from an ensemble of 1400 measurements of NP size using TEM and high 

resolution TEM imaging (dAu@Pt = 9.6  nm). 

V (Au@Pt NP) = 
4

3
πr3                                                                                   (4.16) 
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4

3
 π ∙ (4.8 ∙ 10-9 m)3 = 4.63 ∙ 10-25 m3                 

The volume of the Au core is given in equation 4.17 from the Au@Pt NP volume and Au 

relative volume percentage obtained from equation 4.14: 

V (Au core) = V (Au@Pt NP) ∙ Au (relative vol.%)                   (4.17) 

                                       4.63 ∙ 10-25 ∙ 0.7679 = 3.56 ∙ 10-25 m3 

The radius of the Au core is calculated from equation 4.18: 

 r (Au core) = √
3 ∙ V (Au core)

4 ∙ π

3

                                           (4.18) 

                                               √
3 ∙ 3.56 ∙ 10-25 m3 

4 ∙ π

3

 = 4.40 ∙ 10-9 m  

Pt shell thickness (l) equals the difference of the Au core and Au@Pt NP radii: 

l = r (Au@Pt NPs) – r (Au core)                                       (4.19) 

                                               4.80 ∙ 10-9 m – 4.40 ∙ 10-9 m = 4.00 Å 

Finally, l in number of Pt atomic layers (l atomic) is further calculated by dividing l with 

the diameter of a single Pt atom (2.78 Å): 

l atomic = l : d (Pt atom)                                                     (4.20) 

                                                4.00 Å : 2.78 Å = 1.4   

The Pt shell is 1.4 Pt atoms thin, as obtained from equation 4.20. 
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4.3.3 Spectroscopic characterization of G-Cys-Au@Pt 

An overview of the UV-Vis spectroscopic characterization of component interactions in 

the G-Cys-Au@Pt catalysts is shown in Fig. 4.9. The evidence of Pt shells around Au NPs 

is supported by the UV-vis spectra. Damping and broadening of the Au NP localized 

surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) peak at 520 nm strongly indicates Pt shell formation, 

Fig. 4.9A. Such observations agree with reports for a variety of core-Ptshell NPs.[229] The 

UV-vis spectra of the synthesized G-Cys-Au@Pt catalyst and its constituents are 

presented in Fig. 4.9B.  

 

Figure 4.9 UV-vis analysis of (A) unsupported Pt (black), Au (blue) and Au@Pt (red) 

NPs; (B) purified GO (green), G-Cys (black), G-Cys-Au (blue) and G-Cys-Au@Pt (red). 

Two GO-characteristic absorption peaks at 232 and 301 nm, from →* transitions in 

aromatic C=C bonds, and n→* transitions in C=O bonds, respectively[153] are observed. 

Upon GO reduction, graphene exhibits a single characteristic peak at 269 nm due to the 

restoration of the original electronic conjugation. The presence of Pt shell around the Au 

NP core surface results in red-shift and damping of the LSPR peak. G-Cys-Au@Pt, i.e. 

Au@Pt NPs immobilized on graphene cause further red-shift and broadening of the LSPR 

peak, Fig. 4.9B, due to altering the localized electromagnetic field.[230][231] When G-Cys-

Au@Pt is excited, created dipoles within the graphene sheets become antiparallel to the 

dipoles in NPs.[232] Such conformation inhibits the internal NP electric field, causing the 
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red-shift and broadening of LSPR peak, as observed in Fig. 4.9B.[233] The electric field 

distortion is greatly amplified by chemical bonds between the Au@Pt NPs and graphene 

acting as a direct electron sink. Fast electron transfer is essential for high catalytic rates. 

Ideally, a short chain length of the linker molecule between the catalytically active sites 

and the electrode enhances the electron transfer rate.[234] As a short organic molecule with 

only three carbon atoms, Cys is specifically chosen as a linker due to the ability of 

selectively bonding to graphene and Au NPs via amine and thiol groups, respectively. 

The interconnected structure of G-Cys-Au@Pt and the presence of Cys covalent bonding 

was studied by XPS, Fig. 4.10A-C.  

 

Figure 4.10 G-Cys-Au@Pt elemental XPS analysis of: (A) sulfur, (B) nitrogen and (C) 

carbon spectra. 

XPS spectra of S 2p, deconvoluted into spin-orbit doublets at 162.2 and 163.1 eV are assigned 

to S–Au interactions.[235] This shows that covalent thiol-Au bonds have successfully 

integrated Au@Pt NPs into the graphene framework. Peaks at 163.8 and 165.0 eV are from 

free thiol (-SH)[235][236] and peaks at 166.9 and 168.2 eV for SO3
– [237] from MES capping 

around the Au NP surface. The SO3
– species dominate the sulfur spectrum due to a larger NP 

surface coverage than the local thiol-NP bonding sites of Cys. This is confirmed by the 

absence of S–Au (162.2 eV) and SO3
– (166.9 eV) peaks in the XPS S 2p spectrum of G-Cys 

(Fig. 3.14A). Peaks at 169.2 and 170.4 eV represent a small amount of the oxidized sulfur in 

the form of SO4
2– species.[238] The nature of Cys thiol bonds on Au single-crystal electrodes 
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was studied by electrochemistry and STM in the Chapter 6. Similarly, the C 1s spectrum (Fig. 

4.10C) is deconvoluted into peaks at 284.6, 286.0, 287.4 and 288.6 eV, assigned to C–C, C–

O, C=O and COO–, respectively.[239] Small peaks at 285.9 eV and 287.1 eV have been found 

in N-doped graphene for N–C(sp2) and N–C(sp3) bonds, respectively.[207] Such features are 

also observed in the G-Cys C 1s spectrum (Fig. 3.12C). The presence of N–graphene bonding 

is evidenced in the N 1s XPS spectrum of G-Cys-Au@Pt (Fig. 4.10B) with three peaks 

centered at 398.2 eV, 400.0 eV and 402.1 eV corresponding to metal-nitride,[240]  

amide/pyrrolic, and  quaternary N, respectively.[207] The metal-nitride peak originates from 

MES at the Au NP surface, dominating the N spectrum due to significantly larger domains 

of MES capping than Cys anchors. This is in contrast to the N spectrum of G-Cys (Fig. 

3.14B). Amide/pyrrolic N signals come from chemical bonds between graphene and Cys.[241] 

There is a weak quaternary N peak caused by N imbedded in the graphene structure (Fig. 

4.10B), also present in the N spectrum of G-Cys (Fig. 3.14B). Both C and N XPS spectra 

clearly confirm that graphene has become functionalized with Cys dominated by 

amide/pyrrolic chemical bonds, and covalent attachment of Au@Pt NPs to graphene through 

the Cys linker. An electron pathway between the graphene and Au@Pt NPs via the Cys linker 

in G-Cys-Au@Pt has thus been created. 

4.4 Electrochemical properties and electrocatalysis   

4.4.1 Oxidative desorption of adsorbed carbon monoxide and hydrogen 

It was discovered recently that Pt–Au NPs offer efficient catalysis towards oxidation of 

small organic molecules with less adsorbed CO (COads) than on pure Pt surfaces,[228] 

suggesting a potential application of Au@Pt NPs in FCs. The electronic properties of the 

new G-Cys-Au@Pt were investigated by electrochemical techniques. Three new main 

features are observed compared to platinum nanoparticles (≤ 5 nm) on graphitized carbon 

catalyst (C-Pt): (1) The Pt-specific hydrogen region has been augmented from 264 mV for 

C-Pt to 317 mV for G-Cys-Au@Pt, (2) the Ptox reduction peak experienced a 37 mV positive 

shift for G-Cys-Au@Pt while (3) the Au oxide (Auox) reduction peak was shifted 35 mV 

negatively compared to a single-crystal Au(111) surface, Fig. 4.11. Such electronic 

modifications of Pt shell benefit the interactions with the target fuel molecules by 

strengthening the adsorption energy.[242] 

Cyclic voltammetry was used to study CO oxidative desorption on G-Cys-Au@Pt and C-

Pt catalysts, Fig. 4.12. Both catalysts were conditioned at -0.2 V during CO adsorption 

from CO-saturated 0.1 M H2SO4. Solid lines in the plots represent the first cycles in which 

CO is desorbed from the catalyst surfaces during the anodic scans, and dashed lines the 

second cycles with full catalyst profile restoration. 
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Figure 4.11 Cyclic voltamogramms of G-Cys-Au@Pt (red), C-Pt (black) and Au(111) 

(green) recorded at 50 mV/s in Ar saturated 0.1 M H2SO4. The underpotential 

hydrogen deposition (H-UPD) region of C-Pt (gray-filled area, E1 = 264 mV) is 

extended for G-Cys-Au@Pt (red-filled area, E2 = 317 mV). The Ptox reduction peak 

potentials are shifted from E1 = 340 mV for C-Pt to E2 = 377 mV for G-Cys-Au@Pt. 

The Auox reduction peak (green-filled area) potentials shift from E4 = 867 mV for 

Au(111) to E3 = 832 mV for G-Cys-Au@Pt. Au(111) plot is multiplied 20 times for a 

better visualization. All currents are normalized per geometrical areas of electrodes. 

The Pt loading of G-Cys-Au@Pt and C-Pt was 23.9 µgPt/cm2 on GCE. 

CO oxidation on C-Pt starts at 0.420 V and exhibits a sharp peak with the maximum at 

0.521 V, while the onset on G-Cys-Au@Pt NP is shifted positively to 0.440 V and the 

maximum to 0.527 V. This positive potential shift for G-Cys-Au@Pt is usually recognized 

as hindered CO oxidation due to stronger adsorption on Au-modified Pt surface.[243] 

Heterometallic bonding induces tensile strain on the Pt shells because of different lattice 

constants from Au. Effectively, the Pt d-band energy is increased resulting in stronger 

bonding to CO.[244] However, Au acts as an excellent catalyst for CO oxidation[245] and 

when introduced to Pt, the number of active sites available for CO adsorption decreases. 

The resulting effect is a decrease in Pt poisoning for G-Cys-Au@Pt. Integrating the peaks 

provides the charges associated with CO (ACO) and hydrogen (AH-UPD) desorption, where 

AH-UPD represents the total electrochemically active Pt surface area (ECSAPt). The ratio 

between the two gives the index of CO poisoning per Pt surface area (CO/ECSAPt). Fig. 

4.12A and B show CO/ECSAPt indexes of 1.14 ± 0.02 (G-Cys-Au@Pt) and 1.25 ± 0.02 (C-

Pt), i.e. 8 – 11% more CO is adsorbed on C-Pt than on G-Cys-Au@Pt. Insets in Fig. 4.12 

show the CO desorption peaks at a slow scan rate, i.e. 10 mV/s. G-Cys-Au@Pt undergoes 

a significant peak shift towards negative values, stabilizing at 0.487 V, while C-Pt has an 

oxidation peak at 0.555 V. The more efficient COads removal on G-Cys-Au@Pt at low scan 

rates is contrary to the postponed COads oxidation at fast scan rates. Cyclic voltammetry 
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was performed at different scan rates to observe the CO peak shift for G-Cys-Au@Pt and C-Pt, 

Fig. 4.13. 

 

Figure 4.12 CO desorption from CO-saturated Pt surfaces (solid line), and clean, CO-

free surfaces (dashed line), for (A) G-Cys-Au@Pt and (B) C-Pt catalysts. The charges 

associated with CO and H2 desorption at ca. 0.5 and -0.2 V, respectively, are indicated 

with filled areas. Cyclic voltammograms were recorded at 50 mV/s in 0.1 M H2SO4 

while insets represent CO oxidation at 10 mV/s. 

The CO peak shift can be explained by (1) diffusion issues through graphene layers and 

(2) low mobility of CO due to the low potential at which the adsorption and oxidation processes 

take place. If zero mobility of CO molecules is assumed, only CO adsorbed at the Pt step sites 

would be oxidized.[246] In case the diffusion rate is slow, CO molecules close to the Pt step sites 

can also get oxidized (along with the already step-adsorbed CO molecules) during the time in 

which the CO desorption (COdes) peak appears.[246] Depending on the time window of the 

experiment (scan rate) the peak potential and charge can therefore, be changed.  
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Figure 4.13 Normalized cyclic voltammograms of CO desorption peak shift from CO-

saturated Pt surfaces for (A) G-Cys-Au@Pt and (B) C-Pt catalysts at different scan 

rates. Cyclic voltammograms were recorded at 5, 10, 20 and 50 mV/s in 0.1 M H2SO4. 

At higher scan rates (50 mV/s) there is not enough time for CO molecules to adsorb/desorb 

to/from the Pt shell. This results in 6 mV larger overpotential on G-Cys-Au@Pt than on 

C-Pt. Additionally, layered graphene structure extends the pathway for CO to diffuse in or out 

of G-Cys-Au@Pt which further promotes the phenomenon. On the other hand, at steady-state 

conditions, the diffusion effect is not as pronounced and the CO oxidation on G-Cys-Au@Pt 

occurs at 68 mV lower overpotential. The COdes peak shifts to more negative values with 

decreasing scan rate speed, and is more pronounced on G-Cys-Au@Pt (ΔEp1 = 138 mV) 

than on C-Pt (ΔEp2 = 44 mV). This is a confirmation of higher CO oxidation catalysis at 

slow scan rates on G-Cys-Au@Pt than on C-Pt. The enhancement of the catalytic 

properties will be further demonstrated in studying dioxygen reduction and oxidation of 

fuel molecules, Sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.3, representing the reactions at FC cathode and 

anode, respectively. 
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4.4.2 The electrochemical dioxygen reduction reaction (ORR) 

The electrocatalytic activity for oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) was examined by 

voltammetry in oxygen-saturated 0.1 M HClO4 solution. Increasing currents with 

increasing electrode rotation rates signify the electrocatalytic activity of both materials 

for dioxygen reduction, Fig. 4.14. The RDE and RRDE ORR experiments for G-Cys-Au@Pt 

and C-Pt were run under the same conditions and rotation speeds. The limiting currents 

(from 0.0 to ~0.7 V) originate from dioxygen diffusion to the catalytic sites on the electrode 

surface, and are limited by the rotation speed.  

 

Figure 4.14 Dioxygen reduction reaction (ORR) for (A) G-Cys-Au@Pt and (B) C-Pt.  

Linear sweep voltammograms recorded at 20 mV/s in dioxygen saturated 0.1 M 

HClO4. Pt loading on RRDE for both catalysts corresponded to 20.2 µgPt/cm2. Insets 

are Koutecky-Levich plots. 
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The kinetic part of the plot (from ~0.8 to ~1.0 V) shows the 25 mV positive shift for the G-

Cys-Au@Pt catalyst compared to C-Pt, representing the overpotential reduction towards 

the ORR at the G-Cys-Au@Pt catalyst. Fig. 4.15A and B show the catalytic responses of 

G-Cys-Au@Pt and C-Pt, respectively, in Ar- (dashed lines) and oxygen-saturated (solid 

lines) electrolyte.  

 

Figure 4.15 Cyclic voltammetry of (A) G-Cys-Au@Pt and (B) C-Pt in oxygen 

saturated 0.1 M HClO4 (solid lines) and Ar (dashed lines) at 50 mV/s. Pt loading of G-

Cys-Au@Pt and C-Pt catalysts was 20.2 µgPt/cm2. 

Both catalysts give electrocatalysis toward ORR, as observed from the cathodic peak at ~ 

0.410 V, with the onsets at 0.540 V for G-Cys-Au@Pt and 0.498 V for C-Pt, indicating 

slightly lower overpotential towards ORR at G-Cys-Au@Pt. However, a larger current 

density change between Ar and O2 saturated solution is found on C-Pt, implying better 

catalytic performance than on G-Cys-Au@Pt. This is caused by diffusion limitations of 

graphene-based catalysts. The packing of graphene sheets during G-Cys-Au@Pt 

deposition and drying on the electrode extends the pathway of dioxygen molecules 

through the graphene layer compared to carbon black particles.[211] Even small molecules 

can be trapped within the graphene sheets effectively hindering a reaction in which the 

reactant diffuses to the catalyst surface. Diffusion of dioxygen through the graphene 
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layers therefore plays a role in the catalyst efficiency. This was supported by rotating disk 

and ring-disk electrode techniques, in which diffusion and kinetics at the electrode surface 

are separated. Fig. 4.16 shows rotating ring-disk electrode (RRDE) cathodic linear sweep 

voltammograms of C-Pt (black) and G-Cys-Au@Pt (red) at 1600 rpm. Solid and dashed 

lines represent currents from dioxygen reduction (at the disk electrode) and the 

corresponding H2O2 oxidation (at the ring electrode), respectively. The C-Pt catalyst 

exhibits an onset potential at 950 mV, and a half-wave potential (EHW) of 870 mV vs. RHE, 

consistent with previous reports[247]. The onset potential and EHW are shifted to 1.00 V 

and 895 mV vs. RHE, respectively, for the G-Cys-Au@Pt catalyst. The 25 mV 

overpotential reduction towards ORR on the G-Cys-Au@Pt results in a catalytic activity 

of 132 A/gPt (measured at 0.900 V) outperforming C-Pt (89 A/gPt, measured at 0.900 V) by 

43 A/gPt (50 %).  

 

Figure 4.16 Voltammetry of RRDE on the ring electrode (upper) and disk electrode 

(bottom) for G-Cys-Au@Pt (red) and C-Pt (black). Disk currents represent catalyst 

performance towards ORR (solid lines) and ring currents simultaneous oxidation of 

H2O2 formed during ORR (dashed lines). Linear sweep voltammetry at 20 mV/s and 

1600 rpm in dioxygen saturated 0.1 M HClO4. The Pt ring potential was kept at 1.1 

V vs. RHE. Pt loading of G-Cys-Au@Pt and C-Pt catalysts was 20.2 µgPt/cm2. 
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Dioxygen reduction proceeds either via a direct 4-electron pathway or via an unfavorable 

2-electron formation of peroxide.[248] The electron-transfer mechanism of ORR was not 

quantified by the Koutecky-Levich analysis since recent studies have pointed out the 

unreliability of this method due to the relative errors of kinetic current density, standard 

rate constant and the calculation errors originating in disregarding the kinetic terms of 

the equation.[215] However, from equation 3.10 and Koutecky-Levich plot slopes in Fig. 

4.14A-B, the average electron number n in ORR was estimated to be 3.8 for G-Cys-Au@Pt 

and 3.7 for C-Pt, at 0.2 V vs. RHE. More precisely, the electron transfer number was 

estimated from the ratio of the experimentally obtained currents at the disk and the ring 

electrodes, following the equation 3.5, Chapter 3.[249] The inset in Fig. 4.16 highlights that 

both catalysts reduce dioxygen to water almost exclusively through the direct 4-electron 

pathway, O2 + 4H+ + 4e– → 2H2O, but it is noted that G-Cys-Au@Pt demonstrates a higher 

reaction efficiency in the entire potential range. Measured n values at 0.2 V vs. RHE were 

3.9 for G-Cys-Au@Pt and 3.8 for C-Pt. G-Cys-Au@Pt electrocatalyst outperformed G-Cys-

Pt, as well. EHW was improved by 5 mV, while recorded current density at 0.900 V was 

higher by 9 A/mgPt. The synergetic interaction between Au core and Pt shell thus 

enhances kinetically the catalytic performance for ORR, evidenced by more positive half-

wave and onset potentials, as well as higher electron transfer numbers than for C-Pt. 

Such enhanced catalysis for the system core reaction holds promise for appropriate 

application of G-Cys-Au@Pt as a cathode catalyst in FCs. 

4.4.3 Oxidation of fuel cell target molecules 

The catalytic performance of G-Cys-Au@Pt was further explored by conducting 

electrochemical oxidation of 0.1 M target fuel molecules in 0.1 M H2SO4 supporting 

electrolyte, i.e. formic acid (FAOR), methanol (MOR) and ethanol (EOR) oxidation 

reactions, Fig. 4.17. FAOR voltammetry displays four typical peaks, three in the anodic 

and one in the cathodic scan, Fig. 4.17A. Peak (1) at ca. 0.3 V, shoulder on the anodic scan, 

originates from oxidation of adsorbed formate to CO2 (the direct pathway) which is then 

suppressed by the subsequent adsorption of CO.[217] The 0.6 – 0.7 V anodic and sharp peak 

represents the oxidation of COads to CO2 (the indirect path), while the 1.2 V anodic and 

broad peak appears is caused by the reaction of intermediates and FA at the oxidized Pt 

surface.[217] The very strong and sharp cathodic scan peak at ~ 0.3 V originates from the 

direct oxidation of HCOOH to CO2 at the freshly reformed Pt surface following reduction 

of Ptoxide.[219] The 4.4 times higher currents (464 mA/mgPt) were obtained for the G-Cys-

Au@Pt at 0.3 V, than for C-Pt. Compared with recently reported, state-of-the art catalysts, 

the G-Cys-Au@Pt exhibits significant performance even with 5 times lower fuel molecule 

concentration.[250][251][252][228] Fig. 4.18A shows the chronoamperometric response on both 

G-Cys-Au@Pt and C-Pt catalysts for FAOR. The oxidizing potential (Eox) was kept at 0.1 
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V and currents monitored for 6000 s. As for FAOR the final current values and the decay 

slope indicates higher catalyst stability for G-Cys-Au@Pt with 2.3 times higher currents 

than C-Pt at the end of the measurements. Similarly, MOR in Fig. 4.17B produces four 

peaks. In the study by Okamoto et al. [217], peaks origins are established to be closely 

connected to processes occurring for FAOR (direct/indirect MeOH oxidation), with less of 

peaks separation at 0.5 V.[217]  

 

Figure 4.17 Cyclic voltammograms of G-Cys-Au@Pt (red) and C-Pt (black) during 

electrochemical oxidation of (A) 0.1 M FA, (B) 0.1 M MeOH and (C) 0.1 M EtOH at 50 

mV/s. The supporting electrolyte in all the measurements was 0.1 M H2SO4. Pt 

loading of G-Cys-Au@Pt and C-Pt catalysts was 23.9 µgPt/cm2. 
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G-Cys-Au@Pt shows 674 mA/mgPt for the anodic peak at ca. 0.6 V representing the 

indirect MeOH oxidation via CO adsorbate and 3.2 times higher than the corresponding 

C-Pt peak. Even for 5 to 10 times lower MeOH concentrations, the electrocatalytic 

performance of G-Cys-Au@Pt exceeds, or is similar to recently reported 

electrocatalysts.[253][254]  

 

Figure 4.18 Chronoamperometric (CA) response of G-Cys-Au@Pt and C-Pt in (B) 0.10 

M FA at 0.100 V, (D) 0.10 M MeOH at 0.300 V, and (F) 0.10 M EtOH at 0.300 V. The 

supporting electrolyte in all the measurements was 0.10 M H2SO4. Pt loading of G-

Cys-Au@Pt and C-Pt catalysts was 23.9 µgPt/cm2. 
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Fig. 4.18B shows the stability of catalytic currents at 0.3 V over 6000 s, with the current 

density for G-Cys-Au@Pt 6.4 times that of C-Pt at the end of the measurements. EOR 

profiles of G-Cys-Au@Pt and C-Pt catalysts are presented in Fig. 4.17C. Due to the need 

for breaking C–C bonds for full oxidation of EtOH, EOR often gives low current densities. 

The anodic peak at 0.7 V represents the reaction pathway via COads oxidation where G-

Cys-Au@Pt exhibits 406 mA/mgPt, and 3.8 times larger currents than those obtained with 

C-Pt and greatly improved stability with currents 4.4 times higher after 6000 s of 

continuous reaction, Fig.4.18C.  

Cyclic voltammograms of G-Cys-Au@Pt in the three target fuels are shown in Fig. 4.19. 

The peak separation of ~80 mV for G-Cys-Au@Pt and  ~50 mV for C-Pt (for scan rates 

from 20 to 100 mV/s) suggests diffusion control, as expected for a process depending on 

fuel/product diffusion to/from the catalytic surface. Notably, the current peaks are 

sensitive to the scan rate. The exact reactions of the three studied systems are presently 

unresolved, but some mechanisms can be proposed, e.g. a two-step process.[255][256][257][258] 

Firstly, a chemical reaction occurs at the Au@Pt NP surface as the step independent on 

the scan rate change. This is followed by the electrochemical electron transfer process 

within the G-Cys-Au@Pt which does depend on the scan rate.[259] Cyclic voltammograms 

of FA, MeOH and EtOH electrochemical oxidation on C-Pt  are shown in Fig. 4.20. Lower 

current densities than for G-Cys-Au@Pt are recorded, however qualitative behavior 

remains the same.  
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Figure 4.19. Electrochemical oxidation on G-Cys-Au@Pt at different scan rates in (A) 

0.10 M FA, (B) 0.10 M MeOH and (C) 0.10 M EtOH. All the measurements were 

performed in Ar-saturated 0.10 M H2SO4 supporting electrolyte. Pt loading of G-Cys-

Au@Pt and C-Pt catalysts was 23.9 µgPt/cm2. 
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Figure 4.20 Electrochemical oxidation on C-Pt at different scan rates in (A) 0.10 M 

FA, (B) 0.10 M MeOH and (C) 0.10 M EtOH. All the measurements were performed 

in Ar-saturated 0.10 M H2SO4 supporting electrolyte. Pt loading of G-Cys-Au@Pt and 

C-Pt catalysts was 23.9 µgPt/cm2. 

The G-Cys-Au@Pt shows significant enhancement when compared to G-Cys-Pt, as well. 

The synergy of Au cores increased adsorption energies of fuel molecules, resulting in 

enhanced electrocatalysis. G-Cys-Au@Pt shows 2.9, 1.9 and 2.1 times higher current 

densities than G-Cys-Pt, at 0.3 V for FA, 0.6 V for MeOH, and at 0.7 V for EtOH oxidation 

reactions, respectively. 
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A plethora of catalysts has been studied for EOR in both acidic and alkaline 

environments. Akhairi et al. reported the significance of fuel concentration on the FC 

performance, showing 4 times higher current densities for EOR in 1.0 M compared to 0.1 

M ethanol with a Pt/C catalyst.[260] Experiments presented in this chapter show that G-

Cys-Au@Pt gives enhanced catalytic behavior compared to recently reported Pt catalysts, 

tested in acidic conditions and with 10 times higher EtOH concentration.[261][262][263] This 

improvement originates from (1) the large amount of available Pt atoms at the surface 

shell structures of G-Cys-Au@Pt, (2) the engineered electron pathway and (3) beneficial 

synergy between Aucore and Ptshell. Stronger molecular interactions with Au-modified Pt 

shells provide extremely active sites for biofuel oxidation. As-presented catalytic 

robustness of G-Cys-Au@Pt towards FAOR, MOR and EOR ensures further application 

within direct formic acid fuel cell (DFAFC), direct methanol fuel cell (DMFC) and direct 

ethanol fuel cell (DEFC) systems as the anode catalyst. 

4.5 Conclusions 

Homogeneously dispersed Au@PtNPs with atomically-thin Pt shells were covalently 

immobilized to graphene support by a green and facile route. The engineered approach to 

nanocatalyst structuring through covalent bonding of NPs to graphene and altering 

electronic properties of Pt, resulted in significant electrocatalytic enhancement. The G-

Cys-Au@Pt catalyst exhibited 2.9, 3.2 and 3.5 higher FAO, MOR and EOR currents for C-

Pt. As the cathode catalyst, G-Cys-Au@Pt exhibits current increase at 0.9 V vs. RHE by 

43 A/gPt as well as 25 mV overpotential reduction for ORR. Finally, the catalyst stability 

towards biofuel oxidation was tested by chronoamperometry. The retained current 

densities at the end of the experiments were 2.3, 6.4 and 4.4 greater for G-Cys-Au@Pt 

towards FAOR, MOR and EOR than C-Pt, due to ~ 10% increase in COads poisoning 

tolerance and 60 mV lower poison removal potential. G-Cys-Au@Pt showed superior 

performance to G-Cys-Pt electrocatalyst in both, fuel oxidation and ORR. While slight 

improvement was recorded for ORR, synergetic effect of Au significantly improved FAOR, 

MOR and EOR. As-presented catalytic robustness of G-Cys-Au@Pt towards biofuel 

oxidation and ORR ensures a fitting application within DFAFC, DMFC and DEFC 

systems.  
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Chapter 5 

Electrochemical energy conversion in fuel cells 

5.1 Historical development of PEMFCs  

The idea of the gaseous FC dates back to Sir William Grove, a Welsh judge, inventor, and 

physicist, recognized as “the father of the fuel cell.” His scheme of a first FC (1838) is 

shown in Figure 5.1.[264] Grove found that electrolysis (splitting water into hydrogen and 

oxygen by using electricity) also works in reverse with the right catalyst, producing 

electricity. He developed a stack of 50 fuel cells (1842) naming it “gaseous voltaic battery”. 

However, for almost a century after Grove’s discovery, FCs did not make any practical 

progress, remaining only a scientific curiosity. Francis T. Bacon started working on 

practical FCs in 1937. By the end of the 1950s he had developed a 40-cell stack capable of 

5 kW, powering a welding machine, circular saw, and a forklift.[265] 

 

Figure 5.1 Sir William Grove’s scheme of the first FC.[264]  

During the early 1960s, a PEMFC was invented at General Electric (GE), USA. Thomas 

Grubb and Leonard Niedrach used sulfonated polystyrene membranes as solid 

electrolytes that were soon replaced by Nafion® membranes (1966). The Nafion® 
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membrane had superior performance and durability, which is the reason it is still the 

most broadly used membrane. PEMFC technology served as part of NASA’s Gemini 

Program, with a goal to test equipment and procedures for the Apollo program. GE’s 

earliest PEMFC model (PB2 cell) repeatedly encountered technical difficulties, such as 

internal cell contamination and leakage of O2 through the membrane. Gemini I to IV 

therefore flew with batteries. Afterwards, a new model was designed, P3. The first 

mission using PEMFCs was Gemini V. They were later replaced by alkaline fuel cells 

(AFCs) in the Apollo program. Due to high cost, PEMFCs were limited to space missions 

and other applications that entailed little to no financial concern. In 1983, Ballard Power 

Systems (founded in Canada, 1979) began working on the development of PEMFCs with 

research focused at realistic and wide applications. They developed the first FC stack 

operating on pressurized air in 1986, and by the 1990 the milestone in FC technology was 

achieved – development of a 5 kW FC stack. 

Since then, PEMFC research and development have increased, with universities and 

institutes all over the world becoming involved. Key innovations, such as low platinum 

catalyst loading and novel membranes made the application of PEMFCs realistic. A 

definite milestone in applied PEMFC technology was British Columbia’s Hydrogen 

Highway (2010) which is both a demonstration program and a market development 

program. It features an evolving network of FC technologies, including vehicle-fueling 

infrastructure. Soon after the Canadian government announced funding the world’s first 

“hydrogen highway”, development in PEMFC public-private investments started on a 

global scale. 

5.2 Fuel cell significance and application 

The FC technology is a recently developed approach aiming at preserving the 

environmental sustainability while solving the global energy challenges. As 

electrochemical power devices, FC convert chemical energy from fuel molecules into 

electric energy via electrochemical reactions.[3] Basic elements of a FC system are cathode, 

anode and electrolyte. FCs are usually classified according to the electrolyte employed. 

Most common technologies are polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs), 

alkaline fuel cells (AFCs), phosphoric acid fuel cells (PAFCs), molten carbonate fuel cells 

(MCFCs) and solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs). The interest in relatively new PEMFCs is 

rapidly overtaking use of other FCs. Unlike other types, PEMFCs utilize a quasi-solid 

electrolyte, which is based on a polymer backbone with side-chains possessing acid-based 

groups (Nafion® usually applied).[265] The advantages of this family of electrolytes make 

the PEMFCs attractive mainly for smaller-scale applications such as transportation, 

home-based power distribution and portable power applications. Characteristic features 

of PEMFCs include relatively low operation temperature (< 90 °C), high power density, 
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compact dimensions, and robustness in handling liquid fuel. Commonly used fuels are 

hydrogen, methanol, ethanol, formic acid, etc.[4]  

Table 5.1  Electrocatalysts for application in PEMFC and key properties. 

Electrocatalyst NP 

size 

(nm) 

Load. 

(wt.%) 

ECSA 

(m2/g) 

i / P FC Ref 

Pt-G 3-5 - 16.9 161C 

P
E

M
F

C
 

[266] 

Pt-FGS 2 20 108 - [67] 

Pt/f-G-f-MWNT 2.9-3.4 50 108±15 540C [267] 

Pt-GNP 3.5 
20 - 

- [268] 

Pt/Ni-G - 1.63B [269] 

Pt-G 

4-5 0.2D 

65 790C 

[75] Pt3Co 57 895C 

Pt3Cr 55 985C 

PtPt-sG/fMWNT 3.1 
30 

82 675C [270] 

Pt-GH 3.3 101.3 673C [271] 

Pt-G 3.1 20 77.3 

- 

[272] 

Pt-NG 3-5 - 25.15 [273] 

PSFA/Pt-GNS 1-4 20 74.2 [274] 

Pt/Co-G 1-2 50 78.25 [275] 

Pt-G/CB 5 21 57 [276] 

Pt3Fe-NG/MWNT 3.0 
30 

71.2 347C 

[277] 
Pt3Co-NG/MWNT 3.3 98.5 935C 

Pt-G 2-3 70 113 128C 

D
M

F
C

 

[278] 

Pt/Au-G 
9-10 

µm 
- 82.2 - [72] 

Pt-G 5 10 - 182.6A [279] 

Pt-G 5-6 45 44.6 199.6 A [68] 

Pt-PDDA/GO 4.6 18-78 141.6 2.53B [70] 

Pt-EDTA/rGO 2.2-4.6 

- 

- 6.3B [280] 

Pd/Pt-G 30 49.8 394A [281] 

Pt/Ru-G 2-2.5 68 20.8B [282] 

Pt-G 3.2±0.1 
40 - 

91C 

D
F

A
F

C
 

[283] 
Pt/Au-G 6 185C 

Maximum current density (i) expressed in: A mA/mgPt, B mA/cm2. Maximum power 

density (P) expressed in C mW/cm2. Loading reported in D mgPt/ cm2. 
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Due to the high activity at mild operating conditions, Pt-based materials are normally 

used catalysts in low-temperature PEMFCs. The main drawback is the high price of Pt 

catalysts. Generally, the catalyst development has to rely on optimization of the 

structural sensitivity of platinum surfaces and fundamental understanding of the 

platinum–electrolyte interfacial reactions. Recently reported high-activity Pt-based 

catalysts are presented in the Table 5.1. 

Table 5.2 Bimetallic and trimetallic Pt catalysts for FC application. 

Composite 

catalyst 

Electrode 

application 

Function Ref 

Pt-Cu 

Cathode ORR 

[284] 

Pt-Co [285] 

Pt-Cr [286] 

Pt-Mn [287] 

Pt-Co-Cr 
[288] 

Pt-Co-Ni 

Pt-Au-Pd [289] 

Pt-Pd-Fe [290] 

Pt-Ru-W 

Anode 

MOR 

[291] 

Pt-Ru-Rh [292] 

Pt-Ir 
EOR 

[293] 

Pt-Ru-Mo [294] 

Pt-Au 

Anode and 

Cathode 

ORR, 

FAOR 

[221] 

Pt-Pd-Ru [295] 

Pt-Ni ORR, 

MOR 

[288][296] 

Pt-Rh [297] 

Pt-Pd 

ORR, 

MOR, 

EOR 

[71][298] 

Pt-Ru 

ORR, 

MOR, 

EOR, 

FAOR 

[74][299][300] 

Oxygen reduction reaction (ORR), methanol oxidation reaction (MOR), ethanol 

oxidation reaction (EOR), formic acid oxidation reaction (FAOR). 

Most promising electrocatalysts involve optimizing the catalyst surface area and 

modifying the intrinsic activity of Pt. Introduction of bimetallic nanostructures thus have 

become a major step forward. Such NP compositions enhance the catalysis and resistance 
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to catalytic poisoning.[71][72][73] These alloyed electrocatalysts generally show enhanced 

ORR and fuel oxidation reactions (FAOR, MOR and EOR), high electrocatalysis and low 

overpotentials due to the combined properties of individual NPs via synergetic effects. 

Reports on bi- and trimetallic Pt-based catalysts are summarized in Table 5.2. The focus 

of this chapter is on Au@Pt NP electrocatalysts in direct PEMFCs as robust energy 

devices capable of utilizing different liquid organic fuels with Nafion® PEM as the solid 

electrolyte membrane. Representative setups of FCs studied are DMFC, DEFC and 

DFAFC.[6][7][8] Furthermore, assembly of FC test station and software are built and 

described. Our research has been targeting optimization of shape, size and facet 

distribution of the Au@Pt NPs, leading to improved activity and selectivity. As the basis 

of high catalytic activity, electron transfer must occur uninterruptedly from the active 

site at the Pt surface to the current collectors of a FC. The Au@Pt NPs have therefore 

been immobilized on the Cys-functionalized graphene support (G-Cys), ensuring high NP 

stability and low electrical resistance resulting in high electron transfer rates. General 

FC test station assembly, G-Cys-Au@Pt catalyst membrane electrode assembly (MEA) 

preparation, and its FC performance are discussed in the following sections.  

5.3 Fuel cell test station description and assembly 

The FC test station (Fig. 5.2) has been assembled from components that can be divided 

into controllers and measuring elements. The controllers allow a high-precision overview 

and input of the desired parameters. FC parameters that require rigorous control are fuel 

feed flow, oxygen feed flow and temperature. Each of the FC parameter controllers have 

their own designated measuring elements, such as rotation dial for the fuel flow, gas flow 

dial for the oxygen flow and the temperature probe for the heating elements. However, in 

the sense of a FC operation, a crucial component is a potentiostat. By applying potential 

and recording current, potential and power generated during the operation of a FC 

system, the potentiostat is simultaneously a controller and a measuring element. The in-

house programmed LabVIEW 2015 software manages oxygen feed and temperature 

input, while NOVA 1.10.3 software is used for potentiostat control. 
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Figure 5.2 The in-house built FC test station. 

The hardware components comprising the FC test station and maintaining the constant 

input/output control as well as recording the signals are:  

Measurement Computing (USA) USB-TC, 

is data acquisition (DAQ) device that provides highly 

accurate temperature measurements. It is a communicating 

device between a computer, temperature probes and 

thermocouples, i.e. a digital-to-analog (DAC) and analog-to-

digital (ADC) converter. The probe is directly plugged in to 

USB-TC and measures real-time temperature. Digital 

output of USB-TC is connected to a voltage amplifying relay 

(outputting 230 V), since the USB-TC cannot create voltage 

high enough to heat up thermocouples. USB-TC signals the 

relay to start or stop heating. It is upgradeable to 8 

thermocouple pairs and temperature probes. USB-TC is 

therefore used for precise FC heating and measurements of 

real-time temperature. 

Fuels:

MeOH, EtOH and FA

Fuel cell
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O2 inlet

Fuel inlet
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Gilson, Inc. (USA) MINIPULS 3,  

HPLC certified peristaltic pump that achieves precise 

control of liquid flow rates in the range from 0.3 µL/min to 

30 mL/min at 0.5 MPa maximum pressure. It can handle 4 

separate fuel feeds and provides precise fuel flow (2.0 

mL/min) to the anode compartment of a FC. During the 

catalyst activation process, it provides a steady water 

supply to both anode and cathode compartments. The pump 

is controlled manually by the interface on the pump itself. 

MKS (USA) MFC GE50A,  

mass flow controller (MFC) is a multi-gas, multi-range, 

elastomer-sealed mass flow controller, suited for a wide 

variety of applications with flow control capability from 5 

mL/min to 50 L/min of N2 flow equivalent. It incorporates 

the latest in digital flow control electronics with patented 

thermal sensor and mechanical design. It is powered by the 

electrical relay and controlled by LabVIEW 2015 software, 

limiting the output O2 flow at 200 mL/min. MFC provides 

O2 feed to the cathode with 100.0 mL/min working flow. 

ABB (DK) Thermocouple heating elements type K,  

built from 2 thermocouples (type K - max. temperature 1260 

°C) and powered by an electrical relay transforming the 

electrical signal  output from the USB-TC into a 230 V input 

to heat up thermocouples. The heating system is controlled 

by LabVIEW 2015 software, limiting the output 

temperature. The operating conditions used in low 

temperature PEMFCs are 40, 60 and 80 °C. Thermocouples 

are hardware elements responsible for heat input and are 

directly plugged in a FC aluminium casing. 
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HP desktop computer (USA), 

run by Windows 7 operating system, is a user 

interface unit, controlling the FC station. Directly 

connected elements are USB-TC, MKS MFC and 

potentiostat, with a possibility of integrating 

MINIPULS 3 peristaltic pump. The computer 

performs and controls LabVIEW 2015 and NOVA 

1.10.3 FC station procedures. 

Metrohm-Autolab (NL) PGSTAT30, 

bi-potentiostat used for current, potential and power 

measurements, controlled by NOVA 1.10.3 software 

with a programmed procedure for FC experiments. 

It is capable of controlling two FCs simultaneously. 

Open circuit voltage (OCV) value of the assembled 

cell is first measured. Then a sequence of linearly 

dependent potential steps (vs. OCV) is applied. 

Since the system is taken away from the equilibrium state, reactions are triggered. Fuel 

is being oxidized at the anode and O2 is reduced at the cathode. As reactions propagate, 

current is being generated and recorded. At each potential step the current is recorded 

for 10 to 30 s, depending on the user input. The 30 last, stable data points are averaged 

and used in plotting the final power and polarization diagrams. All of the processes are 

plotted as E vs. t and i vs. t. From the obtained values, the procedure is calculating power 

and plotting the data as P vs. t. Finally, all the raw data are plotted as polarization curve 

(E vs. i) and power curves (P vs. i). 

The schematics of the FC test station hardware components are shown in the Fig. 5.3. 
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Figure 5.3 Schematic representation of the assembled fuel cell test station. 

5.3.1 Software programming – Heating system and oxygen flow control 

The LabVIEW 2015 software control of the FC test station is managing the heating 

system and the oxygen feed flow, Fig. 5.4. The software is divided into a user interface 

(UI) panel and a “block diagram” panel. 
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Figure 5.4 LabVIEW 2015 main menu with FC test station procedure (red). 

The UI allows the user to set and manage the heating and gas flow parameters in live 

mode during the FC operation. The “block diagram” is a software-programming panel 

where the user can modify the procedures, effectively changing the software features. 

Upon the startup of the FC station software, the UI opens and is in the stand-by mode. 

The user is required to input the desired parameters that will initiate the procedure only 

after the user presses a “play procedure” button (►). Users are strongly encouraged to 

slowly elevate the temperature to avoid any damage to the test station or the catalyst due 

to the rapid thermocouple heating up. After the procedure is initiated, the interface loses 

the gridded background, replacing it by a solid grey-colored tone accompanied by the 

heating and mass flow interface animations. The software controls the temperature with 

the accuracy of ± 0.1 ºC and O2 flow at 99.8 ± 0.2 % efficiency upon reaching stable values, 

Fig. 5.5. 

 

Figure 5.5 LabVIEW 2015 UI panel of a running procedure. The heating system (left) 

and O2 flow control (right). 

5.3.1.1 Heating system program 

The heating UI is comprised of a “ON/OFF heating” light indicator, temperature bar 

indicator, current temperature numerical indicator, setpoint temperature numerical 

controller, waveform graphical chart displaying measured temperature by the 

temperature probe (blue line), the setpoint temperature (red line), and a stop procedure 

button, Fig. 5.6. 
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Figure 5.6 LabVIEW 2015 UI panel interface of a heating control running procedure. 

The block diagram panel of the heating control program is presented in Fig. 5.7. The 

program contains digital input, digital output, analog input, indicators and digital control 

commands directing the virtual instruments (VIs). The digital input commands are ULx 

Read, VI, ULx Write VI, ULx Clear VI, and setpoint temperature numerical controller 

command. The digital output command ULx Create Channel (DO-Digital Output) VI 

sends the digital signal to the electric relay to start/stop heating the thermocouples 

according to the temperature deviation between the actually measured temperature by 

the probe and the required setpoint temperature. The signal is regulated by the 

proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller. PID command has to be experimentally 

tuned (numerical input in Fig. 5.7) due to the heat transfer hysteresis, originating from a 

specific physical separation between the heaters and the temperature probe (current 

collector + Teflon gasket + graphite block). The analog input command ULx Create 

Channel (AI-Temperature) VI reads the actual temperature of the FC, measured by the 

thermocouple temperature probe plugged in the FC. The indicators in the program are a 

temperature bar, the digital light indicator and the waveform chart. The main digital 

control command in the program is the PID controller, a control feedback loop that 

continuously calculates the error value as the reference between a desired setpoint and a 

measured process variable and then applies a correction based on:  

1. proportional (P, accounts for present values of the error, e.g. large positive error 

means large and positive output),  

2. integral (I, accounts for past values of the error ), and  
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3. derivative (D, accounts for possible future trends of the error, based on its current 

rate of change) terms.  

Other digital control commands are the bundle function that combines digital information 

into a joint signal generating a waveform diagram, comparator function (greater or equal) 

allowing for a binary (ON or OFF) system control, the “Wait” and the “While Loop” 

functions. All the commands are visually represented and described in the Table 5.3. 

 

Figure 5.7 Heating system programing scheme displayed as a LabVIEW 2015 “block 

diagram” panel. 
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Table 5.3 Description of LabVIEW commands used for the heating system programming. 

VI visual representation VI/command 

name 

VI/command 

description 

 

ULx Create 

Channel  

(AI-Temp.) VI 

Creates channel(s) to 

measure temp. 

 

ULx Create 

Channel (DO-Dig. 

Output) VI 

Creates channel(s) 

generating digital output 

from analog input. 

 

ULx Read (A. DBL 

1Chan1Samp) VI 

Reads one sample from 

an analog input. 

 

ULx Write (Dig. 

Bool 1Line1Point) 

VI 

Writes a Boolean sample 

to a task with a digital 

output. 

 

ULx Clear Task VI Stops and clears tasks. 

 

PID controller Implements PID control 

for high-speed 

applications requiring an 

efficient algorithm. 

 

Temp. bar 

indicator 

Indicating real-time 

temp. as a bar diagram. 

 

Current temp. 

indicator 

Numerical indicator of a 

real-time temp. 

 

Numerical temp. 

setpoint 

Digital input element for 

setting the desired temp. 

 

“ON/OFF heating” 

light indicator 

Real-time light indicator 

of the heating status. 

 

Bundle function Assembles a cluster 

signal from individual 

elements. 

 

Waveform Chart Diagram unit plotting 

the output cluster signal. 

 

Greater or Equal 

function 

TRUE or FALSE signal 

outputting element. 

 

Wait function (ms) Delays procedure report 

to relieve computer 

memory. 

 

While Loop 

function 

Repeats the code within 

its subdiagram until a 

specified condition 

occurs. 

 

Command/VI visual representation Command/VI name Command/VI description 

 

ULx Create Channel 

(AI-Temperature) VI 

Creates channel(s) to measure 

temperature. 

 

ULx Create Channel 

(DO-Digital Output) VI 

Creates channel(s) generating  digital 

output from analog input signals. 

 

ULx Read (Analog 

DBL 1Chan 1Samp) VI 

Reads a single floating-point sample 

from a task that contains a single analog 

input channel. 

 

ULx Write (Digital 

Bool 1Line 1Point) VI 

Writes a simple Boolean sample to a 

task that contains a digital output. 

 
ULx Clear Task VI Stops and clears the task. If necessary, it 

releases any resources the task reserved. 

 

PID controller 

Implements a PID controller for high 

speed control applications that require 

an efficient algorithm 

 

Temperature bar 

indicator 

Real time temperature indicating unit 

presented as a bar diagram. 

 

Current temperature 

numerical indicator 

Real time numerical temperature 

indicating unit. 

 

Numerical temperature 

setpoint 

Digital input unit for the desired 

temperature setpoint value. 

 

ON/OFF heating light 

indicator 

Real time indic ator unit presenting ON 

or OFF heating status as a light signal. 

 

Bundle function Assembles a cluster signal from 

individual elements. 

Command/VI visual representation Command/VI name Command/VI description 

 

ULx Create Channel 

(AI-Temperature) VI 

Creates channel(s) to measure 

temperature. 

 

ULx Create Channel 

(DO-Digital Output) VI 

Creates channel(s) generating  digital 

output from analog input signals. 

 

ULx Read (Analog 

DBL 1Chan 1Samp) VI 

Reads a single floating-point sample 

from a task that contains a single analog 

input channel. 

 

ULx Write (Digital 

Bool 1Line 1Point) VI 

Writes a simple Boolean sample to a 

task that contains a digital output. 

 
ULx Clear Task VI Stops and clears the task. If necessary, it 

releases any resources the task reserved. 

 

PID controller 

Implements a PID controller for high 

speed control applications that require 

an efficient algorithm 

 

Temperature bar 

indicator 

Real time temperature indicating unit 

presented as a bar diagram. 

 

Current temperature 

numerical indicator 

Real time numerical temperature 

indicating unit. 

 

Numerical temperature 

setpoint 

Digital input unit for the desired 

temperature setpoint value. 

 

ON/OFF heating light 

indicator 

Real time indic ator unit presenting ON 

or OFF heating status as a light signal. 

 

Bundle function Assembles a cluster signal from 

individual elements. 

Command/VI visual representation Command/VI name Command/VI description 

 

ULx Create Channel 

(AI-Temperature) VI 

Creates channel(s) to measure 

temperature. 

 

ULx Create Channel 

(DO-Digital Output) VI 

Creates channel(s) generating  digital 

output from analog input signals. 

 

ULx Read (Analog 

DBL 1Chan 1Samp) VI 

Reads a single floating-point sample 

from a task that contains a single analog 

input channel. 

 

ULx Write (Digital 

Bool 1Line 1Point) VI 

Writes a simple Boolean sample to a 

task that contains a digital output. 

 
ULx Clear Task VI Stops and clears the task. If necessary, it 

releases any resources the task reserved. 

 

PID controller 

Implements a PID controller for high 

speed control applications that require 

an efficient algorithm 

 

Temperature bar 

indicator 

Real time temperature indicating unit 

presented as a bar diagram. 

 

Current temperature 

numerical indicator 

Real time numerical temperature 

indicating unit. 

 

Numerical temperature 

setpoint 

Digital input unit for the desired 

temperature setpoint value. 

 

ON/OFF heating light 

indicator 

Real time indic ator unit presenting ON 

or OFF heating status as a light signal. 

 

Bundle function Assembles a cluster signal from 

individual elements. 

Command/VI visual representation Command/VI name Command/VI description 

 

ULx Create Channel 

(AI-Temperature) VI 

Creates channel(s) to measure 

temperature. 

 

ULx Create Channel 

(DO-Digital Output) VI 

Creates channel(s) generating  digital 

output from analog input signals. 

 

ULx Read (Analog 

DBL 1Chan 1Samp) VI 

Reads a single floating-point sample 

from a task that contains a single analog 

input channel. 

 

ULx Write (Digital 

Bool 1Line 1Point) VI 

Writes a simple Boolean sample to a 

task that contains a digital output. 

 
ULx Clear Task VI Stops and clears the task. If necessary, it 

releases any resources the task reserved. 

 

PID controller 

Implements a PID controller for high 

speed control applications that require 

an efficient algorithm 

 

Temperature bar 

indicator 

Real time temperature indicating unit 

presented as a bar diagram. 

 

Current temperature 

numerical indicator 

Real time numerical temperature 

indicating unit. 

 

Numerical temperature 

setpoint 

Digital input unit for the desired 

temperature setpoint value. 

 

ON/OFF heating light 

indicator 

Real time indic ator unit presenting ON 

or OFF heating status as a light signal. 

 

Bundle function Assembles a cluster signal from 

individual elements. 

Command/VI visual representation Command/VI name Command/VI description 

 

ULx Create Channel 

(AI-Temperature) VI 

Creates channel(s) to measure 

temperature. 

 

ULx Create Channel 

(DO-Digital Output) VI 

Creates channel(s) generating  digital 

output from analog input signals. 

 

ULx Read (Analog 

DBL 1Chan 1Samp) VI 

Reads a single floating-point sample 

from a task that contains a single analog 

input channel. 

 

ULx Write (Digital 

Bool 1Line 1Point) VI 

Writes a simple Boolean sample to a 

task that contains a digital output. 

 
ULx Clear Task VI Stops and clears the task. If necessary, it 

releases any resources the task reserved. 

 

PID controller 

Implements a PID controller for high 

speed control applications that require 

an efficient algorithm 

 

Temperature bar 

indicator 

Real time temperature indicating unit 

presented as a bar diagram. 

 

Current temperature 

numerical indicator 

Real time numerical temperature 

indicating unit. 

 

Numerical temperature 

setpoint 

Digital input unit for the desired 

temperature setpoint value. 

 

ON/OFF heating light 

indicator 

Real time indic ator unit presenting ON 

or OFF heating status as a light signal. 

 

Bundle function Assembles a cluster signal from 

individual elements. 

Command/VI visual representation Command/VI name Command/VI description 

 

ULx Create Channel 

(AI-Temperature) VI 

Creates channel(s) to measure 

temperature. 

 

ULx Create Channel 

(DO-Digital Output) VI 

Creates channel(s) generating  digital 

output from analog input signals. 

 

ULx Read (Analog 

DBL 1Chan 1Samp) VI 

Reads a single floating-point sample 

from a task that contains a single analog 

input channel. 

 

ULx Write (Digital 

Bool 1Line 1Point) VI 

Writes a simple Boolean sample to a 

task that contains a digital output. 

 
ULx Clear Task VI Stops and clears the task. If necessary, it 

releases any resources the task reserved. 

 

PID controller 

Implements a PID controller for high 

speed control applications that require 

an efficient algorithm 

 

Temperature bar 

indicator 

Real time temperature indicating unit 

presented as a bar diagram. 

 

Current temperature 

numerical indicator 

Real time numerical temperature 

indicating unit. 

 

Numerical temperature 

setpoint 

Digital input unit for the desired 

temperature setpoint value. 

 

ON/OFF heating light 

indicator 

Real time indic ator unit presenting ON 

or OFF heating status as a light signal. 

 

Bundle function Assembles a cluster signal from 

individual elements. 

Command/VI visual representation Command/VI name Command/VI description 

 

ULx Create Channel 

(AI-Temperature) VI 

Creates channel(s) to measure 

temperature. 

 

ULx Create Channel 

(DO-Digital Output) VI 

Creates channel(s) generating  digital 

output from analog input signals. 

 

ULx Read (Analog 

DBL 1Chan 1Samp) VI 

Reads a single floating-point sample 

from a task that contains a single analog 

input channel. 

 

ULx Write (Digital 

Bool 1Line 1Point) VI 

Writes a simple Boolean sample to a 

task that contains a digital output. 

 
ULx Clear Task VI Stops and clears the task. If necessary, it 

releases any resources the task reserved. 

 

PID controller 

Implements a PID controller for high 

speed control applications that require 

an efficient algorithm 

 

Temperature bar 

indicator 

Real time temperature indicating unit 

presented as a bar diagram. 

 

Current temperature 

numerical indicator 

Real time numerical temperature 

indicating unit. 

 

Numerical temperature 

setpoint 

Digital input unit for the desired 

temperature setpoint value. 

 

ON/OFF heating light 

indicator 

Real time indic ator unit presenting ON 

or OFF heating status as a light signal. 

 

Bundle function Assembles a cluster signal from 

individual elements. 

Command/VI visual representation Command/VI name Command/VI description 

 

ULx Create Channel 

(AI-Temperature) VI 

Creates channel(s) to measure 

temperature. 

 

ULx Create Channel 

(DO-Digital Output) VI 

Creates channel(s) generating  digital 

output from analog input signals. 

 

ULx Read (Analog 

DBL 1Chan 1Samp) VI 

Reads a single floating-point sample 

from a task that contains a single analog 

input channel. 

 

ULx Write (Digital 

Bool 1Line 1Point) VI 

Writes a simple Boolean sample to a 

task that contains a digital output. 

 
ULx Clear Task VI Stops and clears the task. If necessary, it 

releases any resources the task reserved. 

 

PID controller 

Implements a PID controller for high 

speed control applications that require 

an efficient algorithm 

 

Temperature bar 

indicator 

Real time temperature indicating unit 

presented as a bar diagram. 

 

Current temperature 

numerical indicator 

Real time numerical temperature 

indicating unit. 

 

Numerical temperature 

setpoint 

Digital input unit for the desired 

temperature setpoint value. 

 

ON/OFF heating light 

indicator 

Real time indic ator unit presenting ON 

or OFF heating status as a light signal. 

 

Bundle function Assembles a cluster signal from 

individual elements. 

Command/VI visual representation Command/VI name Command/VI description 

 

ULx Create Channel 

(AI-Temperature) VI 

Creates channel(s) to measure 

temperature. 

 

ULx Create Channel 

(DO-Digital Output) VI 

Creates channel(s) generating  digital 

output from analog input signals. 

 

ULx Read (Analog 

DBL 1Chan 1Samp) VI 

Reads a single floating-point sample 

from a task that contains a single analog 

input channel. 

 

ULx Write (Digital 

Bool 1Line 1Point) VI 

Writes a simple Boolean sample to a 

task that contains a digital output. 

 
ULx Clear Task VI Stops and clears the task. If necessary, it 

releases any resources the task reserved. 

 

PID controller 

Implements a PID controller for high 

speed control applications that require 

an efficient algorithm 

 

Temperature bar 

indicator 

Real time temperature indicating unit 

presented as a bar diagram. 

 

Current temperature 

numerical indicator 

Real time numerical temperature 

indicating unit. 

 

Numerical temperature 

setpoint 

Digital input unit for the desired 

temperature setpoint value. 

 

ON/OFF heating light 

indicator 

Real time indic ator unit presenting ON 

or OFF heating status as a light signal. 

 

Bundle function Assembles a cluster signal from 

individual elements. 

Command/VI visual representation Command/VI name Command/VI description 

 

ULx Create Channel 

(AI-Temperature) VI 

Creates channel(s) to measure 

temperature. 

 

ULx Create Channel 

(DO-Digital Output) VI 

Creates channel(s) generating  digital 

output from analog input signals. 

 

ULx Read (Analog 

DBL 1Chan 1Samp) VI 

Reads a single floating-point sample 

from a task that contains a single analog 

input channel. 

 

ULx Write (Digital 

Bool 1Line 1Point) VI 

Writes a simple Boolean sample to a 

task that contains a digital output. 

 
ULx Clear Task VI Stops and clears the task. If necessary, it 

releases any resources the task reserved. 

 

PID controller 

Implements a PID controller for high 

speed control applications that require 

an efficient algorithm 

 

Temperature bar 

indicator 

Real time temperature indicating unit 

presented as a bar diagram. 

 

Current temperature 

numerical indicator 

Real time numerical temperature 

indicating unit. 

 

Numerical temperature 

setpoint 

Digital input unit for the desired 

temperature setpoint value. 

 

ON/OFF heating light 

indicator 

Real time indic ator unit presenting ON 

or OFF heating status as a light signal. 

 

Bundle function Assembles a cluster signal from 

individual elements. 

Command/VI visual representation Command/VI name Command/VI description 

 

ULx Create Channel 

(AI-Temperature) VI 

Creates channel(s) to measure 

temperature. 

 

ULx Create Channel 

(DO-Digital Output) VI 

Creates channel(s) generating  digital 

output from analog input signals. 

 

ULx Read (Analog 

DBL 1Chan 1Samp) VI 

Reads a single floating-point sample 

from a task that contains a single analog 

input channel. 

 

ULx Write (Digital 

Bool 1Line 1Point) VI 

Writes a simple Boolean sample to a 

task that contains a digital output. 

 
ULx Clear Task VI Stops and clears the task. If necessary, it 

releases any resources the task reserved. 

 

PID controller 

Implements a PID controller for high 

speed control applications that require 

an efficient algorithm 

 

Temperature bar 

indicator 

Real time temperature indicating unit 

presented as a bar diagram. 

 

Current temperature 

numerical indicator 

Real time numerical temperature 

indicating unit. 

 

Numerical temperature 

setpoint 

Digital input unit for the desired 

temperature setpoint value. 

 

ON/OFF heating light 

indicator 

Real time indic ator unit presenting ON 

or OFF heating status as a light signal. 

 

Bundle function Assembles a cluster signal from 

individual elements. 

 Waveform Chart Diagram unit plotting output cluster 

signal in a waveform chart. 

 

Greater or Equal 

function 
TRUE or FALSE outputting signal unit. 

 
Wait function (ms) Delays procedure report for a specified 

number of miliseconds to relieve CPU. 

 

While Loop function Repeats the code within its subdiagram 

until a specific condition occurs. 

 

 Waveform Chart Diagram unit plotting output cluster 

signal in a waveform chart. 

 

Greater or Equal 

function 
TRUE or FALSE outputting signal unit. 

 
Wait function (ms) Delays procedure report for a specified 

number of miliseconds to relieve CPU. 

 

While Loop function Repeats the code within its subdiagram 

until a specific condition occurs. 

 

 Waveform Chart Diagram unit plotting output cluster 

signal in a waveform chart. 

 

Greater or Equal 

function 
TRUE or FALSE outputting signal unit. 

 
Wait function (ms) Delays procedure report for a specified 

number of miliseconds to relieve CPU. 

 

While Loop function Repeats the code within its subdiagram 

until a specific condition occurs. 

 

 Waveform Chart Diagram unit plotting output cluster 

signal in a waveform chart. 

 

Greater or Equal 

function 
TRUE or FALSE outputting signal unit. 

 
Wait function (ms) Delays procedure report for a specified 

number of miliseconds to relieve CPU. 

 

While Loop function Repeats the code within its subdiagram 

until a specific condition occurs. 
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5.3.1.2 Oxygen flow control program 

The oxygen control UI contains an Internet Protocol (IP) address indicator of the MKS 

GE50A mass flow controller (MFC), the mass controller bandwidth (MB) initialization 

button, the MB close button, and MFC information panel. Furthermore, the UI contains 

the oxygen flow setpoint input window allowing user to change the desired gas feed flow, 

numerical indicator of the actual and setpoint gas flow, the “stop procedure” button, and 

a waveform graphical chart displaying the gas flow measured by the mass controller (blue 

line) and the setpoint gas flow (red line), Fig. 5.8. 

 

Figure 5.8 LabVIEW 2015 UI panel of a O2 flow control running procedure. The 

upper limit is set to 200 mL/min (Size). 

The program for the oxygen flow control contains digital input and digital output VIs, 

digital control commands and indicators. Digital controls present in all programming 

windows are the “Case” and the “Event” structures as well as the “While Loop” function. 

The “Time Delay” command is present in the final Event Structure, (6) “Flow Zero”: Value 

Change. All the commands are visually represented and described in Table 5.4.  
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In the Event Structure, (0) Timeout, digital input is MB MFC Setpoint VI while MB MFC 

Flow VI, MB MFC Valve Position VI are numerical indicators informing about the flow 

and valve position of the device. The Bundle function combines the Setpoint and the Flow 

digital outputs into a graphical Waveform Chart, Fig. 5.9. 

 

Figure 5.9 Gas flow system programing scheme displayed as a LabVIEW 2015 “block 

diagram” panel, (0) Timeout Event Structure.  
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In the Event Structure, (1) “Setpoint”: Value Change, the digital input MB MFC Setpoint 

VI allows the user to set the required oxygen flow value within the specified range (from 

10 to 200 ml/min), Fig. 5.10. 

 

Figure 5.10 Gas flow system programing scheme displayed as a LabVIEW 2015 

“block diagram” panel, (1) “Setpoint”: Value Change Event Structure.  
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The Event Structure, (2) “Valve Override”: Value Change, contains the digital input and 

output MB MFC Valve Override VI allows the user to override the controller if such 

connection is required and established. The VI operates as: (1) a digital input for the for 

the user to override the controls and (2) the digital output sending the signal to the valve 

in case of the override procedure, Fig. 5.11. 

 

Figure 5.11 Gas flow system programing scheme displayed as a LabVIEW 2015 

“block diagram” panel, (2) “Valve Override: Value Change” Event Structure.  
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In the Event Structure, (3) “Initialize”: Value Change, the digital input MB ENet 

GoOnline VI establishes internet connection between the computer and the MKS 

controller via its designated IP address. After the communication between the devices has 

been established, the MB Get Device Info VI tracks down a 9-point identification of the 

mass flow controller and displays it in the appropriate window at the UI panel. The MB 

ENet GoOline VI also checks the valve position and the setpoint value, in case the user 

has changed parameters from startup values (always zero) before the communication has 

been established, Fig. 5.12. 

 

Figure 5.12 Gas flow system programing scheme displayed as a LabVIEW 2015 

“block diagram” panel, (3) “Initialize: Value Change” Event Structure.  
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The Event Structure, (4) “Close MB”: Value Change, contains one digital input that ends 

the internet connection of the mass controller, effectively discontinuing the 

communication between the computer with the UI and the mass controller itself, MB 

ENet GoOffline VI,  Fig. 5.13. 

 

Figure 5.13 Gas flow system programing scheme displayed as a LabVIEW 2015 

“block diagram” panel, “Close MB: Value Change” Event Structure.  
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The Event Structure, (5) “Stop”: Value Change, contains one digital input that disconnects 

the mass controller from the internet and stops the ongoing procedure, Fig. 5.14. 

 

Figure 5.14 Gas flow system programing scheme displayed as a LabVIEW 2015 

“block diagram” panel, (5) “Stop”: Value Change Event Structure.  
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The Event Structure, (6) “Flow Zero”: Value Change, contains one digital output command 

that sends a stopping signal to the MFC’s valve control system, MB MFC Zero Flow VI. 

The command is directed by a 15 s time delay in case the user wants to keep the procedure 

running, Fig. 5.15. 

 

Figure 5.15 Gas flow system programing scheme displayed as a LabVIEW 2015 

“block diagram” panel, (6) “Flow Zero”: Value Change Event Structure.  
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Table 5.4 Description of LabVIEW commands used for the gas flow system programming. 

VI visual representation VI/command 

name 

VI/command 

description 

 

MB MFC Setpoint 

VI 

Reads and writes the 

setpoint value of MFC. 

 

MB MFC Flow VI Reads gas flow of MFC. 

 

MB MFC Valve 

Position VI  

Reads valve position of 

MFC and reports as 

percentage. 

 

MB MFC Valve 

Override VI 

Reads and writes the 

valve override of MFC. 

 

MB ENet 

GoOnline VI 

Establishes MB internet 

connection. 

 

MB Get Device 

Info VI 

Reads MFC’s 9-point 

identification and 

displays as cluster. 

 

MB ENet 

GoOffline VI 

Closes MB internet 

communication. 

 

MB MFC Zero 

Flow VI 

Send a stopping signal to 

MFC’s valve control. 

 
Time Delay Inserts a time delay into 

initializing procedure. 

 

Bundle function, 

Waveform Chart 

Assembles a cluster 

signal from individual 

elements and plots 

waveform chart 

 

Case Structure Contains one/more 

subdiagrams where 

exactly one executes 

when the structure 

executes. 

 

Event Structure Waits until an event 

occurs, then executes a 

case. Contains one/more 

subdiagrams allowing an 

event timeout. 

 

While Loop 

function 

Repeats the code within 

its subdiagram until a 

specified condition 

occurs. 

 

Command/VI visual representation 
Command/VI 

name 
Command/VI description 

 

MB MFC Setpoint VI 
Reads and writes the setpoint of 

MB MFC. 

 

MB MFC Flow VI Reads the gas flow of MB MFC. 

 

MB MFC Valve 

Position VI 

Reads the valve position of MB 

MFC reporting it as percentage. 

 

MB MFC Valve 

Override VI 

Reads and writes the valve 

override of MB MFC. 

 

MB ENet GoOnline VI 

Establishes internet comunication 

of MB MFC unit via provided IP 

address. 

 

MB Get Device Info VI 

Reads MB MFC’s 9 object 

identification and returns them in 

a cluster. 

 

MB ENet GoOffline VI 
Closes internet comunication of 

MB MFC unit. 

 

MB MFC Zero Flow VI 
Sends a stopping singal to MB 

MFC’s valve control. 

 

Time Dealy 
Inserts a time delay into the 

initializing procedure. 

 

Bundle function with 

Waveform Chart 

Assembles a cluster signal from 

individual elements and plots it 

as a waveform chart. 

 

Case Structure 

Contains one or more 

subdiagrams where exactly one 

executes when the structure 

executes. 

Command/VI visual representation 
Command/VI 

name 
Command/VI description 

 

MB MFC Setpoint VI 
Reads and writes the setpoint of 

MB MFC. 

 

MB MFC Flow VI Reads the gas flow of MB MFC. 

 

MB MFC Valve 

Position VI 

Reads the valve position of MB 

MFC reporting it as percentage. 

 

MB MFC Valve 

Override VI 

Reads and writes the valve 

override of MB MFC. 

 

MB ENet GoOnline VI 

Establishes internet comunication 

of MB MFC unit via provided IP 

address. 

 

MB Get Device Info VI 

Reads MB MFC’s 9 object 

identification and returns them in 

a cluster. 

 

MB ENet GoOffline VI 
Closes internet comunication of 

MB MFC unit. 

 

MB MFC Zero Flow VI 
Sends a stopping singal to MB 

MFC’s valve control. 

 

Time Dealy 
Inserts a time delay into the 

initializing procedure. 

 

Bundle function with 

Waveform Chart 

Assembles a cluster signal from 

individual elements and plots it 

as a waveform chart. 

 

Case Structure 

Contains one or more 

subdiagrams where exactly one 

executes when the structure 

executes. 

Command/VI visual representation 
Command/VI 

name 
Command/VI description 

 

MB MFC Setpoint VI 
Reads and writes the setpoint of 

MB MFC. 

 

MB MFC Flow VI Reads the gas flow of MB MFC. 

 

MB MFC Valve 

Position VI 

Reads the valve position of MB 

MFC reporting it as percentage. 

 

MB MFC Valve 

Override VI 

Reads and writes the valve 

override of MB MFC. 

 

MB ENet GoOnline VI 

Establishes internet comunication 

of MB MFC unit via provided IP 

address. 

 

MB Get Device Info VI 

Reads MB MFC’s 9 object 

identification and returns them in 

a cluster. 

 

MB ENet GoOffline VI 
Closes internet comunication of 

MB MFC unit. 

 

MB MFC Zero Flow VI 
Sends a stopping singal to MB 

MFC’s valve control. 

 

Time Dealy 
Inserts a time delay into the 

initializing procedure. 

 

Bundle function with 

Waveform Chart 

Assembles a cluster signal from 

individual elements and plots it 

as a waveform chart. 

 

Case Structure 

Contains one or more 

subdiagrams where exactly one 

executes when the structure 

executes. 

Command/VI visual representation 
Command/VI 

name 
Command/VI description 

 

MB MFC Setpoint VI 
Reads and writes the setpoint of 

MB MFC. 

 

MB MFC Flow VI Reads the gas flow of MB MFC. 

 

MB MFC Valve 

Position VI 

Reads the valve position of MB 

MFC reporting it as percentage. 

 

MB MFC Valve 

Override VI 

Reads and writes the valve 

override of MB MFC. 

 

MB ENet GoOnline VI 

Establishes internet comunication 

of MB MFC unit via provided IP 

address. 

 

MB Get Device Info VI 

Reads MB MFC’s 9 object 

identification and returns them in 

a cluster. 

 

MB ENet GoOffline VI 
Closes internet comunication of 

MB MFC unit. 

 

MB MFC Zero Flow VI 
Sends a stopping singal to MB 

MFC’s valve control. 

 

Time Dealy 
Inserts a time delay into the 

initializing procedure. 

 

Bundle function with 

Waveform Chart 

Assembles a cluster signal from 

individual elements and plots it 

as a waveform chart. 

 

Case Structure 

Contains one or more 

subdiagrams where exactly one 

executes when the structure 

executes. 

Command/VI visual representation 
Command/VI 

name 
Command/VI description 

 

MB MFC Setpoint VI 
Reads and writes the setpoint of 

MB MFC. 

 

MB MFC Flow VI Reads the gas flow of MB MFC. 

 

MB MFC Valve 

Position VI 

Reads the valve position of MB 

MFC reporting it as percentage. 

 

MB MFC Valve 

Override VI 

Reads and writes the valve 

override of MB MFC. 

 

MB ENet GoOnline VI 

Establishes internet comunication 

of MB MFC unit via provided IP 

address. 

 

MB Get Device Info VI 

Reads MB MFC’s 9 object 

identification and returns them in 

a cluster. 

 

MB ENet GoOffline VI 
Closes internet comunication of 

MB MFC unit. 

 

MB MFC Zero Flow VI 
Sends a stopping singal to MB 

MFC’s valve control. 

 

Time Dealy 
Inserts a time delay into the 

initializing procedure. 

 

Bundle function with 

Waveform Chart 

Assembles a cluster signal from 

individual elements and plots it 

as a waveform chart. 

 

Case Structure 

Contains one or more 

subdiagrams where exactly one 

executes when the structure 

executes. 

Command/VI visual representation 
Command/VI 

name 
Command/VI description 

 

MB MFC Setpoint VI 
Reads and writes the setpoint of 

MB MFC. 

 

MB MFC Flow VI Reads the gas flow of MB MFC. 

 

MB MFC Valve 

Position VI 

Reads the valve position of MB 

MFC reporting it as percentage. 

 

MB MFC Valve 

Override VI 

Reads and writes the valve 

override of MB MFC. 

 

MB ENet GoOnline VI 

Establishes internet comunication 

of MB MFC unit via provided IP 

address. 

 

MB Get Device Info VI 

Reads MB MFC’s 9 object 

identification and returns them in 

a cluster. 

 

MB ENet GoOffline VI 
Closes internet comunication of 

MB MFC unit. 

 

MB MFC Zero Flow VI 
Sends a stopping singal to MB 

MFC’s valve control. 

 

Time Dealy 
Inserts a time delay into the 

initializing procedure. 

 

Bundle function with 

Waveform Chart 

Assembles a cluster signal from 

individual elements and plots it 

as a waveform chart. 

 

Case Structure 

Contains one or more 

subdiagrams where exactly one 

executes when the structure 

executes. 

Command/VI visual representation 
Command/VI 

name 
Command/VI description 

 

MB MFC Setpoint VI 
Reads and writes the setpoint of 

MB MFC. 

 

MB MFC Flow VI Reads the gas flow of MB MFC. 

 

MB MFC Valve 

Position VI 

Reads the valve position of MB 

MFC reporting it as percentage. 

 

MB MFC Valve 

Override VI 

Reads and writes the valve 

override of MB MFC. 

 

MB ENet GoOnline VI 

Establishes internet comunication 

of MB MFC unit via provided IP 

address. 

 

MB Get Device Info VI 

Reads MB MFC’s 9 object 

identification and returns them in 

a cluster. 

 

MB ENet GoOffline VI 
Closes internet comunication of 

MB MFC unit. 

 

MB MFC Zero Flow VI 
Sends a stopping singal to MB 

MFC’s valve control. 

 

Time Dealy 
Inserts a time delay into the 

initializing procedure. 

 

Bundle function with 

Waveform Chart 

Assembles a cluster signal from 

individual elements and plots it 

as a waveform chart. 

 

Case Structure 

Contains one or more 

subdiagrams where exactly one 

executes when the structure 

executes. 

Command/VI visual representation 
Command/VI 

name 
Command/VI description 

 

MB MFC Setpoint VI 
Reads and writes the setpoint of 

MB MFC. 

 

MB MFC Flow VI Reads the gas flow of MB MFC. 

 

MB MFC Valve 

Position VI 

Reads the valve position of MB 

MFC reporting it as percentage. 

 

MB MFC Valve 

Override VI 

Reads and writes the valve 

override of MB MFC. 

 

MB ENet GoOnline VI 

Establishes internet comunication 

of MB MFC unit via provided IP 

address. 

 

MB Get Device Info VI 

Reads MB MFC’s 9 object 

identification and returns them in 

a cluster. 

 

MB ENet GoOffline VI 
Closes internet comunication of 

MB MFC unit. 

 

MB MFC Zero Flow VI 
Sends a stopping singal to MB 

MFC’s valve control. 

 

Time Dealy 
Inserts a time delay into the 

initializing procedure. 

 

Bundle function with 

Waveform Chart 

Assembles a cluster signal from 

individual elements and plots it 

as a waveform chart. 

 

Case Structure 

Contains one or more 

subdiagrams where exactly one 

executes when the structure 

executes. 

Command/VI visual representation 
Command/VI 

name 
Command/VI description 

 

MB MFC Setpoint VI 
Reads and writes the setpoint of 

MB MFC. 

 

MB MFC Flow VI Reads the gas flow of MB MFC. 

 

MB MFC Valve 

Position VI 

Reads the valve position of MB 

MFC reporting it as percentage. 

 

MB MFC Valve 

Override VI 

Reads and writes the valve 
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 Waveform Chart Diagram unit plotting output cluster 

signal in a waveform chart. 

 

Greater or Equal 

function 
TRUE or FALSE outputting signal unit. 

 
Wait function (ms) Delays procedure report for a specified 

number of miliseconds to relieve CPU. 

 

While Loop function Repeats the code within its subdiagram 

until a specific condition occurs. 
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5.3.2 Software programming – Potentiostat control procedure 

The FC voltage, current and power monitoring was carried out using an Autolab 

PGSTAT12 potentiostat that runs NOVA 1.10.3 software. The specific processes in the 

FC systems require the appropriate voltage and current control. The NOVA 1.10.3 

software was utilized due to the facile procedural programing that controls and records 

ongoing processes during the FC operation, Fig. 5.16.  

 

Figure 5.16 The NOVA 1.10.3 software procedure programmed for controlling and 

measuring the FC current, voltage and power. 

 

A
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Figure 5.17 The NOVA 1.10.3 software UI window during OCV measurement. 

The software starts the FC testing procedure by measuring the OCV between the two 

electrodes over a period of 30 s, Fig. 5.17. After recording the final OCV value, the 

software has a 1 s resting time after which it applies negative potential steps to the FC, 

previously determined by the user. The user sets the limits of the potential control and 

the number of measured points, Fig. 5.18. The upper limit should always be 0 V (in 

reference to OCV). The lower limit should be a value following relation:  

OCV + x ≈ 0.1 [V]                                                 (5.1) 

where the measured OCV [V] and x [V] is the unknown potential range in which the FC 

will be tested. In condition of 0 V potential difference between the electrodes (bias 

voltage), the FC is forced to produce the highest currents at low voltage efficiency. This 

induces stress to catalytic layer and Nafion® membrane that has to conduct H+ at high 

rates to satisfy ongoing reactions. Since the degradation of entire MEA is amplified at 

these conditions, the FC should not be taken to a state of 0 V bias. 

 

  

B
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Figure 5.18 (A) The NOVA 1.10.3 main procedure potential control with (B) pop-up 

menu allowing user to modify potential steps within the applied range.   

 

A

B
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Example  

If the measured OCV is 0.8 V, the start value should be 0, meaning 0 V applied compared 

to OCV. In this case, no matter the value of the OCV, the first potential step will always 

measure 0 current. The end value should be -0.7 V. This means that in the final 

measurement point, the procedure will apply negative 0.7 V compared to OCV. The actual 

bias between the anode (negative electrode) and cathode (positive electrode) in the final 

measuring point will be 0.1 V. 

 

Figure 5.19 The NOVA 1.10.3 software procedure recording signals at each of the 

applied potential steps for 15 seconds with 100 ms interval time. Software procedure 
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plotting i vs. t and E vs. t diagrams in real time as the measurements are being 

performed. 

At each measurement step, the potential and current are measured for 15 s over intervals 

of 0.1 s, resulting in 150 recorded points for each step, Fig. 5.20. The recorded signals are 

further plotted as chronoamperometric (i vs. t) and chronopotentiometric (E vs. t) raw 

data plots. 

Afterwards, the calculating function “Windower” multiplies data points of potential and 

current measurements generating a plot of power performance over time (P vs. t) for every 

step, as the measurements are performed. The last 30 stable data points from i vs. t, E 

vs. t and P vs. t measurements are averaged and used for the final polarization and power 

curve diagrams. Due to the nature of the applied potential signal to the FC, the recorded 

potential is positive while the current and power have negative values.  

 

Figure 5.20 The NOVA 1.10.3 software “Windower” calculating function. 

“Windower” then multiplies the raw data by “–1” to correct for the negative sign and 

“1000” to plot the final diagrams with units in mA/cm2 (current density) and mW/cm2 
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(power density) since the current recorded by Autolab PGSTAT12 outputs raw data 

initially in A, Fig. 5.20. The “Nested” function clusters i vs. t, E vs. t, P vs. t, polarization 

curve (E vs. i) and power curve (P vs. i) within the same UI window as the measurements 

are being performed, Fig. 5.21. Polarization and power curves are generated from last 30 

stabile data points of each potential step. 

 

Figure 5.21 The NOVA 1.10.3 software “Nested” function. 

The UI of an operating FC testing procedure is presented in Fig. 5.22. The final 

polarization and power curves are results of 20 negatively applied, linearly dependent 

potential steps to the initial OCV. At each step, the bias potential between the electrodes 

is decreased, which results in progressive current generation. The measured raw 

potential and current data are multiplied to obtain power data points. The last 30 data 

points from each step are then averaged and presented as a single set of data points for 

E vs. i and P vs. i diagrams.  
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Figure 5.22 The NOVA 1.10.3 software UI during the operation of FC testing 

procedure. (A) i vs. t, (B) E vs. t, (C) P vs. t and (D) polarization curve E vs. i (blue) 

and power curve P vs. i (red). 

5.4 Sample preparation and testing procedures 

This section describes the sample preparation for FC experiments. The carbon-based 

samples were prepared  as mixtures of powder or concentrated catalysts, Nafion®®, water 

and ethanol. The mixture itself is denoted as “(catalytic) ink”. Homogeneous ink is then 

drop-casted on the carbon paper support, maintaining the Pt mass loading comparable 

for all the tested materials. Immobilized catalyst at the carbon paper support is denoted 

as the “FC anode/cathode electrode”. The obtained electrode is further utilized for 

membrane electrode assembly (MEA) and inserted into a FC casing. Both anode and 

cathode are activated prior to FC testing procedures. 

5.4.1 Catalytic ink preparation 
The purpose of making the catalytic ink is to obtain: (1) the homogeneous dispersion of 

the catalyst to have a uniform active layer within the carbon paper structure and (2) the 

accurate ratio of the catalyst to Nafion®. The ink is generally composed of four 

constituents (Fig. 5.23):  

1. Dry or concentrated catalysts, 

2. Nafion®, 

3. Ethanol, 

C
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4. Millipore water. 

The catalytic material is the main active component in the ink. It is beneficial to prepare 

catalyst-concentrated ink dispersions for the ease-of-use while preparing the electrode by 

a drop-casting procedure. However, too concentrated dispersions result in rapid 

sedimentation of the catalyst eliminating the homogeneity. Targeting a precise 

concentration of the ink is not crucial, since it is dried on the carbon paper and the catalyst 

mass loading determined by an analytical scale procedure, described in the section 5.3.2. 

 

Figure 5.23 Catalytic ink constituents. From left to right: commercial catalyst 20 

wt.% Pt on graphitized carbon (C-Pt20%), 5 wt.% Nafion® solution in ethanol and 

Millipore water. 

It is preferable to have dry catalysts in powder form with NP loadings ranging from 20 to 

60 wt.%. Low metallic loading yields high carbon content in the material resulting in 

increased thickness of the catalytic layer on the electrodes. Thick catalytic layers are 

unfavorable due to the amplified ohmic losses in current as well as fuel and gas diffusion 

issues. In case the material undergoes morphological changes upon drying, as graphene-

based materials do,[208] the catalyst can be used in a concentrated dispersion form. For 

such catalysts, it is important to know the metal concentration in the catalyst dispersion. 

This can be achieved by combination of gravimetric experimental methods (TGA) and 

concentration calculations. G-Cys-Au@Pt catalyst is in a concentrated aqueous dispersion 

form after the purification procedure by centrifugation. The mass of G-Cys-Au@Pt can be 

determined by weighing the specific volume of the dispersion. The masses of water and 

the empty vial are then subtracted from the measured mass of G-Cys-Au@Pt dispersion: 

 m(catalyst)dry = m(catalyst)dispersion in vial – V∙ρ(water) – m(vial)          (5.2) 

The mass of dry G-Cys-Au@Pt catalyst can also be calculated using equation 4.6 for m(G-

Cys) since the c(G-Cys) is known after the centrifugation procedure and a specific V(G-
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Cys) is taken into a vial. From m(G-Cys) the m(G-Cys-Au@Pt) can be obtained using 

equation 4.5. Based on the catalyst mass used for ink preparation, the appropriate 

amount of Nafion® added to the ink can be calculated. The role of the Nafion® is twofold: 

(1) Nafion® acts as a proton conductor through the MEA (Fig. 5.25C) and (2) as a 

catalyst/electrode binder to the Nafion® membrane. The presence of Nafion® is necessary 

for fast reaction rates since the cathodic ORR depends on the efficient H+ delivery in order 

for the reaction to propagate. However, excess Nafion® reduces the overall conductivity, 

damaging the performance of a FC. Due to such issues, experimental trial-and-error 

efforts have established an optimal amount of Nafion® within the catalytic ink. The 

Nafion® mass is depends directly on the total catalyst mass. Generally, the ideal amount 

of Nafion® is 15 wt.% to 85 wt.% of the added catalyst mass. The Nafion®  solution 

concentration used here is 5 wt.% of Nafion® dissolved in ethanol, so the calculation for 

Nafion® mass to be added in the ink is expressed in equation (5.3): 

m (catalyst)
85%

=
m(5% Nafion®)

15%
                                          (5.3) 

m(Nafion®) = 3.53 · m(catalyst)                                        (5.4) 

Ethanol is added to the ink to make the catalyst dispersions more uniform due to better 

solubility of carbon-based materials in alcohols. Ethanol also reduces the drying time of 

the catalyst deposited on the carbon paper. The addition of Millipore water, in the ratio 

of 1 : 1 = ethanol : water, controls the drying time by preventing too fast ethanol 

evaporation, resulting in more uniform catalyst layers on the electrodes.   

After all the ink constituents have been added, the vial is sealed and sonicated for a 

minimum of 30 minutes. Once the homogeneous dispersion is obtained, the ink is ready 

to be drop-casted. Optical images of a concentrated catalyst ink are shown in Fig. 5.24. 

 

Figure 5.24 Optical microscope images of G-Cys-Au@Pt ink dried on a glass slide.  

 

B

100 µm

A

100 µm
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5.4.2 Ink drop-casting 

Before the deposition of the ink on carbon paper (Fig. 5.24A-B), it is important to set the 

desired catalyst loading of the electrodes. The catalyst loading for G-Cys-Au@Pt is 

calculated according to the Pt content, as the Pt shell being the active material in G-Cys-

Au@Pt, while the Au core is considered as “support” in this aspect. To perform these 

calculations, TGA and EDX measurements have to be performed to obtain the information 

about NP loading and metal-to-metal ratio, respectively, Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.12. 

 

Figure 5.25 (A) Photograph of Toray carbon paper, 1.0 x 1.0 cm.  (B) Optical 

microscopy image of Toray carbon paper used as a support for G-Cys-Au@Pt in FC 

experiments. (C) Scheme of ORR on Nafion® coated G-Cys-Au@Pt with H+ and e– 

pathway routes to the reaction site on Pt shell.  

Pt loading calculation: 

Total metal loading in G-Cys-Au@Pt (from TGA, Fig. 4.4): 

 Au@Pt loading = 42 % 

Metal ratio (from EDX, Fig. 4.8):                    

Au : Pt = 2.95 : 1 

Ptrelative =
Pt

Au+Pt
 ∙ 100                                                          (5.5) 

                                                                 

1
3.95

 ∙ 100  = 25.32%  

Ptactual = Au@Pt loading ∙ Ptrelative                                           (5.6) 

                                                              42.0% ∙ 0.2532 = 10.63%  

To obtain the target Pt loading of the electrode, 0.5 mgPt/cm2 on carbon paper, calculation 

of deposited mass of the catalyst must be performed: 

m(catalyst) =
Target Ptloading 

Ptactual 
                                           (5.7) 

A

5 mm

B C

200 µm
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0.5 mg
0.1063

= 4.7 mg of G-Cys-Au@Pt 

The loading of 0.5 mgPt/cm2 corresponds to 4.7 mg of G-Cys-Au@Pt. The ink is being drop-

casted, dried at ~ 60 °C and weighed to assure that the loading is precise, Fig. 5.26. 

 

Figure 5.26 The drop-casting procedure of the catalyst ink on carbon paper. (A) C-Pt 

catalyst ink (B) drop-casted on carbon paper and dried at ~ 60 °C. (C) The Pt loading 

is monitored by weighing the carbon paper with dried catalyst using an analytical 

scale. 

5.4.3 The MEA fabrication 

The prepared electrodes were further made into sandwich-like structures containing the 

anode, Nafion® membrane and cathode, denoted as MEAs, Fig. 5.27. The fabrication of 

MEAs must be performed with precaution due to chloride impurities that can occur on 

the ppm level arising from the MEA preparation process or contamination of humidified 

feed streams. This represents a significant issue since even a 4 ppm chloride impurity can 

result in a voltage loss of 50 mV and equally affect the open circuit cell voltage.[41] In 

addition, the extensive H2O2 production can damage the perfluorinated membranes and 

ionomers in the catalyst layer.[57] MEAs therefore require highly clean conditions.  

A B C

60 °C
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Figure 5.27 (A) The MEA components (anode, Nafion® membrane and cathode) are 

made into (B) hot-pressed MEA. (C) Micrometer measurements of the MEA showing 

a thickness of 503 µm. (D) Scheme of MEA protection by Teflon gaskets prior to 

insertion in FC and indication of points of thickness measurements by a micrometer. 

After the electrode preparation, MEA is assembled within the hot-press. The hot-pressing 

parameters used are the optimal conditions established from a long-term practical 

experience of the group of Prof. Dr. Yi Ding at the Institute for New Energy Materials and 

Low-Carbon Technologies at Tianjin University of Technology (TJUT). Close 

collaboration with Prof. Dr. Yi Ding allowed for FC technology transfer to the 

NanoChemistry group at Department of Chemistry, Technical University of Denmark 

(DTU). The applied MEA fabrication parameters in this Ph.D. work were: 

 Temperature: 135.0 °C,  

 Pressure: 120 kg/cm2, 

 Duration: 3.0 min. 

A B C

Points of thickness measurements

(cross section view)

Teflon gasket

D

MEA

Teflon gasket

1 cm 1 cm

Teflon gasket

MEA

Teflon gasket
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Figure 5.28 The hot-pressing procedure for MEA fabrication. 

The Fig. 5.28 represents the procedure for MEA fabrication. The aluminium sheets and 

Teflon gaskets (1) are cleaned with ethanol to prevent electrode sticking to the sheet after 

the MEA preparation. The Teflon gasket (300 µm) is placed onto the aluminium sheet and 

(2) the anode is inserted in an empty window (1.0 x 1.0 cm). (3) The wet Nafion® sheet 

(4.0 x 4.0 cm, highlighted in red) is then placed on top of the anode. (4) The second Teflon 

gasket (the same thickness and dimensions as the first in the step 1) is placed on top of 

Nafion® sheet, followed by (5) the insertion of cathode into the 1.0 x 1.0 cm window. (6) 

The second aluminium sheet covers and protects MEA from direct hot-press contact. (7) 

The electrode “sandwich” assembly is then placed into the hot-pressing machine and after 

3 minutes, (8) the MEA is taken out and (9) the Teflon gaskets are removed. Upon the 

disassembly, types of electrodes have to be noted down at their respective sides of the 

Nafion® sheet (anode or cathode side) to avoid any confusion or incorrect placement while 

conducting FC experiments. 

Once placed in the FC, the MEA is protected by a set of Teflon gaskets at both electrodes, 

corresponding to the thickness of assembled MEA. These Teflon gaskets protect the 

porous structure of the electrodes from collapsing during the FC assembly. The FC is 

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9
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tightly sealed by a set of screws, applying high pressure in order for MEA to be in an air-

tight environment. For this reason, the thicknesses of a Nafion® sheet, Teflon gaskets and 

MEA have to be measured with a micrometer, Fig. 5.27C-D. Components are measured > 

3 times at different places and average value is taken. Measured components are: 

1. MEA (anode, cathode and Nafion® sheet, ~ 500 µm), 

2. Nafion® sheet (~ 115 µm), 

3. Teflon gasket (~ 60 µm). 

A single Teflon gasket used in these experiments was ~ 60 µm thick. A number of Teflon 

gasket layers at each electrode was calculated using the following equation: 

No. of Teflon gaskets = d(MEA) – d(Nafion® sheet)

d(Teflon gasket) ∙ 2
                            (5.8) 

5.4.4 FC assembly 

The MEA is sealed within FC components, as shown in Fig. 5.29. As noted, MEA is 

protected by Teflon gaskets. Surrounding the gaskets are graphite blocks that act as 

current conductors and suppliers of fuel and O2 flow to anode and cathode, respectively. 

Au-plated Cu (Cu/Au) sheets are placed on the back of the graphite blocks. They act as 

current collectors, and are therefore made from highly conductive materials. The current 

collectors are further insulated by 300 µm thick Teflon sheets in order not to short circuit 

the FC when aluminium plates are connected by screws. The aluminium casing envelops 

the entire assembly and contains the thermocouple heating components. The plates are 

joined together by four screws, which apply enough pressure to the MEA for air-tight 

sealing. Table 5.5 lists the FC components, their dimensions and materials. 

 

Figure 5.29 The schematic, exploded view of PEMFC components. 
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The actual FC assembly is shown in Fig. 5.30. (1) The insulating Teflon gasket is placed 

at the aluminium anode casing. (2) The Cu/Au anode current collector is placed on the 

Teflon gasket. (3) The anode graphite block supplying fuel through internally drilled 

channels is placed on top of the current collector. The serpentine channel dimensions are 

1.0 x 1.0 cm and correspond to the electrode placed on top of it. (4) Corresponding to the 

measured MEA thickness, appropriately thick Teflon gasket goes on top of the anode 

graphite block. (5) The MEA is carefully placed on Teflon gasket, so that the anode fits 

into the 1.0 x 1.0 cm opening. (6) The MEA is protected by another Teflon gasket with the 

same thickness as the first one, to have the force evenly distributed over the MEA. (7) 

The second, cathode graphite block is placed on the second Teflon gasket. This graphite 

block conducts current from the cathode and has the same serpentine channel pattern as 

the first graphite block. The cathode graphite block provides oxygen to the electrode. (8) 

The cathode Cu/Au current collector is then placed on the cathode graphite block. (9) The 

second insulating Teflon gasket is placed on top of the cathode current collector. (10) The 

second aluminium casing covers the entire assembly and (11) is tightly secured with four 

screws. (12) The current collector plug-ins are mounted as well as fuel inlet to the anode 

(transparent tube) and oxygen inlet (red tube) to the cathode. (13) The fuel and oxygen 

outlets are mounted onto the FC. (14) The two thermocouple heaters and a temperature 

probe are inserted into appropriate openings in the aluminium plates in the anode 

graphite block, respectively. (15) The potentiostat leads (working electrode in red and 

counter electrode in black/blue) are connected to the current plug-ins at the FC current 

collectors. (16) The FC is then assembled and ready to be tested.  

Table 5.5 FC components, materials and dimensions. 

FC component Material Dimensions (cm) 

height/width/thickness 

Casing Aluminium 8/8/0.8 

Outer gasket  Teflon 6/6/300A 

Current collector Au-plated Cu sheet 6/6/0.3 

Fuel/O2 supply block Graphite 6/6/1.5 

Inner gasket Teflon 6/6/60A 

Anode/Cathode Graphite paper 1/1/~150A 

Polymer electrolyte Nafion® membrane 4/4/~115A 

Thickness dimension expressed in A [µm]. 
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Figure 5.30 The process of FC assembly. 

To obtain optimal FC performance, both electrodes are activated by water humidification 

for a minimum of 4 hours. Nafion® in the MEA has to be wetted to be proton conductive. 

Once all the steps have been performed correctly, the FC can be gradually heated from 

40, 60 to 80 °C. Fuel supply is maintained at 2.0 mL/min and dioxygen at 100 mL/min. 

5.5 Fuel cell experiments  

Performance of the developed catalyst was tested in a PEMFC system. The anode 

electrodes were prepared by the catalyst ink drop-casting on microporous carbon paper 

Toray (Japan), reaching the loading from 0.50 to 0.68 mgPt/cm2. The cathode used was a 

commercial 1.0 mgPt/cm2 (BC-H225-10F from Quintech, Germany). The MEA was 

prepared for the synthesized catalysts. The two electrodes and Nafion®TM-115 membrane 

(Quintech) were hot-pressed at 135.0 °C and pressure of 120.0 kg/cm2. The MEAs had 1.0 

cm2 active area. A in house-built PEMFC test station was equipped with heating 

thermocouples type K, flow of fuel molecules and O2 controlled by Gilson MINIPULS 3 

and MKS GE50A gas flow meter. The FC test station was built up according to standards 

of practice.[283][301] The PEMFC was operated at 40, 60 and 80 °C. The fuel flow was kept 

1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8
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constant at 2.0 mL/min and dry O2 flow rate was 100 mL/min without humidification 

process. The FC experiments were performed in DFAFC, DMFC and DEFC systems. The 

used fuels were fed to the anode at a flow rate of 2.0 mL/min with concentrations of 3.0 

and 1.0 M for FA and MeOH/EtOH, respectively, without additional supporting 

electrolytes boosting the catalytic activity. The G-Cys-Au@Pt catalyst performance within 

DFAFC, DMFC and DEFC is shown in Fig. 5.31A,C,E respectively, and correspondingly 

compared to C-Pt standard performances in Fig. 5.31B,D,F. The highest recorded open 

circuit voltages (OCVs) and power densities for G-Cys-Au@Pt are: 0.833 V and 127.0 

mW/cm2 for DFAFC, 0.511 V and 41.1 mW/cm2 for DMFC, 0.485 V and 9.3 mW/cm2 for 

DEFC. The G-Cys-Au@Pt exhibits 153, 52 and 35 mV higher OCV values with 

corresponding 95.4, 53.4 and 106.7 % power density increases in the DFAFC, DMFC and 

DEFC setups, respectively, compared to the C-Pt catalyst.  
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Figure 5.31 FC performance for G-Cys-Au@Pt catalyst in (A) 3.0 M FA, (C) 1.0 M 

MeOH and (E) 1.0 M EtOH at 40 (blue), 60 (green) and 80 (red) ºC. Comparison of FC 

performance at 80 ºC for G-Cys-Au@Pt (red) and C-Pt (black) in (B) 3.0 M FA, (D) 1.0 

M MeOH and (F) 1.0 M EtOH. G-Cys-Au@Pt was used as the anode catalyst in all the 

experiments with loadings of 0.64 mgPt/cm2 (FA), 0.52 mgPt/cm2 (MeOH) and 0.50 

mgPt/cm2 (EtOH). C-Pt anode loadings were 0.52 mgPt/cm2 (FA), 0.52 mgPt/cm2 

(MeOH) and 0.50 mgPt/cm2 (EtOH). Commercial 1.0 mgPt/cm2 catalyst was used in all 

assembled MEAs. Fuel flow was 2.0 mL/min, non-humidified O2 flow 100.0 mL/min. 

In all the figures (□) represents i vs. E and (▽) i vs. P plots. 
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The enhanced electrocatalytic performance of G-Cys-Au@Pt in the anode setup (Fig. 5.31) 

was sought within the setup where G-Cys-Au@Pt is catalyst at both anode and cathode, 

Fig. 5.32. However, this FC system did not parallel the anode setup results. As previously 

argued, the outcome is closely related to diffusion properties of the graphene support, 

effectively diminishing the reactant concentration at the catalyst surface. Recently 

reported studies by Kim et al. [302] and Ma et al. [303] shine light on the phenomena. By 

selective wetting of the ordinarily hydrophobic graphene surface, water molecules are 

brought to space out, interact with, and diffuse into the graphene framework at unusually 

high rates. This curious feature is omitted when the structure is dry. Having an un-wetted 

gas flow in a heated FC cathode catalyst setup, graphene’s compact structure inhibited 

sufficient dioxygen flux to Pt, consequently diverging from the noteworthy results when 

G-Cys-Au@Pt is used as anode catalyst (Fig. 5.31). Nevertheless, cathode application of 

G-Cys-Au@Pt catalyst is surely a basis for imminent research.  

 

Figure 5.32 DFAFC performance of G-Cys-Au@Pt as catalyst on both electrodes: 

anode 0.62 mgPt/cm2, cathode 1.11 mgPt/cm2. Fuel flow was 2.0 mL/min, non-

humidified O2 flow 100.0 mL/min. (□) represents i vs. E and (▽) i vs. P plots. 

C-Pt catalyst in the MEA was extensively tested in DFAFC, DMFC and DEFC systems. 

The performance of C-Pt is presented in Fig. 5.33. Comparing the performance of G-Cys-

Au@Pt (Fig. 5.31) and C-Pt (Fig. 5.33) in DFAFC, DMFC and DEFC, at 40, 60 and 80 °C, 

consistent doubling of power density can be observed for G-Cys-Au@Pt. More favorable 

electronic configuration of Au-modified Pt surface oxidizes fuel molecules at higher rates 

than pure Pt NPs in C-Pt. Covalent Au@Pt NP immobilization on highly conductive 

graphene nanosheets benefits efficient electron transfers, resulting in increased overall 

electrocatalytic performance compared to for C-Pt with adsorption immobilized Pt NPs. 
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Figure 5.33 FC measurement of C-Pt catalyst in (A) DFAFC, (B) DMFC and (C) 

DEFC systems at different temperatures. C-Pt anode loadings were 0.52 mgPt/cm2 

(A, B) and 0.50 mgPt/cm2 (C). Commercial 1.0 mgPt/cm2 catalyst was used in all 

assembled MEAs. Fuel flow was 2.0 mL/min, non-humidified O2 flow 100.0 mL/min. 

In all the figures (□) represents i vs. E and (▽) i vs. P plots. 

The stability measurements of the G-Cys-Au@Pt and C-Pt catalysts were performed by 

chronoamperometry in DFAFC, DMFC and DEFC systems. Eox was maintained at the 

peak power of both catalysts for 6000 s. The current density vs. time plots (i vs. t) are 

shown in Fig. 5.34, The G-Cys-Au@Pt catalyst exhibits higher currents than C-Pt for all 
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of the FC setups over the entire duration of the measurements, demonstrating its superior 

performance. G-Cys-Au@Pt retains 16, 7 and 9% greater currents than C-Pt, in DFAFC, 

DMFC and DEFC setups, respectively and generally shows a significantly lower rate of 

deactivation. This is most pronounced in DFAFC where current retention for G-Cys-

Au@Pt was 92 % and for C-Pt 85 %. The current density degradation observed for both 

catalysts stems from the gradual accumulation of COads. The current stabilization 

observed for G-Cys-Au@Pt is attributed to the improved poisoning tolerance and more 

facile COads removal, as demonstrated in CO adsorption measurements, Fig. 4.16 and Fig. 

4.17 in Chapter 4. 

 

Figure 5.34 Chronoamperometry plots exhibiting catalyst stability in FCs at 80 ºC 

for G-Cys-Au@Pt (red) and C-Pt (black) in (A) 3.0 M FA, (B) 1.0 M MeOH and (C) 1.0 

M EtOH. Constant potential was maintained for 6000 s at the peak power 

performance of each catalyst. 

G-Cys-Au@Pt and C-Pt was systematically tested for three target fuels obtaining the 

benchmark values.  
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Table 5.6 (A) DFAFC, (B) DMFC and (C) DEFC average performances of G-Cys-Au@Pt 

and C-Pt MEAs with different Pt loadings at 40, 60 and 80 °C, 100 mL/min O2 flow and 

2.0 mL/min 3.0 M FA, 1.0 M MeOH and EtOH fuel flows. The average values are taken 

from 71 different measurements of G-Cys-Au@Pt and 52 measurements of C-Pt FC 

performance. 

 

The experiments obtaining the average open circuit voltages (OCVs), current densities (i) 

and power densities (P) within the DFAFC, DMFC and DEFC for the G-Cys-Au@Pt and 

C-Pt with different Pt loadings are summarized in Table 5.6A-C. 

DFAFC

Average:

T

( C)

G-Cys-

Au@Pt

0.50 

mgPt/cm2

G-Cys-

Au@Pt

0.52 

mgPt/cm2

G-Cys-

Au@Pt

0.64 

mgPt/cm2

C-Pt

0.52 

mgPt/cm2

C-Pt

0.61 

mgPt/cm2

C-Pt

0.68 

mgPt/cm2

P

(mW/cm2)
40 30  3 30  1 40  2 20  1 20  1 10  4

60 50  6 80  13 80  2 40  1 40  1 60  1

80 100  2 100  6 120  3 60  2 60  3 60  1

i

(mA/cm2)
40 120  1 120  2 150  7 60  2 70  1 50  6

60 250  15 370  62 260  11 120  1 150  11 250  9

80 380  42 460  30 420  17 210  13 250  14 250  40

OCV

(mV)
40 730  15 740  3 790  11 630  6 680  4 680  47

60 740  18 780  22 810  10 650  3 690  24 740  9

80 810  13 800  3 830  10 700  16 730  8 720  15

DMFC

Average:

T

( C)

G-Cys-

Au@Pt

0.50 

mgPt/cm2

G-Cys-

Au@Pt

0.52 

mgPt/cm2

C-Pt

0.52 

mgPt/cm2

P

(mW/cm2)
40 10  1 10  1 10  1

60 20  2 30  1 20  1

80 30  1 40  3 20  4

i

(mA/cm2)
40 70  5 80  4 50  3

60 120  8 170  6 110  2 

80 160  5 230  17 190  3

OCV

(mV)
40 430  6 430  7 420  2

60 480  2 470  2 440  1

80 510  1 540  33 450  11

DEFC

Average:

T

( C)

G-Cys-

Au@Pt

0.50 

mgPt/cm2

C-Pt

0.52 

mgPt/cm2

P

(mW/cm2)
40 1  0 1  0

60 3  1 3  1

80 8  2 4  1

i

(mA/cm2)
40 10  1 9  1

60 21  1 19  1 

80 42  6 28  1

OCV

(mV)
40 439  2 402  8

60 470  21 434  6

80 504  20 446  4

A

B C
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5.6 Conclusions 

The G-Cys-Au@Pt catalyst was tested in DFAFC, DMFC and DEFC systems exhibiting 

maximum power outputs of 127.0, 41.14 and 9.26 mW/cm2 at 80 ºC, an increase of 95.4, 

53.4 and 106.7 % compared to C-Pt, respectively. Au-modified Pt electronic configuration 

resulted in stronger bonding of fuel molecules to Au@Pt NPs, giving rise to higher 

electrocatalytic rates than pure Pt NPs in C-Pt. Covalent Au@Pt NP immobilization on 

graphene enhanced electron transfer rates, compared to C-Pt with adsorption 

immobilized Pt NPs on graphitized carbon. These improvements resulted in increased 

overall G-Cys-Au@Pt FC performance at all tested temperatures and in all three FC 

systems. The catalyst stability was tested by chronoamperometry. The retained current 

densities at the end of the experiments were 16, 7 and 9 % higher for G-Cys-Au@Pt than 

for C-Pt in DFAFC, DMFC and DEFC. The enhanced catalytic stability was especially 

pronounced in DFAFC system where G-Cys-Au@Pt retained 92 % of its initial current 

density. The 10 % increase  in COads poisoning tolerance and 60 mV lower removal 

potential originated from Au NP cores, a well-established CO oxidation catalysts.[222] 

Unique G-Cys-Au@Pt design therefore strongly attracts and binds fuel molecules, but 

retains selectivity towards desorption of catalytic poisons. Chemical anchoring of Au@Pt 

NPs on graphene creates efficient electron transfer pathways, further enhancing the 

electrocatalysis. 

As-presented catalytic robustness and durability of G-Cys-Au@Pt towards biofuel 

oxidation and ORR offers application within DFAFC, DMFC and DEFC systems. “Green” 

and scalable synthesis of G-Cys-Au@Pt provides a basis for new generation PEMFC 

electrocatalysts tailored with ultra-low Pt loadings and highly efficient electronic 

structures. 
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Chapter 6 

Scanning tunneling microscopy: Molecular 

assembly of cysteine on Au(111) in ionic liquids 

6.1 Scanning tunneling microscopy 

All matter including even vacuum is electrochemically conducting at atomic or molecular 

scale, by the quantum mechanical tunneling effect.[304] Scanning tunneling microscopy 

(STM) is a technique that provides atomic resolution of a conductive sample by the 

quantum mechanical tunneling effect. Bias voltage is applied between an atomically 

sharp tip and a conducting sample surface. A tunneling current flows when the tip is 

brought only few angstroms (Å = 10-10 m) from the sample. As the tip scans across the 

surface, information about its position, piezoelectricity and the tunneling current is 

acquired and displayed in a form of an image.  The most significant feature of STM is 

atomic resolution. 

Simply speaking, the atomic resolution is achieved based on the exponential dependence 

of the tunneling current on the separation of the tip and the sample. The electronic wave 

functions extending from the tip and sample surfaces thus decay exponentially within the 

gap between these two surfaces. If the gap is thin enough, the decaying wave functions 

overlap with each other, and electron tunneling takes place.[305] In STM experiments, a 

bias voltage is applied between the tip and sample to shift their corresponding Fermi 

levels. The current is measured with an amplifier and is in the range of pA to nA.[306]  

There are two distinct modes under which STM can generate images: constant-current 

and constant-height mode. In the former mode a feedback mechanism uses a constant 

current, while a constant bias is applied between the tip and the sample. As the tip is 

scanning the sample, the constant separation between the two is maintained. 

Piezoelectric elements control the motion in all three directions (x, y and z).[305] The 

topographic image is created from the voltage signal required to change the position of 

the tip in the z direction so the tunneling current can be maintained constant, i.e. the 

height of the tip z(x, y) as a function of position is recorded. In this mode, the image 

represents a constant charge density contour of the sample surface. The constant-current 
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mode is used for sample surfaces which are not completely atomically flat (stepped 

surfaces). The disadvantage of using this mode is a limited response time of the feedback 

loop which results in relatively low limits for the scan speed.[307] In the constant-height 

mode, a constant applied bias and height are being maintained. As the tip scans across 

the sample surface, the variation in current results in topographic structure variations. 

In this mode, the image is being created directly from the current and is related to 

averaging charge density.[305] Since the feedback loop is significantly slowed or even 

turned off, the tip is able to scan sample surface considerably faster. The disadvantage of 

this mode is limitation to only atomically flat surfaces since the tip is not being retracted 

when approaching a protrusion in the sample. Another drawback is that topographic 

height information from variations of the tunneling current is difficult to extract since the 

distance dependence of the tunneling current is often not precisely known.[307] Atomic 

resolution is possible only under optimized sample and tip preparations. As a general note 

of observation, STM images do not directly represent sample topography, but rather 

tunneling currents, and the current-distance relation must be identified to have a true 

topographic image of the surface. 

6.1.1 The concept of tunneling 

As a simple illustration of the fundamental concept we consider the one-dimensional 

motion of an electron. Classical mechanics describes an electron with the total energy E 

by the Hamiltonian function: 

E = 
pz

2

2m
+U(z)                                                  (6.1) 

where m is the electron mass, pz the electron momentum along the single dimension z, 

and U(z) the potential energy of the electron.[308] In regions where the total energy of the 

electron E > U(z), the electron has a non-zero momentum, and the electron can be found 

nowhere outside the z-range where E > U(z). Quantum mechanics describes the electron 

as a wavefunction ψ(z) by Schrödinger’s equation:  

Eψ(z) = –
ℏ

2

2m
d

2

dz
2 ψ(z)+U(z)ψ(z)                                  (6.2) 

where 2πℏ is reduced Planck’s constant.  

One of the most notable results of even simple quantum mechanics is that there is now 

also a finite probability of finding the electron outside the E > U(z) range. The probability 

(P) for an electron of energy E < U(z) to pass a barrier U(z) of width a can be described by 

the Gamov equation [309] reduced to an expression: 

P = exp [–
2

ℏ
a√2m(U(z)-E)dz]                                        (6.3) 
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The tunneling current (It) is proportional to the tunneling probability for a rectangular 

and constant barrier of height U [305]: 

It∝ exp [–
2

ℏ
a√2m(U-E)]                                         (6.4) 

The exponential dependence on the gap width and barrier height indicates that all current 

in STM is transferred by the most protruding atoms of the tip where small changes in 

sample-tip distance results in significant changes in tunneling current. The minimum 

energy required to remove one electron from the bulk of the material to the vacuum level 

is defined as the work function, ϕ.[308] If it is assumed that the work function of the tip 

and the sample are equal and a bias voltage (V) is applied, the electron can tunnel from 

sample to the tip and vice versa, Fig. 6.2.  

 

Figure 6.1 The energy levels of two metal electrodes separated by an insulating 

vacuum barrier with (A) no bias applied and (B) applied bias. EF1 and EF2 represent 

Fermi levels of the two materials. The applied bias is V = EF1 − EF2 and a is the 

distance between them. 

The energy diagram in Fig. 6.1 is a general representation of two macroscopic flat and 

parallel metal electrodes. The STM configuration, i.e. tip-plane geometry is different but 

the figure still applies qualitatively. By applying the bias voltage, net tunneling takes 

place where the electrons can tunnel from filled levels below the Fermi level EF1 of the 

electrode to the left to vacant levels above the Fermi level, EF2 of the electrode to the right. 

6.2 In-situ scanning tunneling microscopy 

From the fundamental, biotechnological and electrochemical aspect, two-dimensional 

organization of functional proteins on solid surfaces is of a great interest. Several issues 

are here in focus: high-resolution mapping of the electronic structure and transport of 

organic thin films on solid surfaces. Advances of self-assembled monolayer (SAM) 

chemistry and surface-ultrasensitive techniques such as STM, currently offer effective 

tools to address this challenging task. Electrochemical, in-situ STM (ECSTM) is a 

technique that can image real-life processes taking place in conductive samples, such as 
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SAM structural changes and adsorption/desorption processes. Measurements conducted 

in ECSTM are described in this chapter with a focus on a deeper insight into morphology 

of cysteine (Cys) SAM on the single-crystal Au(111) surfaces. 

ECSTM was employed in an ionic liquid environment for the purpose of avoiding oxygen 

and water influence on the Cys assembly and interaction with Au(111). An ionic liquid 

(IL) may be described as a compound composed entirely of ions in its liquid state at 

temperatures around 298 K and below. Due to the ionic composition, ILs possess wide 

electrochemical windows (often in excess of 5 V). For such reasons, ILs are seen as 

attractive potential solvents and electrolytes used for electrochemical investigation. 

The electrochemical interactions of air/water-free stabile IL, 1-ethyl-3-

methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide (EMITFSI) with Cys SAMs at the 

surface of Au(111) was studied by cyclic voltammetry (CV) and STM. Cys molecules were 

assembled on Au(111) surfaces to form highly ordered monolayers with a periodic lattice 

structure. Adsorption of cysteine molecules was confirmed by reductive desorption 

experiments using voltammetric methods. Aqueous solution of 0.1 M NaOH was used as 

a reference system to Cys desorption in pure EMITFSI. In both systems a single 

desorption peak was present indicating successful reductive removal of Cys molecules. In-

situ STM allowed the examination of stable, highly ordered Cys SAMs, as well as their 

change and dissipation with the change of applied potential. 

6.3 Experimental procedures 

The STM measurements were conducted using a Nanoscope E (Digital Instrument, USA) 

instrument with Nanoscope 5.30 software, in glove box, in under constant-current mode. 

The STM electrochemical cell was a four-electrode system with the: (1) Cys SAMs on 

Au(111) as a working electrode (WE), (2) Pt coiled wire as counter electrode (CE), (3) a 

shorter Pt wire as a reference electrode (Pt/PtO RE) and (4) electrode made of tungsten 

(W) or platinum-iridium (Pt/Ir) etched wire functioning as an STM tip, Fig. 6.2. 
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Figure 6.2 Scheme of in-situ STM setup with Cys SAMs on Au(111) as working 

electrode. 

Pt/PtO RE was used due to the small dimensions of the ECSTM cell. After the STM and 

electrochemical experiments in EMITFSI the electrochemical potentials were checked 

versus SCE and all potentials have been reported versus this RE. 

6.3.1 STM tip preparation 

The STM tips were prepared from W or Pt/Ir alloy (80/20 %) wires (ϕ = 0.25 mm). W tips 

were prepared by electrochemical etching of W wire (ϕ = 0.25 mm) in 1.0 M KOH or NaOH 

aqueous solutions. Approximately 30.0 mL of the solution was poured into a beaker with 

a coiled, H2 flame annealed Pt wire, as a CE. The W wire was mounted above the 

electrolyte, perpendicular to the solution surface, and inserted into the electrolyte by 

approximately 2.0 mm. The W wire was then connected to the AC source and 10 to 15 V 

applied to start etching the wire. The surface tension of the electrolyte created a meniscus 

around the wire during etching, Fig. 6.3A. The wire grew thinner as it was oxidized and 

dissolved into the electrolyte. As the etching progresses, the meniscus enveloping the wire 

produces a sharp tip.  Once the W wire is thin enough, the electrolyte meniscus detaches 

from the tip, effectively breaking the electric circuit, and stopping the current flow leading 

to atomically sharp tip to be made, Fig. 6.3B.  

The sharpness of the tips was examined under an optical microscope. If the sharpness 

was not satisfactory, the tips were re-done by repeating the etching procedure. Sharp tips 
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were copiously cleaned and sonicated in Millipore water with resistivity of 18.2 MΩ·cm at 

25 °C. 

 

Figure 6.3 Electrochemical etching of a W STM tip. (A) The bias voltage is applied 

to start the oxidation of the W surface. (B) The electrical circuit is broken by the 

electrolyte meniscus being detached from the W wire.  

Similarly to W tip preparation, Pt/Ir tips can be electrochemically etched. An alternative 

procedure is cutting Pt/Ir wire with a sharp cutting tool. The process requires an 

experienced user. Although the procedure needs less time and preparation, the 

reproducibility and quality of the tips present challenges. Pt/Ir tips were prepared by 

cleaning the Pt/Ir (80/20 %) wire in the H2 flame followed by washing in Millipore water. 

The procedure was repeated several times. The Pt/Ir wire was then cut at an angle of 45°, 

applying an abrupt detaching movement, with a sharp pair of scissors that had been 

cleaned in ethanol prior to the cut. As-prepared Pt/Ir tips were cleaned by copious 

amounts of Millipore water. To avoid tip surface oxidation, all tips were freshly prepared 

before the STM experiments.  

6.3.2 STM tip coating procedure 

Atomic resolution in STM greatly depends on the tip quality. In order to eliminate 

Faradaic currents for in-situ STM measurements, the tips were coated by polyethylene 

(PE). The PE was melted by heating the PE rod at ~ 100 °C on a fork-like resistance 

heater. When the PE was melted, the tip was slowly inserted upwards from the bottom of 
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the melting PE, so that ~ 5.0 mm of the tip would stick above the melted PE. By doing so, 

only the atomically sharp tip of the wire could get exposed from the PE coating. After 10 

to 15 seconds, the PE hardened around the metal tip and was slowly taken out from the 

melting PE. The very outmost part of the tip was exposed, while the main body of the tip 

was protected by ~ 1 mm wide, hardened PE layer. Due to its small size, the exposed tip 

cannot be examined under an optical microscope but rather tested in the STM setup. 

Insulating the W or Pt/Ir tips allowed for the current flow only through the atomically 

sharp top of the tip, avoiding Faradaic currents and eliminating imaging noise during in-

situ STM experiments.  

6.3.3 Functionalization of the Au(111) electrode surface by cysteine SAMs 

Prior to each in-situ STM experiment, 2.0 mL of EMITFSI was vacuum dried in a glovebox 

overnight. Sigma Aldrich L-cysteine (≥ 98 %) was grinded up into a fine powder, by a 

mortar and pestle and used to prepare 0.1 mM solution in EMITFSI. After the addition 

of the powder to the IL, the dispersion was magnetically stirred and heated at 80 °C for 5 

to 8 hours followed by 2 hours of sonication. The solution was continuously vacuum-

pumped in order to avoid contact with air or water. Au(111) beads were electro-polished 

in 0.1 M H2SO4 and 0.1 M HCl followed by H2 flame annealing for a minimum of 5 

minutes. As-prepared Au(111) electrodes were transferred to a glovebox with Ar 

atmosphere where it was immersed into 2.0 mL of 0.1 mM Cys (dissolved in EMITFSI) 

solution  and heated at 80 °C for 3 to 8 hours. After the Cys had adsorbed on the Au(111) 

surface, the sample was washed with ethanol, assembled in an STM electrochemical cell, 

and transferred to the STM setup, Fig. 6.4.  

The in-situ STM setup had to be assembled in a quick and efficient way in order not to 

prolong the exposure of the sensitive sample to air and moisture. The ethanol-washed Cys 

functionalized Au(111) electrode was placed onto a steel current collector which also acted 

as a WE slider. The assembled EC cell could be moved in the x, y directions by ~ 5 mm. A 

rubber o-ring was placed on top of Au(111) bead electrode so that IL cannot leak out due 

to the air-tight seal. The Teflon ECSTM cell round opening was aligned with the o-ring 

and placed on top of it. Four screws secured the EC cell to the steel current collector. After 

the insertion of the tip into the STM scanner and connection of the electrodes, the sample 

was covered by 200 µL of the pure and overnight-dried EMITFSI IL. The setup described 

was covered with an acrylic box equipped with N2 gas inlet to protect the sample from air 

and moisture. 
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Figure 6.4 In-situ STM experimental setup: (1) inlet of N2, (2) acrylic box for 

atmosphere protection, (3) N2 saturated atmosphere, (4) scanner with mounted STM 

tip, (5) three micrometer screws for scanner positioning, (6) potentiostat for potential 

and current control, (7) voltage bias display, (8) vibration damping pad, (9) vibration 

damping table, (10) current leads to computer, (11) W or Pt/Ir STM tip, (12) IL 

application (after the EC cell assembly), (13) four EC cell assembly screws, (14) Teflon 

EC cell, (15) Pt wire CE, (16) Pt wire RE, (17) rubber o-ring, (18) Cys functionalized 

Au(111) WE electrode and (19) steel current collector. 

6.4 Cys SAMs on Au(111): Electrochemistry and STM 

The purpose of conducted in-situ STM experiments was to get a deeper insight into Cys 

SAMs on single-crystal Au(111) surfaces. ILs were used as an electrolyte due to their good 

properties such as low volatility, high potential window and high conductivity. Challenges 

met prior to conduction of STM experiments were low solubility of Cys in the ILs.  

Dissolution of the amino acid in four ILs was tried, Fig. 6.5: 1-Butyl-1-

Methylpyrrolidinium-bis (trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide (BMPTFSI), 1-methyl-3-

octylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate (OMIPF6), EMITFSI and 1-n-butyl-3-

methylimidazolium (BMIPF6). Cys indicated good solubility after heating at 80 °C and 

sonication in EMITFSI and BMIPF6. In BMPTFSI and OMIPF6 fine Cys powder was 

continuously present during all of the dissolution procedures, such as long heating, 

stirring and sonicating. Due to very high hygroscopicity and lower thermostability of 
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BMIPF6 (rapid color change from light orange to dark brown in several minutes), 

EMITFSI was used as a solvent for Cys in the following experiments.[310] 

 

Figure 6.5 Cys dissolution in four different ILs before heating: (A) BMPTFSI, (B) 

OMIPF6, (C) EMITFSI and (D) BMIPF6. 

Formation of Cys SAMs on Au(111) was investigated by electrochemical reductive 

desorption in both 0.1 M NaOH and pure EMITFSI. CV and capacitance analysis can 

qualitatively distinguish adsorption of Cys on Au(111) surface. The coverage of Cys SAMs 

was estimated from a prominent and sharp peak in cyclic voltammograms observed 

during reductive desorption of Cys in 0.1 M NaOH.[311] Investigation of SAMs was 

conducted in basic medium (pH = 13) in order to avoid hydrogen evolution during 

reductive desorption at negative potentials. A well-defined cathodic peak implies a one-

electron process. Its potential depends on electrolyte pH, crystallinity of Au surface, the 

bond strength and molecular structure of the SAM. Fig. 6.6A shows a sharp cathodic peak 

of cysteine at -0.720 V vs. SCE in 0.1 M NaOH at 20 mV/s and charge density of 2.4·10-5 

C cm-2. This peak is usually found at -0.7 V vs. SCE in 0.1 M NaOH so the slight peak 

shift could indicate minor electronic modifications of interactions between Cys and 

Au(111). Fig. 6.5A shows that the peak dissipates during the second scan indicating 

successful reductive SAM removal from the Au(111) surface.  

In pure EMITFSI electrolyte, peaks are not as well defined as in 0.1 M NaOH. The first 

and second CV scans in Fig. 6.6B exhibit the same profile with the exception of the peak 

at – 1.510 V where current density from the first scan is reduced by 17 % in the second 

scan, indicating reductive removal of Cys. The inset of the Fig. 6.6B shows the same scan 

rate voltammograms as in Fig. 6.6A. The current density change is obvious from the 

cathodic peak at – 1.380 V. The reductive desorption of Cys in pure EMITFSI was later 

pursued by in-situ STM measurements. 
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Figure 6.6 Reductive desorption voltammograms of Cys SAMs adsorbed on Au(111) 

performed by (A) LSV in 0.1 M NaOH at 20 mV/s, (B) CV in pure EMITFSI IL at 50 

mV/s, inset scan rate is 20 mV/s. 

In-situ STM at the clean Au(111) electrode in pure EMITFSI was performed as a reference 

experiment, Fig. 6.7A. Large terrace domains of (111) faceting was observed, without any 

presence of adsorbed molecules. Contrary to these images, Cys SAMs were observed from 

samples treated in 0.1 mM Cys solutions, Fig. 6.7B. Cys dissolution and adsorption to 

Au(111) electrodes were performed under Ar-protected EMITFSI and imaged in the same, 

pure IL. The SAMs were recognized by the characteristic pits of the monolayer, not 

observed in clean Au(111) samples under any conditions. 
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Figure 6.7 In-situ STM images in pure EMITFSI under Ar flow of (A) clean Au(111) 

and (B) Cys SAMs on Au(111).  

In-situ STM reductive desorption of Cys SAMs from Au(111) surface in 0.1 M NaOH and 

pure EMITFSI was tried to confirm the removal potential established from the 

electrochemical experiments, at – 0.720 and – 1.510 V, respectively. However, Cys SAM 

desorption could not be clearly imaged in EMITFSI in-situ STM experiments due to the 

strong adsorption of large IL cations at potentials more negative than – 1.1 V, Fig. 6.8. IL 

cations saturated the sample surface, making it impossible to distinguish Cys molecules 

on Au(111) from IL contributions even at high magnifications, Fig. 6.8C. 

 

Figure 6.8 In-situ STM images of IL cation adsorption on Cys SAMs chemisorbed on 

the Au(111) surface in Ar-protected EMITFSI at – 1.3 V. 

High-resolution in-situ STM was performed under Ar-protected pure EMITFSI IL as 

electrolyte at the potential range from – 0.8 V to – 1.0 V. The stable Cys SAMs were 
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imaged at atomic resolution showing ordered structures of Cys molecules adsorbed on 

Au(111) electrode. The molecular assembly followed Au faceting, as seen from Fig. 6.9.  

 

Figure 6.9 Cysteine SAMs on Au(111) surface in Ar-protected pure EMITFSI at 

different magnifications. 

As a reference experiment, the clean Au(111) surface was imaged under the same 

conditions and magnifications. The interatomic distances were measured for both clean 

Au(111) and Cys functionalized Au(111) samples, Fig. 6.10. The average atomic distance 

for clean Au(111) was measured to be 3.05 Å, which was close to the theoretical Au(111) 

interatomic distance of 2.84 Å. The minor discrepancy was attributed to calibration 

errors.  
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Figure 6.10 STM images of (A) clean Au(111) under Ar flow and (B) in-situ Cys SAMs 

on Au(111) in pure EMITFSI under Ar flow. Extracted topography profiles for (C) 

clean Au(111) and (D) Au(111)-Cys. 

On the other hand, Cys functionalized Au(111) showed significant interatomic distances. 

The average distance between the neighboring atoms was 3.11 Å. Moreover, the 

topography profiles showed almost doubling in height for Cys SAM sample with 1.82  Å 

compared to clean Au(111) sample with height of 1.07 Å. This was a direct indication that 

Cys molecules did adsorb on the Au(111) surface from EMITFSI, forming chemisorbed 

and ordered structures (SAMs) that follow the crystallinity of Au(111) surface. 
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6.5 Conclusions 

Cys SAMs were successfully dissolved in pure EMITFSI IL and characterized by cyclic 

voltammetry and in-situ STM. The reductive desorption potential in 0.1 M NaOH and 

pure EMITFSI was found at – 0.720 and – 1.510 V, respectively, with a charge density of 

2.4·10-5 C cm-2. In-situ STM showed that the structure of Cys SAMs followed the crystal 

faceting of the Au(111) electrode. The presence of adsorbed Cys molecules was further 

proved by measuring the interatomic distances and topography profiles of Cys adsorbed 

Au(111) samples and clean Au(111) samples at same conditions. The average atomic 

distance increased by 0.1 Å and topography by 70 % for Cys functionalized Au(111) 

compared to clean Au(111) electrodes indicating chemisorption of Cys molecules on the 

Au(111) surface from IL EMITFSI. Cys is, therefore, chemically immobilized on Au(111) 

electrodes which can be observed from: (1) strong and sharp reductive desorption peak, 

and (2) interatomic distances and topography measurements indicate adsorption of Cys 

molecules into ordered structure that follows the crystallinity of the electrode. Presence 

of strong chemical bonds, therefore, indicated that Cys would have covalent bonds to Au 

NP cores in Au@Pt NPs, as well. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions 

The PEMFC technology is governed by used electrocatalysts, their activity and stability. 

In this Ph.D. project, catalyst optimization was pursued to efficiently utilize Pt, and 

enhance electronic features, along with stability, by employing graphene. Active surface 

area of Pt was significantly increased by synthesizing small Pt NPs, enhancing the 

electrocatalysis. Bimetallic Au@Pt NPs were synthesized with atomically thin Pt shells, 

further increasing the Pt utilization. Graphene was used as a support for these 

nanostructures, due to high electrical conductivity, mechanical strength, large surface 

area and chemical inertness in PEMFC operating conditions.  One of the key features of 

as-synthesized electrocatalysts was the NP immobilization method. Although highly 

active towards electrochemical oxidation of FA, EtOH and MeOH, Au@Pt NPs only 

showed significant improvement when covalently immobilized on graphene by Cys 

molecules. This indicated the importance of an electron transfer process for the 

electrocatalysis, i.e. when pathways for electron transfers were not created, reactions 

were not fully propagating. Secondly, the Au cores in Au@Pt NPs were beneficial for 

multiple reasons. With close atomic sizes and similar properties, Au and Pt did not create 

high structural tension, thus NPs were stable. Au increased Pt d-band energy, resulting 

in stronger bonding to fuel molecules, giving rise to higher current densities, and power 

densities in PEMFCs. Furthermore, being a well-established catalyst for CO oxidation, 

Au cores protected Pt atomic layers from catalytic poisoning. Both ORR and 

electrochemical oxidation experiments indicated a promising PEMFC performance of G-

Cys-Au@Pt electrocatalyst, which it proved to be in anode setup. Graphene diffusion 

limitations arose several times, during catalyst characterization or application. Robust 

structure of graphene, when deposited and dried on electrodes, acted as a barrier for both 

fuel and oxygen molecules. This effect was, however, less noticeable with fuels. Anode G-

Cys-Au@Pt application exhibited superior performance to the commercial catalyst used 

in industry, which was mainly attributed to unique behavior of water while interacting 

with hydroscopic graphene. Cathode application, on the other hand, underperformed due 

to dry graphene structure acting as an oxygen barrier, decreasing the gas flux in PEMFC. 

The increased stability of G-Cys-Au@Pt in anode setups of DFAFC, DMFC, and DEFC 
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over C-Pt ensured long-term and high-power performance of the catalyst. At the time of 

energy crisis and depleting fossil fuels, electrochemical power sources pose a reasonable 

alternative. Energy- and Pt-efficient electrocatalysts are promising solution to PEMFC 

technology. 
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